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ABSTRACT — This Bachelor’s thesis explores the phonemic differences (dialectal variation, 

singing style) and the phonetic differences (allophonic variation) in performances of traditional 

Breton song in comparison to spoken Breton. Four participants have provided at least one 

spoken sample and two recordings of songs, totaling to a corpus of about an hour worth of audio 

material. With a rough phonetic transcription of this material, a comparison is made per 

participant between their speech and the two songs they perform. The findings suggest that the 

conservative nature of the transmission of traditional song allows these differences to be 

preserved, but further research is needed to confirm this.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Ask anyone in France what they think of when they hear la Bretagne: yes, the answer is les 

galettes, because we cannot forget local cuisine, but the second answer is probably something 

along the lines of Alan Stivell, Nolwenn Leroy, Tri Yann… In France, and to a lesser degree 

the rest of Europe, the Breton folk music revival has entered the modern musical landscape, 

with associations of a rough, barren landscape and regionalist singers, proud of their Breton 

heritage… For some, the sound of the binioù and bombarde is off-putting, but to some, 

including myself, the music sparked curiosity in the language and culture of the Bretons, which 

ultimately is the reason for this Bachelor’s thesis.  

It was during my stay abroad in Rennes that my friend Chams Bernard came to visit, and at 

the Musée de Bretagne, we both sat down in a rather dark booth, where a projector was quietly 

whirring, casting a video onto a black wall. The video was of a woman and her little son on her 

lap. She was being interviewed about her use of Breton at home, and whether she spoke it to 

her son. She responded with “I even sing to my little boy!”, and then started to sing. Curiously, 

the word mabig ‘little boy’ was pronounced one way in her speech, and differently when she 

was singing. 

Do people sing Breton differently than they speak it? This certainly seemed like the 

perception I encountered in personal communications: whenever I mentioned that ‘people sing 

differently than they speak’, all I received were responses in agreement.1 The question is, 

however, whether this is only a perception based in wishful thinking, or whether the language 

in songs is demonstrably different from the spoken language. 

This thesis primarily builds upon the findings in Chams Bernard’s article, which I will 

discuss in the next chapter. In short, he discovered a dialect of Persian that is only preserved in 

the songs of Yazdi Zoroastrians, and which is different from the Persian dialect that they speak 

(although their mother tongue and most commonly used language is another one still, Gavruni). 

This is why this thesis focuses on traditional Breton songs: like the Yazdi Zoroastrian songs, 

they are passed down from generation to generation, have been sung for centuries, and could 

therefore preserve dialectal differences or archaisms. 

                                                           
1 Personal communications with Hervé le Bihan, Dimitri Boekhoorn, Cédric Choplin, Paulus van Sluis, and of 

course my four informants and Chams Bernard. 
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In this thesis, I will try to answer the following research questions: when someone is singing 

a traditional song, does their Breton differ from when they are speaking? More specifically, do 

we find dialectal differences, archaisms, and singing styles (i.e. is the song performed with 

idiosyncrasies that are not dialectal or archaic, but must rather be classified as creative choices 

on the part of the performer)? And why might we find these differences? I will first present a 

theoretical background with the relevant literature on the subject, followed by the method and 

the analyses for each of the four participants. I will conclude with a discussion of all four of the 

informants’ results, and finally, a short summary. The appendix, with the phonetic 

transcriptions and their (standardized) spelling in Breton, is available at the very end of the 

paper.  

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

 

ALBB: Atlas linguistique de Basse-Bretagne 

Br.: Breton 

Bryth.: Brythonic, Proto-British 

Ch.: Chapter (when referring to a chapter in this 

thesis) 

Fr.: French 

KLT: Kerneveg, Leoneg, Tregerieg: all Breton 

dialects except Vannetais. 

L.: Latin 

OBr.: Old Breton 

PClt.: Proto-Celtic 

P1-A1: Participant #1 talking about the 

languages of Brittany 

P1-A2: Participant #1 talking about how she is 

doing 

P1-B: Participant #1 singing Du-hont àr ar 

mane 

P1-C: Participant #1 singing Penglaouiged 

P2-A: Participant #2 talking about a book she 

read in university, Pevar mab Emon 

P2-B: Participant #2 singing Dislounk tan 

P2-C: Participant #2 singing Ma bro a zo 

duhont 

P3-A1: Participant #3 talking about music 

P3-A2: Participant #3 telling a joke he 

heard in a bar in Morlaix 

P3-B: Participant #3 singing Gwerz 

Penmarc’h 

P3-C: Participant #3 singing E Garnsion 

P4-A: Participant #4 responding to a few 

questions 

P4-B: Participant #4 singing Ar 

soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz 

P4-C: Participant #4 singing Plaver 

NALBB: Nouvel atlas linguistique de la 

Basse-Bretagne 

Pr.B.: Primitive Breton (in Jackson 1967) 

v.: verb 

V.: Vannetais 

W.: Welsh



A MAP OF THE BRETON DIALECTS2 

 

 

  

                                                           
2 I use the names of the regions (Cornouaille, Léon, Trégor, Vannetais) and the dialects (Cornouaillais, Léonard, 
Trégorrois, Vannetais) interchangeably. The map above also does not represent the repartition of Brittany in all 
sources: Favereau 1997 uses more abbreviations and names more specific regions. 

A map of the Breton dialects (Jackson 1967: 16). Aside from the cardinal winds, 

the abbreviations are: K. Cornouaillais, T. Trégorrois, HV. Haut-Vannetais. 
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

PREVIOUS AND CURRENT RESEARCH ON DIALECTAL LANGUAGE VARIATION IN SINGING 

PERFORMANCES 

Past research on the subject of dialectal variation in the performance of songs is very scarce. 

Perhaps the most well-known example is a chapter3 in Trudgill’s On Dialect (1983), in which 

he studies a number of British bands from the 1970’s. That research was sociolinguistic in 

nature, and looked to explain in which situations these British bands would switch to an 

American accent. A follow-up study was carried out by Verhaar (2013), which focused on more 

contemporary material and across a bigger timespan. Both these authors have shown that some 

British artists (not all) would sing in a more American “hybrid” accent because the pop and 

rock music industry was biggest there:4 therefore, the language variation found in Trudgill and 

Verhaar is an entirely conscious, deliberate process with the prestige of American English being 

the main factor. Language variation in the performance of traditional song might also be a 

conscious process, but with a different motivation, namely ‘because it was taught that way’.5  

We should note that there are fundamental differences between Trudgill’s and Verhaar’s 

studies and mine: first, both these studies deal with songs that were sung by their authors, which 

means that the songs that they analyze have not been passed down like the majority of my 

corpus. Secondly, both authors are analyzing a switch between two specific dialects only, 

British English and American English, and give a sociolinguistic reason (class, prestige, 

creative choices) as to why they would choose to sing in a different accent. Rather, my research 

encompasses multiple dialects of Breton and looks to analyze what types of variation can be 

found. Why these types of variation exist will be discussed at the end of the thesis. 

More recently, a forthcoming study by Chams Bernard uncovers that the people in Yazd 

that are of the Zoroastrian faith sing their songs in a different dialect than the one they speak; 

in fact, a dialect that is different from both Standard Persian and Yazd Persian.6 He concludes 

that this dialect survived as a sort of poetic language: 

“This Persian dialect (or this mixture of Persian dialects), was probably already 

different from Standard Persian, and was consequently profoundly influenced by 

                                                           
3 Trudgill 1983: 140-61. 
4 Trudgill 1983: 144. 
5 As evidenced by personal communications with my informants (see the chapters on each participant). 
6 Bernard (forthcoming). 
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Gavruni, and it possibly became the main Persian variety spoken by Zoroastrians. It 

was then used by Zoroastrian poets for literary works.”7 

This study is, alongside my own, unique in the regard that it deals with dialectal forms that 

are retained in traditional song (in the case of Bernard, he deals with a dialect which exhibits 

archaisms, in comparison to Modern Persian). This thesis differs from Bernard’s paper, 

however, in the fact that my corpus consists of participants from multiple dialects, and that 

these participants sing songs with a variety of backgrounds: very or not particularly traditional, 

from west or east Brittany, passed down, or in the case of Participant #4 even written by 

themselves. The latter offers an interesting view into what may (or may not) happen in the 

performance of a song that is not passed down. 

 

THE HISTORY AND ROLE OF TRADITIONAL BRETON SONG 

The first texts of traditional songs come to us in the Middle Breton period, around 1350, 

but according to Malrieu, the nature of these texts and the language used in them indicates a far 

older tradition.8 We would have to wait until the eighteenth century, however, before we find 

any substantial documentation on popular Breton song with the feuilles volantes and until the 

nineteenth century for the collecting and transliteration of traditional songs by a number of 

dedicated individuals.9 

With the popularity of the printing press came the aforementioned feuilles volantes ‘flying 

papers’, which were popular songs printed on single sheets of paper with the purpose of being 

distributed all over Lower Brittany.10 Traditional, however, they were not, and Malrieu’s short 

comparison between the feuilles volantes and traditional Breton songs sheds some light on the 

most important differences between traditional and simply ‘popular’ song: 

“Malgré son succès auprès du people, la chanson sur feuille volante présente des 

caractères différents de la chanson populaire traditionnelle […] Et le fait que la 

chanson soit signée n’est pas l’élément le plus déterminant de cette différence. Œuvre 

                                                           
7 ibid. Bernard has a second hypothesis for the case of Zoroastrian Persian, which is that it “was merely a literary 
language, the language in which Zoroastrian bards composed their lyrics and poems.” (ibid.) I, however, would 
like to focus on the first hypothesis as the second one is not applicable in my own study. I would like to thank 
Chams Bernard for sending me a revised version of his paper and for pointing out the developments in his 
conclusion. 
8 Malrieu 1983: 12. 
9 Malrieu 1983: 21. He nicely sums up the reason for this in the chapter before: “depuis quand les historiens 
s’occupent-ils de la vie du peuple de préférence à celle des princes ?” (Malrieu 1983 : 11) [since when do historians 
occupy themselves with the lives of the people instead of those of princes?] (PF) 
10 Malrieu 1983: 22. 
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d’un seul homme en ce sens qu’elle n’a pas été remaniée par les générations et qu’elle 

est fixée par l’écriture, […]”11 

[Despite its success with the people, the chansons sur feuille volante have other 

characteristics than popular traditional song […] And the fact that the song is signed 

(by the author) is not the most determining factor of that difference. (They are) the 

work of a single person in the sense that they were not revised by (past and future) 

generations and that they are written down] (PF) 

Therefore, according to Malrieu, the passing down of traditional songs from one generation 

to another, the lack of authorship, and the slight modifications at every step of the way are key 

elements of traditional song.  

The Barzaz Breiz (1839-1867) by la Villemarqué is perhaps the most well-known 

collection of traditional Breton songs, but it is not without controversy: la Villemarqué took 

many liberties in the transcription of songs, sometimes modifying them to give them a more 

‘archaic’ character, or in some instances fabricating them.12 He did, however, inspire scholars13 

to start collecting songs themselves, most notably François-Marie Luzel, whose work14 was far 

more objective: the songs were presented as they had been performed by the informants, 

sometimes even with multiple versions of the same song.15 

The role of traditional Breton song in Breton society, by which I mean what kinds of songs 

are sung where and when, by whom and with or without company, is not completely clear from 

the literature in Malrieu (1983) and Constantine (1996). However, Malrieu’s paragraph on 

festoù-noz16 ‘night-parties’, which I will discuss in more detail below, suggests that the singing 

of traditional songs was (and still is) a social activity foremost. Malrieu says17 that festoù-noz 

used to be confined to their towns until the mid-1950’s, when they became more open to 

outsiders. We would think that songs were kept local as well until the change in nature of the 

festoù-noz, as they would only be sung at local festivities and not elsewhere. However, this is 

only conjecture. 

 

                                                           
11 Malrieu 1983: 32. 
12 Malrieu 1983: 43. 
13 Naturally, Luzel was not the only one to take up these endeavors: for a comprehensive list of collections and 
collectors, see Malrieu 1983: 52-73. 
14 Chants et chansons populaires de la Basse-Bretagne - Gwerzioù (1868). 
15 Malrieu 1983: 48. 
16 Malrieu 1983: 82-3. 
17 ibid. 
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ON THE TRANSMISSION OF TRADITIONAL BRETON SONG 

Studies on Breton songs have very rarely touched upon the relationship between language 

and song, and what effect the medium of song may have on language transmission; the vast 

majority of these works focus on the literary aspect of things. In this section, I will sometimes 

allude to my conclusions, and the parallels there are between my findings on language 

transmission in traditional Breton songs and the existing literature which studies the 

transmission of other aspects in song, such as narratives and melodies.  

The idea that the language used in traditional Breton songs is more conservative does come 

up from time to time, notably in a talk by Donatien Laurent, one of the most prominent Breton 

musicologists. He recounts a personal anecdote, in which a friend of his starts singing a song 

in the middle of a conversation: 

“Elle m’arrête aussitôt, et, surprise elle-même, se met à m’en réciter une version très 

complète qu’elle tenait de sa grand-mère, monolingue, née en 1876 et morte 

lorsqu’elle avait une dizaine d’années : elle n’avait pas conscience du caractère 

exceptionnel de ce récit rimé, plus complet que toutes les versions recueillies 

auparavant, et dans une langue plus archaïque.”18 

[She immediately interrupts me, and, being surprised herself, starts reciting a very 

complete version of [the song] that she got from her grandmother, who was 

monolingual, born in 1876 and passed when she was about ten years old : she was not 

conscious of the exceptional nature of this rhyming recital, more complete than any 

collected version before, and in a more archaic language.] (PF) 

As mentioned above, for most traditional songs, the authors are not known. The songs are 

passed down anonymously, effectively becoming part of a given person’s repertoire. Ask any 

inhabitant of the Netherlands to sing Sinterklaas kapoentje, they gladly will, but the author is 

unknown and, ultimately, does not matter: it is just a song which they know how to sing. The 

view that traditional songs become the property of the speaker is shared by Constantine, as she 

says that the speakers “[derive] meaning from and [are] influenced by immediate and individual 

circumstances”:19 in other words, people in a particular time will be influenced by the world 

that surrounds them and will (at least somewhat) relate a song to their own social and historical 

context. She concludes this from a literary and historical standpoint, but it holds true for this 

linguistic study, as well: people will try to copy a song, but they almost always overlay bits and 

                                                           
18 Laurent 2008: 448. 
19 Constantine 1996: 40. 
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pieces of their own Breton dialect onto it. However, the story of transmission has two sides, 

which Constantine also admits:  

“It is nonetheless evident that the tradition was deeply conservative, and that certain 

songs must have had a long period of relatively stable transmission before surfacing 

onto paper in the mid-nineteenth century. Even more importantly, a large part of the 

present meaning for these singers themselves lay (and still lies) precisely in their sense 

of the songs as pieces of their history.”20 

Constantine also mentions the consistent passing-down of local historical events, and that 

local tradition was of “immense importance” to historical ballads.21 She does not mention, 

however, what happens to these historical ballads if they are passed down to a community 

elsewhere, where the local history plays no role. 

Given this information, it would not be far-fetched to assume that along with the stories 

and the melodies, the dialects of the towns where the songs originated were also passed down, 

as dialects (and perhaps certain styles of singing?)22 are strong markers of local identity. With 

the spread of a song outside the dialect’s limits, though, the question is what happens: is it 

assimilated into another speaker’s dialect, or is it kept intact? 

Why would a song spread out further than its area of origin? Of course, people travel in 

general, but that might not be the foremost reason. The answer might be the evolution of the 

festoù-noz ‘night-parties’ from a private, local festivity to a pan-Breton cultural phenomenon. 

Malrieu says the following on the festoù-noz: 

“[…] le « fest-noz » d’autrefois était en fait la veillée concernant un village ou la nuit 

de joie après les grand travaux de l’été, généralement dans la maison ou la grange 

d’une personne qui recevait… A partir des années 1955, le fest-noz a perdu le 

caractère local de ses participants et est devenu plus ouvert, du fait de la voiture, du 

fait de la publicité faite autour de ces manifestations. […] Progressivement, on a donc 

vu dans les festoù-noz de plus en plus de monde, de moins en moins de cohésion et de 

style, d’anciens et de chants à pause […]”23 

[Festoù-noz of times past were in fact wakes or joyous nights after a summer’s hard 

work, generally in the house or the barn of some host… From 1955 onwards, festoù-

                                                           
20 ibid. 
21 Constantine 1996: 54-5. 
22 To know whether certain singing styles are more popular in one region than another would require further 
research and exceeds the scope of this thesis.   
23 Malrieu 1983: 82-3. 
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noz had lost the local character of its participants and became more open, because of 

(the availability of) cars, because of publicity around these festivities. […] 

Progressively, we then saw more and more people coming to festoù-noz, less and less 

cohesion and style, elderly people and ‘pause songs’] (PF) 

Malrieu is talking about the traditional dances here, which according to him, the youngsters 

could not get quite right, which led to less cohesion in dancing styles. Perhaps the repertoire of 

songs at festoù-noz was influenced by the influx of younger outsiders as well: people from other 

regions would learn songs from the fest-noz they attend outside their home region, and take it 

home with them (and perhaps sing them at festoù-noz back home, too). Furthermore, in modern 

education, songs are sometimes passed on as part of the curriculum in language acquisition 

classes, and since the universities (Rennes and Brest) in particular attract people from all over 

Brittany, the students would be taught songs that are not from their home region.24 In any case, 

the spread of traditional songs outside of their area of origin looks to be a rather recent 

development. 

The literature above paints an adequate picture of the transmission of traditional Breton 

song, though it is not perfect: the actual language used in the traditional songs is about the only 

thing of which the transmission is not explicitly discussed in the literature. We must assume, 

however, that since the transmission of melodies and narratives is in fact conservative, the 

transmission of language through the same medium of traditional song is conservative, too. 

 Furthermore, even though the literature does not explicitly say it, the assumption is that 

the passing-down of traditional song outside of the region of origin is rather recent, at least on 

this large a scale with the growth of festoù-noz and with modern education. This would mean 

that traditional songs have only had a few generations to be influenced by dialects outside of 

their own, and therefore, the anticipated results are that when singing a traditional song, people 

adhere to the dialect of the song’s region of origin.25 As we will see in the results, this is indeed 

what I have found. 

With all the information above, we might speculate on the results of this research: my 

impression is that in traditional songs, the language of the song (at least partly) is carried over 

                                                           
24 I personally took part in a number of these courses at Rennes 2 University. I assume this is the case in (Diwan) 
schools as well, as my teacher (Cédric Choplin) used to teach Breton in secondary education and would sometimes 
mention that he taught a particular song when working there, as well. However, I do not know whether Diwan 
schools attract students from as diverse a number of backgrounds as do the universities.  
25 Given Bernard’s findings, we would theoretically expect to be able to find archaisms as well, but in practice 
these are difficult to identify. I have therefore not been able to confidently conclude that archaisms were preserved 
in the transmission of the songs in my corpus. 
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from one singer to another; in other words, from the ‘teacher’, who sings the source material, 

to the ‘student’, who reproduces the source material. However, the ‘student’ might use some of 

their spoken Breton dialect in their performance of the song, which would result in imperfect 

reproduction of the source material. 

In the next chapter, I will present the method and the further layout of the thesis.   
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3. METHOD 

 

Firstly, it is important to note that the observations I make are based on a rather small 

corpus. For the scope of this thesis, it was important to limit the workload so that a meaningful 

analysis could be made within the accorded timespan. All in all, the informants produced about 

an hour of audio material in total, which is sufficient to support my conclusion, but not 

exhaustive. 

For this study, I have personally gathered data to form a small-scale corpus. It consists of 

four young Breton speakers, three of which are native speakers and one of which speaks the 

language at an advanced level. The aim is to compare the spoken sample(s) with the sung 

samples on a phonetic level (does the speaker produce different phones when singing?), on a 

phonemic level (are phonemes substituted for another?), and on a morphological level (are there 

differences in mutation, in verbal endings?). Furthermore, the goal is also to categorize these 

differences (dialectal variation, archaisms, singing style, physical) so that we can speculate on 

the reason for each type of variation. 

I have chosen to use data from four people and not more since I could not analyze more 

data due to time constraints, and not less, because one or two participants would not have 

allowed me to adequately compare the data between the participants.26 Another reason I have 

not used less than four participants is to reduce the chances that all participants would exhibit 

the same differences (for example, only dialectal differences), which would have led me to a 

different and possibly erroneous conclusion. I am aware, however, that four people is still quite 

a small number, and that the above could just as well have occurred in my corpus.27 Ultimately, 

choosing four people and aiming for an hour worth of material was an estimate on my part as 

to what was, on the one hand, the maximum amount of data I could realistically analyze in the 

time given to me to write this thesis, and on the other hand, what the minimum amount of data 

was that allowed me to observe generalities in language variation (for example, that all four 

informants show dialectal variation), and not be limited by the off chance that the informants 

exhibit the same types of variation by chance. 

I have chosen to include younger people (between 20 and 30 years old) because this 

generation of Breton speakers generally is more open to speaking Breton with outsiders, 

                                                           
26 Of course, if I had only gathered data from one participant, I would have written a case study and would therefore 
not have been able to observe any generalities shared by all participants. 
27 Fortunately, I did find more than one type of variation. 
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including Breton speakers from another dialect.28 The choice of these four informants 

specifically was made with regard to their geographic origin, so that not all four participants 

would be from a single region. This means that they belong to the same generation, but have a 

different regional background; this ensures that I can base my conclusion on multiple dialects 

representing very different parts of Brittany and not on a single dialect, and on one of the most 

recent generations to which traditional songs have been passed down, which allows for very 

recent data (in contrast to what is available in the existing corpora such as Dastum). 

The participants were contacted through Facebook because I am friends with one of the 

participants, and because she is friends with the other three participants. This first participant 

then started conversations through Facebook Messenger with the other three participants and 

myself, so communicating via that platform was the most efficient. I have had some 

correspondence by e-mail with the participants, as well, though this was only because some 

audio file types could not be saved onto my computer via Facebook Messenger.  

Each participant was asked to provide a spoken sample of approximately five minutes. 

They were encouraged to speak naturally instead of reading or reciting an already existing text. 

All four provided enough data, three of the speakers even amounting to ten minutes of spoken 

Breton each. The participants were then asked individually to record themselves singing two 

songs. The only direction they were given was to choose two songs which they deemed different 

from one another, whether in geographic origin (is the song from bro Gwened, or from bro 

Leon?), in age (is it a very old song, or is it relatively new?), or for any other reason, so that 

there would be a greater chance of differences appearing in the performances of the two songs. 

All participants sang the songs by heart, so as not to be influenced by a text.29 They were not 

told the aim of this study beforehand, so that the data might be as authentic as possible. 

The samples were all transcribed in the International Phonetic Alphabet. I have chosen to 

give a rough phonetic transcription, so that both a phonemic and a very rudimentary phonetic 

analysis is possible. Because of the quality of the recordings, and because of time constraints, I 

am not able to give the most precise phonetic description possible. I have also provided a 

normalized spelling for the spoken samples, which I then had checked by the participants 

themselves so that there were no mistakes in my transliterations in written Breton: this, in turn, 

                                                           
28 Case in point: Participant #1 knows all the other participants personally, two of which are from completely 
different parts of Brittany. Also, through (higher) education, young Breton speakers are very likely to interact with 
people from different regions. This is important because it greatly improves the chances that someone knows songs 
from a region other than their own. 
29 This does not necessarily mean that the participants are used to singing on the spot. Two of them are involved 
in music, but only Participant #4 is an actual singer. The other participants do not normally sing for an audience. 
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allowed for me to correct a few errors in my own phonetic transcription.30 The participants did 

not correct anything in the IPA transcription, as it was not given to them. Furthermore, lyrics 

for the greater deal of the songs are available on the Internet, but the versions available there 

would sometimes lack a verse or have different verses than what the participant was singing, 

and therefore, I had difficulty understanding these sections. In such cases, I asked the 

participants to send me the lyrics of the version they were singing. I have not changed any lyrics 

to what I thought I was hearing; the only major change I have made to the lyrics available online 

is the order of some verses. 

With these rough phonetic transcriptions, I will, individually for each participant, compare 

sample A (the spoken sample(s)) with sample B and sample C (the two songs individually). 

The following chapters will be on one participant each. In each of these chapters, I will begin 

with the speaker’s background, including any personal communication on the subject (the 

conversations were held in Breton and French, so naturally a translation in English will follow 

the citation). Following this, I will analyze any phonetic differences in the samples: are there 

phones that appear in one of the samples but which the others lack? I will look at phonemic 

differences: do certain phonemes fall together, or become distinct? Are there any morphological 

differences in, for example, initial mutation, the inflection of verbs, prepositions, and past 

participles? Can we attribute those differences to dialectal variation, historical sound change, 

or some other factor? At the end of each chapter, there will be a brief summary. 

I will support my observations with data from both the Atlas linguistique de Basse-

Bretagne by Le Roux (1927) and the Nouvel atlas linguistique de la Basse-Bretagne by Le Dû 

(2001). The former has data on flexional morphology that the latter does not, but the latter has 

many more places of inquiry. We should note, however, that we cannot perfectly equate the 

dialects shown in the atlases to the dialects that the participants speak: the Atlas linguistique de 

Basse-Bretagne is very old, and so were the informants at the time, which results in archaic 

data, and while the data from the Nouvel linguistique de la Basse-Bretagne is admittedly far 

more recent, the informants there are still much older than my participants. I will also consult 

Jackson’s Historical Phonology of Breton (1967) and Deshayes’ Dictionnaire étymologique du 

breton (2003) to offer a historical perspective, and Favereau’s Grammaire du Breton 

contemporain (1997) for more insight on the modern-day dialects and on Standard Breton. 

                                                           
30 There were sections of the samples in which I had difficulties distinguishing between words, or could not hear 
where a word began or ended, since I am not a native Breton speaker. Having a transliteration with the words I 
should be hearing helped tremendously in determining word boundaries (and words in general). All mistakes in 
the transliterations and the phonetic transcriptions remain my own, and any differences I may have missed due to 
my imperfect grasp of Breton also remain my own. 
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EXAMPLE 1. NALBB 572 ‘mon père’. (P4) 
Red: spoken, Blue: P4-B 

EXAMPLE 2. NALBB 119 ‘vendredi (nom)’. (P4) 
Gray: spread of gwe- [gɥe] 

At the end of each chapter, under the heading IMAGES, the reader may find all maps from 

the linguistic atlases that I refer to in the analyses, with the differences between the samples 

plotted on the map.31 Each of these images shows one particular dialectal difference, and 

therefore does not represent the shift in dialect of the speaker as a whole, but rather represents 

one of the elements in that shift. I have plotted three different colors on these atlas maps: red, 

which represents the spoken sample(s), blue, which represents song no 1, and gold, which 

represents song no 2. I have also plotted gray areas on some maps: these represent the spread of 

a particular dialectal feature that is either not directly found in the song in question, but is used 

to explain one that is (for example, PARTICIPANT 1: lenited d- > ð-), or they represent a feature 

in the song that is represented somewhere on the dialect maps, but for which it is most unlikely 

that it truly represents the song’s dialect of origin (for example, PARTICIPANT 4: initial gwe- 

[gɥe]). Pictured below are two examples:  

 

 

In the case that a certain realization in a sample is not completely consistent, I will use the 

dominant, i.e. the most frequently used form: for example, Participant #2 mostly pronounces 

the indefinite article with initial [ø]-, while sometimes she uses [y]-. However, [ø]- is the most 

frequent form by far, and therefore I have chosen that form as the base form of the indefinite 

article in her speech, with [y]- as a variant realization. If there is no dominant form (multiple 

forms occur about equally frequently), all realizations from that sample will be plotted on the 

map: staying with the theme of the indefinite article, Participant #1 uses a number of different 

                                                           
31 Clicking while holding the CTRL key on the underlined text ‘FIGURE N’ in the sections ANALYSIS will redirect 
the reader to the page where the appropriate figure is located. Once on this page, the reader may click on the 
underlined text ‘FIGURE N’ to go back to the portion in the analysis where I refer to that figure. 
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initial vowels when speaking, with none of these forms having the majority. Therefore, rather 

than having one clear base form of the article, the variety in initial vowels for the article is 

considered a feature of her speech. This also means that a change in consistency between 

samples, for example going from a few equally frequent realizations of the indefinite article 

when speaking to having one form be dominant when singing a song, is considered a significant 

difference. 

In order to keep the workload at a reasonable level, I have chosen to only discuss data that 

could be compared across multiple samples. This means that certain traits, however interesting 

they may be, will not be discussed. For example, in Ma bro a zo duhont (P2-C), Participant #2 

uses the Vannetais form mem bro instead of ma bro (both ‘my land’), but since she does not 

use the personal pronoun ma in any other sample, I will not discuss this even though it is a great 

example of her using more Vannetais in that particular song than in other samples. 

Furthermore, long and short vowels are quite easy to distinguish in speech, but in song, 

etymologically long and short vowels do not necessarily align with long and short notes 

respectively, and therefore, the notation for the songs will not contain length marks. 

The analyses will not contain the entire phonetic transcription of each sample, but portions 

of the transcription along with the word or phrase in Breton; the full transcription is available 

in the appendix. The samples will be referred to by their short name, as they appear in the list 

of abbreviations and in the appendix. Any maps from the linguistic atlases will be presented at 

the very end of the chapter. In each of these maps, a single dialectal difference is shown, and 

for that one feature, the area is indicated to which the speaker adheres when speaking, when 

singing song no 1 (Sample B), and when singing song no 2 (Sample C). These maps represent 

one feature at a time, and not an entire dialect. 

In some analyses, there will be tables which include ratios or percentages. Ratios will 

always be rounded to the third decimal, and percentages will be rounded to one decimal. 
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Each analysis will be punctuated by a summary of the observations made. In the case of 

Participant #1 and Participant #2, this will be accompanied with a ‘heatmap’ of the discussed 

dialectal features all mapped together: the red heatmaps represent Sample(s) A, the blue 

represents Sample B, and the gold represents Sample C. This way, I hope to clearly visualize 

any shift in dialect per speaker per song. Pictured below are the heat maps for Participant #1, 

which the reader may also find at the end of that chapter: 

 

The heatmaps are made as follows: all relevant images (from the linguistic atlases)32 have 

been consolidated into two pairs of maps. Each pair only comprises the dialectal differences 

that can be compared between the song in question and the participant’s speech; since both 

songs do not show the same dialectal features, it is imperative to create one ‘speech heatmap’ 

per song to effectively represent the dialectal shift, and this is why I have not simply made three 

maps. This means that the first pair, only comparing samples A and B, will not show the spread 

                                                           
32 The relevant images are those on which I have plotted at least a red area, and either a blue or a gold area: in 
other words, any edited image where we can clearly see difference between at least the spoken sample(s) and one 
song. Sometimes, a grey area is plotted alongside a red area, and this means that the comparison is between 
something in speech and something which is represented on the dialect maps, but which is probably not a dialectal 
feature of the song, taking into consideration the origin of the song. Naturally, another explanation is given for 
these situations. 

Participant #1 speaking, 
compared to P1-C 
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of dialectal features that are only used in the comparison of samples A and C, and that the 

second pair (comparing samples A and C) will not show those that are exclusively used in the 

comparison of samples A and B. Of course, there are features that exist in all three samples and 

which will therefore appear in all heatmaps. This was done because, should I have made only 

one heatmap of spoken Breton, this would have made comparison between the heatmaps 

impossible since we cannot see what layer represents which feature exactly, and with that, what 

layer in the map for spoken Breton would also be represented in which map for each song. The 

way it is presented now makes a one-to-one comparison within the heatmap pairs possible.33 

A single layer represents the spread of a particular dialectal feature. These layers are then 

laid on top of one another, which creates a gradient of color intensity. The darker the color, the 

more dialectal features are found in that area regarding the sample in question. Alongside these 

heatmaps is a table with the differences between the samples listed. 

I must stress that the dialect maps and heatmaps do not represent the dialect of the speaker 

as a whole, but rather the dialectal features that are different in at least one other sample than 

their spoken Breton. In the analyses, I discuss variation between the samples, and not 

necessarily the overall dialect of each sample on its own. For example, if we were to look at the 

red heatmaps for Participant #1, she would appear to be most in concord with some places in 

Léon, but in reality the red maps group together a number of Standard and Léon Breton forms 

which appear in her speech (P1-A1 and P1-A2) and are replaced with typically Vannetais forms 

in P1-B (the blue map) and P1-C (the gold map). Her Breton across all samples, however, is 

clearly Vannetais Breton as is evidenced by the verbal forms she typically uses, her 

palatalization of /k/ and /g/, and more, but there is significantly less Standard or Léon Breton 

influence in the songs. 

Phonetic and phonemic features which cannot be explained by dialectal differences do not 

appear on the heatmaps. This does not mean, however, that they are not important: the heatmaps 

should serve as a visualization only of dialectal shift, not of all differences. For example, the 

differences that Participant #3 exhibits most are not bound to dialect, but they are important for 

the conclusion of this thesis nonetheless. Participant #3 and Participant #4 do not show enough 

dialectal variation in their singing to warrant heatmaps, and therefore their chapters will only 

include a few dialect maps at the very end.  

  

                                                           
33 This also results in two slightly different-looking red heatmaps per speaker, because the two red heatmaps do 
not represent exactly the same features. 
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4. PARTICIPANT #1 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Participant #1 (F, 26) is from Vannes. She studied in Brest, and is currently pursuing a 

doctoral degree at an American university, where she teaches Breton. She is a native speaker 

and speaks in a Vannetais dialect. The two songs she sings are Du hont àr ar mane (P1-B) and 

Penglaouiged (P1-C). On Penglaouiged, she comments that the song is “Pas trad et pas trop 

courte, et de mon pays”34 [not traditional and not too short, and from my bro] (PF). She does 

not say anything about Du hont àr ar mane, but did mention beforehand that she would sing at 

least one song which she deemed traditional. However, when asked again on the background 

of these songs, she responded: “Penglaouiged ha du hont (sic) a zo kanet giz kozh ganin, hervez 

ar mod eo bet desket ganin gant tud kozh”35 [I sang Penglaouiged and Du hont in a traditional 

way, in the way that it was taught to me by older people] (PF). This is somewhat strange, 

considering that she said a few months before that Penglaouiged is ‘not traditional’. 

When debriefed on the study, Participant #1 responded in agreement with my hypothesis 

that people may sing differently than they speak: “Je pense que la langue chanté (sic) est plus 

conservatrice, clairement... […] On copie le rythme et l'élocution des vieux en chantant mais 

on fait nos rebelles en parlant”36 [I think sung language is more conservatory, evidently… […] 

We copy the elderly’s rhythm and pronunciation when singing but we’re rebels when we speak] 

(PF).  

 

  

                                                           
34 Personal communication, 17-02-2019. 
35 Personal communication, 30-05-2019. 
36 Personal communication, 17-02-2019. 
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ANALYSIS 

 

FINAL -on 

Participant #1’s pronunciation of final -on in P1-A1, P1-A2 and P1-C, which appears in 

singular nouns as well as a form of the plural, is more often than not [ɔ]̃.37 However, this is not 

completely stable. For example, we find a-feson [a fesɔ]̃ ‘proper’, c’halon [halɔ]̃ ‘heart’, dasson 

[dasɔ]̃ ‘echo’ (P1-A1), studierion [ʃtyd͡ʒjeʁjɔ]̃ ‘students’, genelerion [gɛnɛlɛʁjɔ]̃ ‘teachers’ (P1-

A2), but beurton [bœʁtɔñ] ‘Breton’ (P1-A1) and Roazhon [ʁwejɔñ] ‘Rennes’ (P1-A2). In        

P1-C, we find the same word being pronounced differently in two instances: danserion gae 

[dɑ̃sɛʁjɔñ ge] ‘jolly dancers’, mes danserion ha kanerion [me dɑ̃səʁjɔ ̃a kɑ̃nəʁjɔñ] ‘but dancers 

and singers’. In verbal forms, Participant #1 does pronounce [ɔñ] for -ont in mont, dont in P1-

A2, but she sometimes reduces it to [ɔ]̃ in P1-C: veketont [vəd͡ʒətɔ]̃ (< beketont) ‘(they) peck’ 

is sung four times, the other ten having final -[n]. Therefore, the pronunciation of -on(t) is also 

unstable in these samples. 

In P1-B, however, the realization of -on, -ont is always [ɔñ]. We find ton [tɔñ] ‘song’ 

(thrice), c’halon [ɦalɔñ] ‘heart’, while c’halon in the spoken sample is pronounced without the 

final -[n]; duhont [dyɔñ] ‘over there’, dont [dɔñ] ‘come’. This song does not present as large a 

variety of forms as P1-A1, P1-A2 and P1-C, but the words are repeated consistently with -[ɔñ] 

throughout the song, as opposed to P1-C where a repeated word ends in -[ɔ]̃ about a third of the 

time. 

Jackson states that “[t]he reflex of Pr.B. final (but not intervocal) single n may cease to 

make consonantal contact in vocalic contexts likewise,38 that is to say when not in a consonant 

group, with resulting nasalisation of the preceding vowel; but only in V[annetais] and only to a 

rather limited extent even there”. This is only the case for Pr.B. *-an, *-on, and not any other 

vowel followed by n.39 As illustrated by FIGURE 1 and FIGURE 2, -[ɔ]̃ is the expected form in 

Vannes, and not -[ɔñ]. In the Vannetais area where the plural for the words in FIGURE 1 and 

FIGURE 2 is -ion, the final [n] is dropped, and in the areas where the final [n] is retained, the 

                                                           
37 The initial phone(me) of the following word has no influence on the realization being either [ɔ]̃ or [ɔñ]. If it did, 
we would expect [n] to be kept when the next word starts with a vowel, which it is not: ur rannvro a-feson eo [øʁ 
ʁɑ̃nvʁo a fesɔ ̃e] ‘it is its own region’ (P1-A1); furthermore, dasson [dasɔ]̃ ‘echo’ and Roazhon [ʁwejɔñ] ‘Rennes’ 
both occur at the end of a sentence, after which Participant #1 takes a short breath, and we find both forms (with 
and without [n]). 
38 “Likewise” refers to the previous section in Jackson (1967), which is about n before sibilants and stops internally. 
39 Jackson 1967: 797-8. 
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vowel is not [ɔ]̃; final -[ɔñ] instead of -[ɔ]̃ is therefore unlikely to be a dialectal feature, but 

maybe rather an archaic one from a time when [n] was still pronounced.40 

 

INITIAL θ < d AFTER THE VERBAL PARTICLE e AND AFTER THE PARTICIPIAL PARTICLE e 

In Modern Breton, the verbal particle e [e], [i] causes mixed mutation on the following 

word. In the case of initial d-, the expected mutated form is t- [t], and this is what Participant 

#1 produces in P1-A2: e miz Mae (e) tistroin (< distroin) [e mizmej tistʁɔjn] ‘in May I will go 

back’, ar pezh e tesket (< desket) [aʁ pɛx e teskɛt].41 However, in P1-C, the particle e causes a 

different kind of mutation: e tarnijont [i θaʁniʒɔ(̃n)] ‘(they) fly low’, and so does the participial 

particle e (KLT o): e tarnijal (< darnijal) [i θaʁniʒal] ‘flying low’.42 

The consistency with which [θ] is realized, and exactly in this context, is striking. It seems 

as though lenition-and-provection has taken place,43 with d > ð > θ, but this has never been 

attested. Therefore, the historical explanation below is purely speculative. 

What we find here bears resemblance to the Middle Breton lenition-and-provection of 

initial b- > β- > f- caused by the verbal particle e, with [hw] as a variant in some northeastern 

dialects.44 Schrijver writes, in his section on Middle Breton provection-and-lenition, “d > t 

(sic)”,45 as though to underline that this is not the expected Middle Breton mutated form 

alongside b > f and g > x <ch>. 

Jackson says, on t in lenition-and-provection: 

“The appearance of t instead of the seemingly logical θ from d is due to the fact that 

since the provecting particles ended in -θ, -ð, or -d the homorganic groups -θ ð-,  

-ð ð-, and -d ð- produced the de-lenited geminate tt.”46 

                                                           
40 In the dialects, final -[ɔñ] is mostly present in Trégor. However, it is probably not a Trégorrois Breton feature 
in P1-B, since the song is originally Vannetais. 
41 In context, this means ‘what you have learned’. However, the syntax here is unclear: we would at least expect 
a form of bezañ. Desket is the past participle, the infinitive of the verb is deskiñ. 
42 In this sentence, e is the participial particle, as é is the expected form in Vannetais (KLT o, see Favereau 1997: 
276), which causes mixed mutation in the standard language. Favereau also notes a variant [i] for é. This is the 
expected syntax, as the participial particle is used in conjunction with the infinitive of the verb: bugaligoù 
divaskellek e tarnijal a varr da varr ‘little two-winged children flying low from branch to branch’. In the dialects, 
it can cause a variety of mutations, but in northern Vannetais, it appears to cause lenition-and-provection (Jackson 
1967: 342-3). 
43 In Middle Breton, the verbal particle e(z) and the participial particle o(z) caused lenition-and-provection. In the 
modern standard language, they cause mixed mutation (Jackson 1967: 340). 
44 Jackson 1967: 337-8. 
45 Schrijver 2011: 387. 
46 Jackson 1967: 332. 
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Though this is true for most of the Breton dialects, it seems the homorganic groups 

mentioned above would not have produced de-lenited geminate tt, but perhaps -θ θ-, in the 

dialect of P1-C:47 since the final consonant of the word that causes provection is assimilated 

into the initial consonant of the following word, this is indeed the expected form if some dialects 

were to treat the homorganic groups the same as the rest of the consonants affected by lenition-

and-provection.48 

 In Modern Breton, z- [z] is the standard form of lenited d- or spiranted t-,49 but a small 

number of dialects in northern Vannetais preserve [ð] instead (see FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4). 

And, since Jackson mentions that in some northern Vannetais dialects, the participial particle 

causes lenition-and-provection, I suspect that there are few places in northern Vannetais that 

both preserve (a) dental fricative(s) and lenition-and-provection. However, we would then also 

have to assume that in some or all of that area -θ ð-, -ð ð-, and -d ð- did not give geminate tt, 

but something like -θ θ-. Moreover, we would expect to find [θ]- as spiranted t- and [ð]- as 

lenited d- in P1-C if it is originally from a region that retains dental fricatives, but we do not 

find that simply because there is no spiranted t- or lenited d- in P1-C. 

As we can see, a number of figurative stars need to align for this historical explanation to 

work. The song has to be from northern Vannetais, because dental fricatives need to be retained; 

it must also have kept lenition-and-provection, and additionally the lenition-and-provection 

must deviate from every single attested form we have. The theory cannot even be supported by 

[θ]-, [ð]- in other mutations because the song does not have any of those situations. These are 

simply too many prerequisites, and I therefore cannot classify the appearance of [θ]- as a 

mutated form of d- as an archaism. 

Nonetheless, the fact that [θ]- is found so often and so consistently in e tarnijont ‘(they) fly 

low’, e tarnijal ‘flying low’ is remarkable. While it exceeds the scope of this thesis, it would be 

interesting to find others who can sing Penglaouiged (here P1-C) by heart, and to see whether 

the realization [θ] appears in their singing, as well. With more than a single source, it would be 

possible to determine whether [θ]- for t- is an invention by Participant #1 or if it is a recurring 

realization across multiple people. 

 

                                                           
47 Contra Jackson 1967: 332; however, only if this speculation were correct. 
48 For example, -θ b- > -θ p- > -p p- (> -Ø p-), see Jackson 1967: 331. Therefore, after the verbal particle ez, I 
presume that some dialects could have undergone -ð ð- > -ð θ- > -θ θ- (> -Ø θ-). 
49 Favereau 1997: 146, 158. 
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REALIZATION OF r 

In all samples except P1-B, r is realized as [ʁ]. In P1-B, r is realized as [r] except in two 

words in the first verse: verjelenn [vɛʁʒeːlɛn] ‘shepherdess’ and ur [yʁ] ‘a(n)’. Participant #1 

only realizes r as [r] in the rest of the song. In some cases, /r/ is even elided, like in ar roue [a 

wej] ‘(of) the king’ and mor [mo] ‘sea’, which never happens in speech or in P1-C. 

Jackson says, on the phonetic character of r, that the original realization was apical [r], but 

that the uvular trill [ʀ] (r ‘grasséyé’) was introduced under French influence in all of Brittany, 

with the Léon dialects holding on to apical [r] the longest.50 Nowadays, as is evident from the 

data from all four of the informants, the typical pronunciation among the younger generation is 

the uvular fricative [ʁ]. 

As we can see in FIGURE 5 and FIGURE 6, not only Léon retained apical [r], but also a large 

area of Vannetais, though not Vannes itself. However, this realization [r] is probably archaic 

rather than a form from the modern-day dialects: Participant #1 normally has the fricative [ʁ] 

and not trilled [ʀ] like in Vannes, and the informants for the NALBB are, of course, significantly 

older than my informants, who do not pronounce r as [r] or [ʀ] in speech. I would classify this 

as allophonic variation between the samples, where [r] is an archaic realization. 

 

REALIZATION OF THE PLURAL ENDING -où 

Participant #1 pronounces the plural ending -où in a number of different ways in P1-A1 

and P1-A2: yezhoù [jɛɦø͜y] (twice), [jɛɦœ͜y] ‘languages’ and c’hentelioù [hɛnteljo͜w] ‘lessons’. 

Therefore, she is not consistent in her pronunciation of -où when speaking. However, in P1-C, 

-où is pronounced [ø͜y] almost without fail: gouloù [gulø͜y] ‘lights’, tachoù [taʃø͜y] ‘specks’, 

sailhigoù [said͡ʒø͜y] ‘little jumps’, bugaligoù [bygalid͡ʒø͜y] ‘little children’, evnidigoù 

[evnidɪd͡ʒø͜y] ‘little birds’. The only exception is festoù [fɛʃta͜w] ‘parties’: see FIGURE 7. There 

no plurals in -où in P1-B. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
50 Jackson 1967: 811. 
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[u] FOR PERSONAL PRONOUNS ho AND o, AND ACCENTED LONG [o] 

In P1-A2, the pronoun ho ‘your (2pl.)’ is pronounced [o], as in war ho penn [ʋaʁ o pɛn] 

‘on your (2pl.) head’. We also do not find any realization of o ‘their’ as [u]. However, in both 

songs, we can find [u] for /o/: o ton [u tɔñ] ‘your (2pl.) song’, O, na raktal [u na raktal] ‘Oh! 

immediately’ (P1-B); in P1-C, we find du-pod [dy put] ‘pot-black’, o geiz [u ge͜j] ‘their play’, 

the latter alongside the expected [o] like in o pezh [o pɛ] ‘their piece’. 

See FIGURE 8 for a map of the personal pronoun o ‘their’.51 Though the majority of 

Vannetais has [u], Participant #1 does not except when singing. For the long /o/ in du-pod ‘pot-

black’, we can compare to FIGURE 9. [u] is not the realization for /o/ in un nor ‘a door’ in Vannes 

itself, but it is in a number of neighboring towns. 

 

REALIZATION OF THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE ur, ul 

Participant #1 uses the indefinite article with three different vowels when speaking: [y]-, 

[œ]-, and [ø]-, with no actual dominant form. When singing, however, she only ever uses [y]-. 

Participant #2 has a similar contrast in the indefinite article, though she is not a hundred percent 

consistent. However, Participant #1’s corpus is smaller than Participant #2’s and the smaller 

amount of indefinite articles could have contributed to her consistency. 

See FIGURE 10 for the different realizations of the indefinite article. According to Jackson, 

the alternation between [y] and [œ], [ø] is not uncommon in Vannetais.52 However, this is only 

true for stressed syllables, and the article is unstressed. If we consider that schwa seems to be 

the vowel in Vannes instead of [y],53 the realizations [œ] and [ø] may rather be allophones of 

schwa, which does not exist as a phone in French,54 and which may influence her pronunciation 

somewhat. Another explanation is that, through exposure to other forms of Breton, she 

sometimes uses non-Vannetais forms.55 

 

 

                                                           
51 There is no map of ho ‘your (pl.)’, but since ho (spelled o) appears as [u] as well as o ‘their’, and there is no 
difference in pronunciation between the two besides the mutation it causes, I think it is appropriate to refer to this 
map for the two pronouns. 
52 Jackson 1967: 142. 
53 See FIGURE 10. 
54 /ə/ does exist in French as a phoneme, but its realization is [ø], sometimes [œ]. 
55 See also Favereau 1997: 29. He does not mention [ø]- as a possible realization of the indefinite article, but he 
does mention [œ]-, which considering they are both allophones of schwa in French is not that unexpected. 
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PREPOSITIONS 

In P1-C, Participant #1 uses the dialectal form àr instead of the standard56 war. She sings 

àr ar mane [ar a manej] ‘on the mountain’, which stands in contrast with war ho penn [ʋaʁ o 

pɛn] ‘on your (2pl.) head’ in P1-A2. See FIGURE 11 for the distribution of the form àr: it is a 

typically Vannetais trait, while war is common in the rest of Lower Brittany. 

 

WORD-TO-WORD COMPARISONS 

Both songs have at least one instance of bugul ‘shepherd’, bugel ‘child’57 or etymologically 

related words, but have a different vowel in the first syllable according to the song: P1-B has 

bugulez [bid͡ʒyle] ‘shepherdess’, while P1-C has bugaligoù [bygalid͡ʒø͜y] ‘little children’ and 

bugel [byd͡ʒɛl] ‘child’. See FIGURE 12 for the different forms of bugale ‘children’. We find both 

forms with [y] and with [i] in different parts of Vannetais. 

Kar ‘because’ can be found as [kɛʁ], [kaʁ] in P1-A1, while P1-B consistently has [kær]. In 

FIGURE 13, another monosyllabic word with /a/, we can see that some places have [æ] for yar 

‘chicken’, but not in Vannetais. Jackson does mention that /a/ may become an open e [ɛ] in 

Vannetais when accented (like [kɛʁ]),58 but we find [æ] and not [ɛ]. In fact, in monosyllabic 

words with /a/, I was not able to find [ɛ] at all in the NALBB.  

                                                           
56 Favereau 1997: 423. 
57 Both have the same etymology, PClt. *boukolios, and bugel ‘child’ is a variation of bugul ‘shepherd’. This 
semantic shift happened because children usually were the ones tasked with herding the animals. (Deshayes 2003: 
145). 
58 Jackson 1967: 116. 
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SUMMARY 

 

Participant #1 unmistakably speaks Vannetais Breton. However, she is not always 

consistent in her dialect when speaking. At times, she uses forms from other dialects (or from 

Standard Breton) to the point where no form is dominant, and therefore her speech is in concord 

with a much larger area in Lower Brittany than only Vannetais. For example, she realizes o 

‘their’ and ho ‘your’ as [o] when speaking, but sometimes as [u] when singing, which is a much 

more localized dialectal trait. When she is singing, she is much more consistent in which 

dialectal forms she uses, and the Vannetais forms take the upper hand. At that point, the Breton 

she sings is far more stable and this can be seen in the images below. 

As is the case for the other participants, which we will see at a later time, Participant #1’s 

Breton is different between the two songs, as well, which is once again reflected in the 

heatmaps. From the two, P1-B has the most diverging dialectal features, as it veers more 

towards eastern Breton as a whole and abandons Léon and Cornouaillais Breton. As for P1-C, 

the language is also more like Vannetais on the whole, but less so than P1-B. 

There are potential archaisms in the songs, the most notable being final -[ɔñ] instead of       

-[ɔ]̃ in P1-B, and the apical realization of r [r], also in P1-B. The otherwise unattested [θ]- for 

d- after the verbal particle e and the participial particle e in P1-C cannot be considered an 

archaism, is otherwise unattested, and therefore remains unexplained.  
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59 Insufficient data: P1-B does not have any plurals in -où. 

                                Sample 

Feature 

P1-A1 

P1-A2 

P1-B P1-C 

Final -on [ɔ]̃ 

[ɔñ] 

[ɔñ] [ɔ]̃ 

[ɔñ] 

Plural -où [ø͜y] [œ͜y] 

[o͜w] 

59 [ø͜y] 

([aw͜]) 

ho ‘your’ and o ‘their’ [o] [u] 

[o] 

[u] 

[o] 

Accented /ō/ [o] [u] 

[o] 

[u] 

[o] 

Indefinite article ur, ul [y] 

[œ] 

[ø] 

[y] [y] 

war ‘on’ [waʁ] [ar] [aʁ] 

/y/ in the first syllable of 

bugul ‘shepherd’, bugel 

‘child’ and derivations 

[y] [i] [y] 

Participant #1 speaking, 
compared to P1-B 

Participant #1 speaking, 
compared to P1-C 

Participant #1 singing 
Du hont àr ar mane (P1-B) 

Participant #1 singing 
Penglaouiged (P1-C) 

TABLE 1. An overview of dialectal variation between P1-A1/P1-

A2, P1-B, and P1-C. 
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IMAGES 

 

 

Red indicates Participant #1’s spoken samples (P1-A1, P1-A2), blue indicates Du hont àr ar 

mane (P1-B), and gold indicates Penglaouiged (P1-C). 

 

  

FIGURE 1. NALBB 242 ‘des mouches’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P1-B 

FIGURE 2. NALBB 325 ‘du trèfle’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P1-B 

FIGURE 3. NALBB 572 ‘mon père’. 
Gray: spread of t- > ð- after ma ‘my’ 

FIGURE 4. NALBB 574 ‘mes parents’. 
Gray: spread of t- > ð- after ma ‘my’ 
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FIGURE 5. NALBB 166 ‘de l'eau’. FIGURE 6. NALBB 139 ‘temps’. 

FIGURE 7. NALBB 217 ‘des becs’. 
Red: spoken, Gold: P1-C 

FIGURE 8. ALBB 175 ‘leurs mains’. 
Red: spoken, Blue + Gold: P1-B + P1-C 
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FIGURE 9. NALBB 542 ‘une porte’. 
Red: spoken, Gold: P1-C 

FIGURE 10. NALBB 295 ‘une pelle’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P1-B 

FIGURE 11. ALBB 596 ‘sur moi’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P1-B 

FIGURE 12. ALBB 587 ‘des enfants’. 
Red + Gold: spoken + P1-C, Blue: P1-C 
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FIGURE 13. NALBB 375 ‘une poule’. 
Red: spoken, Gray: spread of /a/ [æ] 
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5. PARTICIPANT #2 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Participant #2 (F, 23), is Participant #1’s sister, and is also from Vannes. She has a far less 

strong Vannetais accent than her sister, rather speaking Standard Breton with some Vannetais 

mixed in, which she attributes to being younger and having picked up more of a standard accent 

later on: (on Participant #1 having studied in Brest) “(Sister) ivez mes koshoc'h eo, neuze klevet 

he deus ma zad komz brezhoneg kalz muioc'h pa oa bihan d'am soñj, m'eus ket dalc'het soñj 

eus kalz traoù deus ar mare-se”60 [(Sister) too but she is older, so she heard my father speak 

Breton far more when she was little I think, I don’t remember a lot from that time] (PF). She 

also mentions that she and her sister were taught Vannetais in school, and that Participant #1 

adopted that variety because of personal preference: “N'eo ket un aksan gwenedeg da vat on 

eus desket pa oemp bihan, mes gant ar skolaj on eus zesket ar gwenedeg ha hi a zalc'h gantañ 

peogwir he deus c'hoant” 61 [We were not taught a proper Vannetais accent when we were little, 

but through school we were taught Vannetais and she stuck with it because she wanted to] (PF). 

This is probably why the two sisters speak different kinds of Breton.  

Even before sending the audio files, Participant #2 asked whether she was supposed to sing 

in her own accent or in another: “Tu veux l'accent naturel ? Parce qu'en fonction du contexte 

de la chanson je chante pas forcement (sic) avec le même accent”62 [Do you want my natural 

accent? Because depending on the song I might not necessarily sing with the same accent] (PF). 

When asked about this remark, she responded “ça dépend avec quel accent je l'ai appris”63 [it 

depends on the accent in which I learned it] (PF).  

Participant #2 chose the two songs based on their difference in geographic origin: Dislounk 

tan (P2-B) is a Léon song, and Ma bro a zo duhont (P2-C) is Vannetais, her home region. She 

is conscious of the origins of Dislounk tan, as she hesitantly said “Dislounk tan je sais pas parce 

que les paroles imposent parfois une prononciation Léon je crois. Je sais pas si ça va” [I don’t 

know about Dislounk tan because the lyrics sometimes impose a Léon pronunciation. I don’t 

                                                           
60 Personal communication, 05-05-2019. 
61 Personal communication, 05-05-2019. 
62 Personal communication, 17-02-2019. 
63 Personal communication, 17-02-2019. 
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know if that’s OK] (PF).64 She chose Ma bro a zo duhont for similar reasons, since she knew 

that her Breton would be different compared to the other song and to her spoken sample. 

 

ANALYSIS 

 

REALIZATION OF -lc’h 

Though final -lc’h does not appear often in the samples, it is consistently pronounced 

differently in P2-B than in P2-A. In the spoken sample, we find penaos a-walc’h… [penos 

aʋax] ‘how again…’ and pouezhus a-walc’h [pwezys əʋaɣ] ‘quite important’,65 but in P2-B, 

final -lc’h is realized as [lx]: kelc’h [kɛlx] ‘circle’, falc’h [falx] ‘scythe’. 

See FIGURE 14 and FIGURE 15 for the realizations of -lc’h. As is evident from these maps, 

neither pronunciation is Vannetais. The realization /x/ for -lc’h in a-walc’h is quite common in 

Standard Breton, and considering the other tendencies Participant #2 shows when speaking (*θ 

[z] or Ø, lack of palatalization in /k/, /g/, see below), this is not out of the ordinary. The retention 

of /l/ in -lc’h in P2-B, however, is a typically Léon trait, which fits in with the geographic origin 

of the song. A-walc’h [a walx] ‘enough’ is not, however, the expected form in most of Léon 

Breton: most places have a vowel between /l/ and /x/. The length of this vowel varies: some 

places have [a walax], while others have [a waləx] (with a very short vowel). Only three places 

in the whole of Brittany have [a walx]. However, the realization [falx] for falc’h is extremely 

common, in contrast with a-walc’h.  

The maps for a-walc’h ‘enough’ and falc’h ‘scythe’ prove themselves rather difficult to 

use, as they are very different from each other. A-walc’h often has final -lVx, while falc’h has 

final -lx quite far into the east, and little to no forms with -lVx at all except in southern 

Cornouaille. From these two maps, we cannot deduce whether -lx is the expected form of <lc’h> 

in Léon. 

The maps are so different from one another because etymologically, the final consonant 

clusters are different: Br. a-walc’h < *gwalɣ < Bryth. *u̯al-g,66 (W. gwala, gwaly) but Br. falc’h 

< L. falcem.67 Jackson points out that “Pr.B. lʒ [notation for lɣ] and rʒ [idem, rɣ] from Brit[ish] 

and Brit[ish]-Lat[in] absolute internal -lg- and -rg- eventually fell together with Pr.B. lx and 

                                                           
64 Personal communication, 17-02-2019. 
65 The voicing in -lc’h here is due to the following word, which starts with d-. 
66 GPC Online, “gwala, gwaly”. 
67 Deshayes 2003: 226. 
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rx”,68 but having this level of dialectal variation is quite unexpected if that were the case here. 

We should assume that lɣ, rɣ and lx, rx had not fallen together in Léon at the time that -V- was 

inserted in a-walc’h, and that therefore *-lɣ > *-lVɣ > -lVx was kept separate from -lx. 

Therefore, whether this is a dialectal difference cannot be said, since the word in P2-A (a-

walch) etymologically has *-lɣ and the words in P2-B (kelc’h, falc’h) etymologically have            

-lx < *-lk.69 There are indeed some places in Brittany that would have a-walc’h /awax/ and 

falc’h /falx/, but I am unsure whether that distinction has carried over to the Standard Breton 

that Participant #2 speaks. In the case that it did, then there is no dialectal difference that I can 

speak of. 

To definitely know whether this is a dialectal difference, we would have to see how she 

realizes words with -lc’h < *-lx and not *-lɣ. However, she does not use these words in -lx in 

her spoken sample. This is one of the limitations of a small-scale corpus, and having more 

material per speaker for a future study could resolve this particular problem. 

 

REALIZATION OF *-θ-, *-θ, *-rθ 

One of the most well-known differences between Vannetais Breton and the other dialects 

is the realizations of zh, a spelling created for the various dialectal outcomes of Middle Breton 

intervocalic *-θ-, final postvocalic *-θ, and *θ in the clusters *rθ, *lθ. Intervocalically, it is /z/ 

in Léon, /h/ in Vannetais, and it is elided in Cornouaille and Trégor; in final post-vocalic 

position, it stands for /h/ in Vannetais70 and for /z/ in KLT;71 finally, *rθ is /rz/ in KLT and /rh/ 

in Vannetais.72 There are no examples of *lθ in any of Participant #2’s samples. 

It looks like the realizations of *θ are competing without much regard to the words they 

inhabit, because we find different realizations of the same word within the same sample: for 

example, in P2-A, pezh ‘piece’ occurs as both /pɛh/ [pɛɣ] and /pɛz/ [pɛz], [pɛs]. See FIGURE 16 

and FIGURE 17 for maps of the realizations of zh, both intervocalically and in post-vocalic final 

position. 

                                                           
68 Jackson 1967: 716. 
69 Kelc’h ‘circle’ < OBr. circhl < Vulgar L. circlus with metathesis of -kl- (Deshayes 2003: 380), and falc’h 
‘scythe’, < L. falcem (Deshayes 2003: 226). 
70 It is sometimes elided in southeastern Vannetais: see FIGURE 17. 
71 Jackson 1967: 525-9. 
72 Jackson 1967: 529-30. 
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            Realization 

                  in P2-A 

Etymology 

 

 

/z/ 

 

 

/h/ 

 

 

Ø 

 

Total 

(etym.) 

Intervocalic *-θ- 14 

 

1 

 

14 29 

Final postvocalic 

*-θ 

7 5  12 

Cluster *rθ 2 

 

  2 

Total (realization) 23 6 14 43 

            Realization 

                   in P2-B 

Etymology 

 

 

/z/ 

 

 

/h/ 

 

 

Ø 

 

Total 

(etym.) 

Intervocalic *-θ- 2 3 

 

 5 

Final postvocalic 

*-θ 

9 1  10 

Cluster *rθ 1   

 

1 

Total (realization) 12 4 0 16 

            Realization 

                  in P2-C 

Etymology 

 

 

/z/ 

 

 

/h/ 

 

 

Ø 

 

Total 

(etym.) 

Intervocalic *-θ-  2 

 

3 5 

Final postvocalic 

*-θ 

 4 1 5 

Cluster *rθ 2 

 

  2 

Total (realization) 2 6 4 12 

  TABLE 2. Tally of the different realizations of Middle Breton inter- 

  vocalic *-θ-, final postvocalic *-θ, and the cluster *rθ. In bold and  

  dark grey are the dominant forms. 
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As I discussed in Participant #2’s background, she has some non-Vannetais tendencies in 

her speech, and her realization of zh is one of them. Across all three samples, we can identify 

three realizations: /z/ [z] or [s], /h/ [ɦ], [h], or [ɣ], or it is simply elided (Ø). In each sample, her 

overall tendencies are different (see TABLE 2 above). In P2-A, /z/ and Ø far outnumber /h/, and 

in P2-B, not a single zh is elided but /z/ still outnumbers /h/. However, in P2-C, /h/ and Ø are 

the dominant forms, which gives a strong Vannetais trait to the song. Across all samples, 

Participant #2 elides zh only once in final position, in razh e glas [ʁa i glɑs] ‘completely in 

green’ in P2-C, and she always has /z/ in *rθ regardless of the sample. 

Looking deeper into the matter, we can also see that the different contexts with *θ have 

different tendencies in each sample. P2-A favors /z/ in each context, which makes it Léon-like, 

but it equally favors elision of intervocalic *-θ-, which is more like Cornouaillais and 

Trégorrois. Furthermore, the contest between /z/ and /h/ in postvocalic final position is quite a 

tight race. P2-A is therefore varied in the dialects to which it adheres.  

P2-B is slightly odd in the regard that /h/ is the most common form for intervocalic *-θ-: 

like in the section on the indefinite article, this is a Vannetais realization in a Léon song. 

Otherwise, it is much more consistent than P2-A in the realization of postvocalic final *-θ, 

which is almost always /z/. There is also no elision at all, which makes it strongly more Léon 

and less Cornouaillais and Trégorrois than P2-A. There is still some Vannetais to be found, 

however.  

P2-C never has /z/ except in *rθ, and only has /h/ or elision. All these realizations can be 

found in Vannetais, which makes it the most stable of all samples in this regard, as well as the 

most strongly Vannetais of all. 

 

PALATALIZATION OF k, g BEFORE FRONT VOWELS AND IN DIMINUTIVE -ig 

Participant #2 never palatalizes /k/, /g/ in P2-A or P2-B. However, in P2-C, she consistently 

produces palatalized /k/ and /g/ before front vowels and in the diminutive -ig: e geol digor [i 

d͡ʒol ded͡ʒoʁ] ‘in (the) open mouth’, ket [t͡ʃøt] ‘not’, kuzhet [t͡ʃyəd] ‘hidden’, gwez [d͡ʒʋe] ‘trees’, 

eostig [østət͡ʃ] ‘nightingale’, ken [t͡ʃən] ‘so’.73 For comparison, we find ket [ke], [ket], [ked] 

‘not’, tammig [tɑ̃mik] ‘little bit’, digor [digoʁ] ‘open’ in P2-A and P2-B.  

                                                           
73 In kanal ken flour ‘sing so soft’. 
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The palatalization of /k/ and /g/ is typical of Vannetais Breton: for example, see FIGURE 18 

and FIGURE 19. The NALBB regularly notes [c], [ɟ] for palatalized /k/, /g/, but we can also 

commonly hear [t͡ʃ], [d͡ʒ], especially in younger speakers. Once again, P2-C shows far greater 

use of Vannetais traits than the other two samples. 

 

REALIZATION OF THE PLURAL ENDING -où 

In P2-A and P2-B, plurals in -où are almost always realized as -[u], the only exception 

being one instance of levrioù [lɛʁjo] ‘books’ in P2-A.74 She does, however, pronounce plurals 

in -ioù in P2-A with a diphthong: bloazhvezhioù [blaʋejœ͜w], [blaʋijɔ͜w] ‘years’, personelezhioù 

[pɛʁzɔñelezjœ͜w] ‘personalities’. In P2-B, -où and -ioù are pronounced [u], [ju] respectively: a 

relegoù [a ʁelegu] ‘(with) bones)’, ar ruioù [aʁ ʁyju] ‘the streets’, he zolioù [e zolju] ‘her 

slashes’.75 In P2-C, the plurals in -où and -ioù are less stable, but are always pronounced as a 

diphthong, like the plural in -ioù: bragoù [bʁagø͜y] ‘clothes’, eostoù [e͜jʃta͜w] ‘nightingales’, 

maezioù [mejø͜y] ‘fields’, c’hroazioù [xʋejə͜w] ‘crosses’, feunteunioù [føtɑ̃njɑ͜w] ‘fountains’, 

chapelioù [ʃapəljœ͜w] ‘chapels’, bezioù [pejœ͜w] ‘tombs’,76 yezhoù [jehœ͜w] ‘languages’, a-ziàr 

treuzoù [ə zeɑʁ tʁøzo͜w] ‘through’. 

See FIGURE 20 for a map of the plural -où. When she is speaking, Participant #2 opts for a 

Léon or Standard Breton77 realization of -où [u], but she uses the Vannetais diphthongized -ioù 

[jœ͜w], [jɔ͜w].78 Therefore, there is some competition between Standard Breton and Vannetais 

in her speech which does not exist when she is singing: in P2-B, she shifts entirely to the Léon 

realizations [u], [ju], and in P2-C, she only uses Vannetais forms. 

 

PAST FORMS OF bezañ ‘TO BE’ AND kaout ‘TO HAVE’ 

In P2-A and P2-B, Participant #2 mostly uses past forms of bezañ ‘to be’ (and kaout ‘to 

have’) in oa-: oa ‘was (3sg.)’, oant ‘were’, en doa ‘he had’. However, we do find some forms 

in oe-, all but one being found in P2-A. The forms in oa- are always in the majority, but we 

cannot say that the forms of bezañ in Participant #2’s spoken Breton are consistent in P2-A. In 

                                                           
74 The context is kalz a levrioù mod-se [kals a lɛʁjo mose]. This part is said quite rapidly, and the realization of /u/ 
as [o] might be an instance of vowel harmony with the following [o] in mod-se. 
75 Slashes of Death’s scythe. I owe thanks to Cédric Choplin for this translation. 
76 The devoicing of initial b- > p- here is by assimilation from the preceding -ʃt, not because of provection.  
77 Favereau 1997: 36. 
78 The fact that she uses one dialectal form for one ending and another for another ending is interesting, but I will 
not discuss it here since it is not within the scope of this paper to analyze the spoken material by itself. 
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P2-B, however, since all but one of the sixteen forms of bezañ are oe, I am inclined to consider 

the form in this song as consistent. In other words, P2-A has variation between oa and oe, and 

P2-B consistently has oa. There are no past forms of bezañ or kaout in P2-C. 

See FIGURE 21 for the distribution of oa and oe. The latter form, oe, is most current in 

Vannetais, and the form oa is present throughout most of the rest of Brittany. The fact that 

Participant #2 uses it more frequently in P2-B gives it a stronger Léon (or generally non-

Vannetais) aspect. 

 

        Realization 

Sample 

Forms in 

oa 

Forms in 

oe 

Ratio 

oa : oe 

 

Total 

P2-A 32 9 3.555 : 1 41 

P2-B 15 1 15 : 1 16 

TABLE 3. Tally of the different past forms of bezañ ‘to be’ and kaout ‘to have’, and a ratio of 
  oa to oe. In bold and grey are the dominant forms. 

 

REALIZATION OF THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE ur, ul 

In all of Participant #2’s samples, the indefinite article is realized in a number of different 

ways: In P2-A, we find, in order of frequency, [øʁ] (six times), [yʁ] (four times), [øl] (thrice), 

[œʁ] (twice), and [əl] (once): forms in [ø]- are clearly dominant. However, in P2-B, we find 

forms in [y]- far more frequently, with [yʁ] appearing ten times, and [y] twice. The remaining 

forms are [øʁ], which is sung twice, and [œʁ], which is sung once. See the table below for an 

overview. Even though neither sample is completely consistent, we can observe that each 

sample has a different dominant vowel in the indefinite article. Furthermore, P2-B is more 

consistent in the realization of ur, ul in general. There are not enough instances of the indefinite 

article in P2-C for us to make a meaningful comparison. 

 

        Realization 

Sample 

[ø]-  

([øʁ], [øl]) 

[y]-  

([yʁ], [yl], [y]) 

[œ]- 

([œʁ]) 

[ə]- 

([əl]) 

 

Total 

P2-A 9 4 2 1 16 

P2-B 2 12 1  15 

              TABLE 4. Tally of the different realizations of the indefinite article ur, ul. In bold and grey are the 
           dominant forms. 
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The fact that [y]- is the main realization in P2-B is unexpected: Dislounk tan is a Léonard 

song, so if any dialectal forms were to be used, we would maybe expect [ɛ]- (or [ø]-) instead of 

the typically Vannetais [y]-.79 However, Participant #2 uses [ø]- very frequently in speech, and 

it is difficult to determine whether these forms in [ø]- are truly dialectal, or an influence from 

Standard Breton, or even an allophone of schwa,80 since her sister (Participant #1, see Ch. 4) 

also sometimes realizes [ø]- despite having far less of an influence from Léon (or Standard) 

Breton. This is especially true in P2-B, where it is impossible to say whether the two instances 

of [ø]- are examples of Participant #2 slipping back into her speaking tendencies, or that these 

two forms actually are dialectal Léon realizations.  

See above in 4. PARTICIPANT #1 for another explanation of the variation in the vowel of ur, 

ul, and see FIGURE 22 for a map of the indefinite article ur. 

 

PREPOSITIONS 

In P2-B, Participant #2 almost always uses the form gant [gɑ̃n] ‘with’ instead of get [gət], 

[gəd] like she does in P2-A and P2-C. See FIGURE 23 for the distribution of the various forms 

of gant; in this case, conjugated to the third person masculine.81 Gant is the expected form in 

Léon, and get is the Vannetais form. 

 

  

                                                           
79 See FIGURE 22: /ɛr bal/ is most common in Léon. 
80 Favereau 1997: 29. See also Ch. 4 (PARTICIPANT #1). 
81 The -t- found in the conjugated forms would be elided in the unconjugated form gant. 
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SUMMARY 

 

Participant #2’s spoken Breton is very close to the written standard, though she uses a 

number of Vannetais dialectal forms, notably the quite frequent use of /h/ for *θ, V. get instead 

of KLT gant, and the use of the Vannetais past tense oe of bezañ instead of oa. Therefore, the 

heatmaps of her speaking are very KLT-heavy, but not completely devoid of Vannetais. The 

heatmap for P2-B looks almost identical to her spoken Breton, except it is ever so slightly darker 

in Léon and it avoids some parts of the southern Vannetais region completely. Indeed, compared 

to P2-C, P2-B is the most similar to Participant #2’s spoken Breton, though it does have its 

significant differences: the most notable Léon traits are the use of gant, a far more consistent 

use of [z] for final postvocalic *-θ, and a higher ratio of oa-forms in bezañ ‘to be’ and kaout ‘to 

have’. 

Puzzlingly, there are also two Vannetais traits in P2-B which are not found as frequently 

in P2-A: initial [y]- for the indefinite article, and /h/ for intervocalic *-θ-. These traits are 

possibly influence from her Vannetais background, or it perhaps was passed down to Participant 

#2 by someone whose Vannetais background influenced the performance of Dislounk tan (here 

P2-B). 

The near-complete switch from Standard Breton to Vannetais in P2-C is remarkable. As is 

evident from the heatmap, Participant #2 sings this song in overwhelmingly Vannetais Breton, 

from the palatalization of velars to the diphthongized plurals and the absent realization [z] for 

*-θ- and *-θ. 
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82 Insufficient data. P2-C does not have any past forms of bezañ ‘to be’ or kaout ‘to have’. 
83 Insufficient data. Ur appears only twice in P2-C: once as [ø]-, once as [y]-. 

                                         Sample 

Feature 

P2-A P2-B P2-C 

Realization of intervocalic *-θ- mostly /z/ 

also Ø 

mostly /h/ 

also /z/ 

mostly Ø 

also /h/ 

Realization of postvocalic final 

*-θ 

mostly /z/ 

also /h/ 

mostly /z/ 

also /h/ 

mostly /h/ 

also Ø 

/k/, /g/ before front vowels and 

/g/ in -ig 

[k], [g] [k], [g] [t͡ʃ], [dʒ͡] 

Plural -où [u] [u] [øy͜] 

[aw͜] 

[œw͜] 

[o͜w] 

Past forms of bezañ ‘to be’ oa 

oe 

oa 82 

Indefinite article ur, ul [ø]- [y]- 83 

Gant ‘with’ /gət/ /gɑñ/ /gət/ 

Participant #2 speaking, 
compared to P2-B 

Participant #2 speaking, 
compared to P2-C 

Participant #2 singing 
Dislounk tan (P2-B) 

Participant #2 singing 
Ma bro a zo duhont (P2-C) 

TABLE 5. An overview of dialectal variation between P2-A, P2-B, and 

P2-C. 
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IMAGES 

 

Red indicates Participant #2’s spoken sample (P2-A), blue indicates Dislounk tan (P2-B), and 

gold indicates Ma bro a zo duhont (P2-C). 

  

FIGURE 14. NALBB 301 ‘(une) faux’. FIGURE 15. NALBB 041 ‘assez’. 

FIGURE 16. ALBB 570 ‘semaine’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P2-B, Gold: P2-C 

FIGURE 17. NALBB 445 ‘fatigué’. 
Red + Blue: spoken + P2-B, Gold: P2-C 
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FIGURE 18. NALBB 119 ‘vendredi (nom)’ 
Red + Blue: spoken + P2-B, Gold: P2-C 

FIGURE 19. NALBB 545 ‘ouvert’. 
Red + Blue: spoken + P2-B, Gold: P2-C 

FIGURE 20. NALBB 217 ‘des becs’. 
Red + Blue: spoken + P2-B, Gold: P2-C 

FIGURE 21. ALBB 055 ‘il était - ils étaient’. 
Red + Blue: spoken + P2-B, Gold: P2-C 
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FIGURE 23. ALBB 210 ‘avec lui, de lui’. 
Red + Gold: spoken + P2-C, Blue: P2-B 

FIGURE 22. NALBB 295 ‘une pelle’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P2-B 
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6. PARTICIPANT #3 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Participant #3 (M, 28), is from Morlaix and currently residing in Brest. He learned Breton 

at a later age, and is currently also studying Breton at university. His Breton is not too easy to 

pinpoint, because it has northern, eastern, as well as southwestern Cornouaillais traits (see 

IMAGES). About his own Breton, he says the following: 

“J'ai pas un accent vraiment léonard, ni vraiment trégorois (sic), ni vraiment 

cornouaillais […] "L'erreur" ça a été de vouloir avoir une couleur "monts d'arrée" 

(sic) et de me rendre compte rapidement que c'était peine perdue, du coup j'tape à 

droite et à gauche en essayant de privilégier ce que je peux entendre du côté 

d'Huelgoat, Berrien, Poullaouen et compagnie, mais forcément les tournures, certains 

choix de mots, font que globalement j'ai du mal à me faire comprendre avec les natifs 

de ce coin là (sic)”.84 

[I don’t have a particularly Léon accent, nor is it really Trégorrois, or Cornouaillais 

[…] My ‘mistake’ was to want to have a ‘Monts d’Arrée’ accent and then quickly 

realize that it was a lost cause, so I take stuff from here and there, trying to favor 

whatever I hear in the area of Huelgoat, Berrien, Poullaouen et cetera, but of course 

the sentence structure and choice of words make it so that I have difficulty being 

understood by natives from that area]. (PF) 

I will study his spoken dialect in-depth in the analysis below, rather than here. For 

reference, the Monts d’Arrée are just outside Carhaix, to the northwest. 

The two songs he sings are Gwerz Penmarc’h (P3-B) and E Garnison (P3-C), and according to 

him the two songs come from different singing traditions. We will see below that the singing 

tradition is indeed the most important keyword in this chapter, but that there is some minor 

dialectal variation, as well. 

When I commented to him that the way he sang was different to the way he spoke, he 

commented:  “Ya normal ! Disket 'm eus an tonioù en ur glevet un taol-mouezh disheñvel”85 

[Yes, that’s normal! I learned the songs by ear, in a different kind of language (lit. voice-strike)] 

                                                           
84 Personal communication, 02-03-2019. 
85 Personal communication, 10-04-2019. 
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(PF). On the subject, Participant #3 also mentioned that some well-known artists sing 

differently than they speak: “Les soeurs goadec (sic) sont les championnes pour prononcer "eo" 

à la léonarde dans leurs chansons alors que quand tu les entends parler normalement t'auras 

que du ‘è’ ”86 [The Goadec sisters are the poster-children of pronouncing eo in a Léon way, but 

when you hear them speak normally you’ll only find è] (PF). He elaborated by saying:  

“Après (Girlfriend) me disait que des fois t'es tellement habitué à entendre un morceau 

avec du tcheutcheu que même quand tu tcheutcheutes pas dans ton breton parlé, bah 

quand tu chantes cette chanson, y'a rien à faire, tu tcheutcheutes”.87  

[(Girlfriend) told me that sometimes you’re so used to hearing a song with tcheutcheu88 

that even if you don’t tcheutcheu in your own Breton, well, when you sing that song, 

you can’t do anything about it, you tcheutcheu] (PF). 

 

ANALYSIS 

 

IDENTIFYING PARTICIPANT #3’S SPOKEN DIALECT 

While the other participants’ spoken dialects are relatively easily to recognize, Participant 

#3’s spoken dialect is quite obscure. By his own admission, Participant #3 feels that he speaks 

a mix of various dialects, but that he still tries to adopt the most ‘Monts d’Arrée’-like dialect he 

can muster. 

As we can see from the three dialect maps with red areas (FIGURE 29, FIGURE 30, FIGURE 

31), the dialectal traits from Participant #3’s Breton shown in these maps (indefinite article o,89 

first person possessive pronoun ma [ma]) can be found in various parts of Cornouaillais. While 

the map for the indefinite article matches with what he says about his own Breton, the map for 

ma does not.  

Other examples are therefore important to identify his speaking dialect: the elision of 

intervocalic *-θ- and realization [z] for final postvocalic *-θ (mennozh [menoz], mennozhioù 

[menɔju]), places him generally in Cornouaille or Trégor (and not Léon or Vannetais). In 

addition, he uses meump ‘we have’ for the first person plural of kaout ‘to have’: meump soñjet 

‘we have thought’, meump enrollet ‘we have recorded’, which is a trait found in eastern 

                                                           
86 Personal communication, 02-03-2019. 
87 Personal communication, 02-03-2019. 
88 An onomatopoeic name for the Vannetais palatalization of /k/ and /g/. 
89 See also Favereau 1997: 29. 
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Cornouaille and in Trégor.90 He realizes ivez ‘also’ as [i(j)e], and this can be found in eastern 

Cornouaille, Léon and Trégor (see FIGURE 24). Furthermore, the form n’ou(zo)n ket [nunke] of 

gouzout ‘to know’ that he uses can notably be found in the Poullaouen region.91  

Therefore, his assessment of his own Breton is about right: most of the dialectal forms he 

uses can be found in the Monts d’Arrée region. He does sometimes adopt forms from other 

parts in Cornouaille (from Morlaix or Quimper, for example, in his realization ma ‘my’ [ma]). 

 

REALIZATION OF -lc’h 

Participant #3 uses the expression just-a-walc’h ‘precisely’92 a number of times in his 

speech. However, it is always slurred, to the point where the phrase once appears as just the 

vowel [a]. Nonetheless, in the instances where just-a-walc’h is realized as more than one phone, 

we never find /l/. More often than not, -lc’h is completely elided, except in two cases where a 

final /x/ (realized as [ʁ]) is retained: just-a-walc’h [sɔʁ] and just-a-walc’h, ar [ʃstaʁa] A single 

other word can be found in his speech, zalc’h [zax] ( < dalc’h) ‘keep (v.)’, where once again, 

there is no /l/. 

In P3-B, final -lc’h appears twice in a-walc’h [awa], [awaɫɣ] ‘enough’ and twice in zalc’h 

[zaɫɣ], [zalɣ]. We can see here that Participant #3 has the tendency to keep /l/ in -lc’h in this 

song, either as the velarized approximant [ɫ] or the regular [l]. In P3-C, like in speech, -lc’h has 

no /l/: a-walc’h [əwɑx]. He also produces voiced [ɣ] instead of voiceless [x] in P3-B, which he 

does not do in his other samples. 

In FIGURE 25 and FIGURE 26, we can see that Participant #3 aligns with most of 

Cornouaillais and Trégorrois in P3-A1, P3-A2 and P3-C.93 However, the realizations [ɫɣ] and 

[lɣ] in P3-B are peculiar. The NALBB does not note [ɫ], and [ɣ] is nowhere to be seen except in 

two or three dialects in Vannes. Therefore, this realization cannot be explained with data from 

the modern-day dialects.  

As we have mentioned before, -lc’h can arise from older *-lɣ in words of British origin, as 

opposed to *lx < *lk in Latin loans: Br. a-walc’h < *gwalɣ < Bryth. *u̯al-g, Br. dalc’h < *dalɣ.94 

                                                           
90 Favereau 1997: 215. 
91 Favereau 1997: 203. 
92 We can better equate just-a-walc’h to the French interjection justement: for example, justement, j’y vais ‘it just 
so happens I am going there’; justement, c’est ça le but ‘well, see, that is just the point’.  
93 For the same reasons as in Ch. 5 (PARTICIPANT #2), I have chosen to include them as is, since the dialect maps 
do not sufficiently represent what is happening in the analysis. 
94 Jackson 1967: 716. 
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All the words in question here have etymological *lɣ. This means that the voiced [ɣ] in the 

cluster could be an archaic form, from before the merger of lɣ, rɣ and lx, rx. Jackson says this 

on the development of -lc’h:  

“In certain areas the reflexes of postvocalic /lx/ are widely liable to become /x/ or /ɦ/ 

when both consonants belong to the same syllable, though when they were syllabically 

divided as /l-x/, as when a termination beginning with a vowel was added to a word in 

final -lx, this seems much rarer. The reason is presumably that before [x] in the same 

syllable l is velarised and unvoiced, becoming a voiceless velar spirant l […]”95 

What seems to have happened in P3-B is that [ɣ] was kept voiced. This is at least the case 

for a-walc’h [awaɫɣ], which cannot be due to external sandhi, since it is at the end of a line. 

However, the two instances of zalc’h are followed by gouloù-noz [zaɫɣ gu]- and [zalɣ gu]-, 

which makes voicing in anticipation of g- likely. Having [ɣ] as voiced /x/ in P3-B is still 

different from his speaking tendencies, as Participant #3’s voiced /x/ is the uvular fricative [ʁ] 

in speech. Therefore, if the realizations of zalc’h are not archaic, they at least show a phonetic 

difference, because they contain an allophone that is not found in Participant #3’s speech. 

As for the velarized [ɫ], its existence could mean that a-walc’h [awaɫɣ] and zalc’h [zaɫɣ] 

are archaic forms, as Jackson suspected this could be the intermediary step for /l/ between lx > 

x, but which we find here in a weakened form of lɣ. However, it may also be an allophone of 

/l/ before a velar. Since the search for archaic forms has not been very fruitful, I am inclined to 

say that [ɫ] is more likely to be an allophone. The final -[ɣ] in a-walc’h, however, could be 

archaic. 

 

REALIZATION OF r IN P3-B AND P3-C, AND RHOTACISM OF /d/ IN P3-C 

Like the other speakers, Participant #3’s pronunciation of r in speech is [ʁ]. In P3-B, 

however, r is realized either as [r] or [ʀ]. The latter realization is limited to the fifth verse, where 

r is consistently [ʀ], in mor bras o ruziañ [mum bʀaz u ʀyzjɑ̃] ‘great sea reddening’, gristenien 

[gʀistənjɛn] ‘Christians’. The realization [r] also appears in P3-C, though only intervocalically, 

internally, and across word boundaries: tistroio [tistoro]96 (< distroio) ‘will return (3sg.)’, ar 

                                                           
95 Jackson 1967: 807. 
96 This is a remarkable form. Ma tistroio is sung twice (in one repeated line): once as [ma tistoro], and once as [ma 
tistʁoo]. It looks like the first form, [tistoro], has the metathesis of r and o either to avoid -/str/- or -/ojo/. The 
second realization [tistʁoo] does have -/str/-, but still no -/ojo/. I do not find this wholly convincing, however, 
because -VjV- is allowed in the rest of the song: Lannuan [lɑñyjɑñ] is sung in almost every line. I think it is due to 
the fast tempo of the song and that tistroio is simply slurred, rather than that the reason is to avoid certain 
sequences.  
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miliner e ve [aʁ mininɛr e ve] ‘(of) the miller he would be’,97 O! da gomper [o ra gɔm̃peʁ] ‘Oh! 

as godfather’,98 war he bord [ʋar i bɔʁt], [war i bɔʁt] ‘on her side’,99 me oui a-walc’h ‘ta miliner 

/ e garnison [me wij əwɑx ta miliner i gaʁnizɔñ] ‘I know enough, miller / in (the) garnison (of)’. 

As we can see in O! da gomper [o ra gɔm̃peʁ] ‘Oh! as godfather’, /d/ has been rhotacized 

to [r] in the same position that [ʁ] is made into apical [r]. In the same song, we find another 

instance of /d/ being rhotacized, this time into [ʁ]: e dad ne oar [e ʁad ne waʁ] ‘his father, he 

does not know’. Though Jackson does not say anything on rhotacism of d, he does mention that 

some Cornouaillais dialects have [r] > [d]: “A […] very easy change of one-flap apical r is that 

it becomes alveolar d, to which it is in any case acoustically very close”.100 Therefore, it is not 

completely out of the ordinary that d is rhotacized to [r], but changing it to [ʁ] is remarkable. 

Should we look at FIGURE 27 and FIGURE 28, we can see that the r grasséyé [ʀ] is found 

all over Brittany, mostly in Léon, Trégor, and central Cornouaille, with [r] being found almost 

equally as often. For a historical perspective of r, see the section in Ch. 4 (PARTICIPANT #1) 

above. 

The fact that in P3-B, the allophone [ʀ] for /r/ is contained to a single verse, is interesting. 

We would perhaps expect the variation to be found in more random places, or not be found at 

all, but [ʀ] is consistently sung in that single verse. I think it is possible that Participant #3 bases 

his realization of this fifth verse on another performance than the other verses. The exact reason 

as to why he would do that is unclear, but perhaps he was taught the song multiple times, by 

people who sang the song differently from one another, and filled in any gaps in his knowledge 

of the song with reproductions of other performances than the first one he was taught. That, in 

turn, could result in a realization in one verse that does not exist in the rest of his performance 

of the song. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
97 The conditional form is used here to express a rumor. 
98 Literally O! da gomper me na yin ket ‘Oh! to godfather I will not go’, i.e. ‘Oh! I will not be the godfather’. 
99 Not literally, because the miller then says hag aon am eus e vefe tort ‘and I am worried it would be crooked’. 
Maybe this is a terrible excuse from the miller, which fits into the story, but maybe this means war he bord means 
something else: e.g. ‘filled to the brim’, ‘at her limit’? This would certainly explain the previous line kar ma milin 
zo war he boued ‘because my mill is on her food’ (?). 
100 Jackson 1967: 814. 
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REALIZATION OF THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE ur 

When speaking, and in P3-C, the indefinite article ur is almost always pronounced [o].101 

This is typical of the Cornouaillais Breton which Participant #3 speaks. In P3-B, ur appears 

twice, and is pronounced [ør]. For a map of the indefinite article, see FIGURE 29. [ør] is a form 

more commonly found in southern and eastern Léon. 

 

PERSONAL PRONOUN ma 

Participant #3 uses the personal pronoun ma ‘my’, except in P3-B, where he uses va. This 

is the Léon variant of ma, as illustrated by FIGURE 30 and FIGURE 31. In P3-C, he uses ma, but 

realized as [me], which also stands in contrast to the [ma] he uses in speech. [me] is a rather 

uncommon realization, as it only appears at point 38 in the ALBB, and since its spread is so 

limited, I am inclined not to see it as a dialectal difference. 

I cannot exclude the possibility that [ma] is the Standard Breton pronunciation of ma102 

rather than being dialectal, but ma does occur in Morlaix, where Participant #3 is from: see 

FIGURE 32. Nonetheless, the use of va in P3-B is a clear dialectal difference, whether ma itself 

is dialectal or not. 

 

SUPRASEGMENTAL NASALIZATION AND INSERTION OF NASALS 

In both songs, but especially in P3-C, Participant #3 has a tendency to change /d/, /l/ to [n], 

and /g/ specifically into [ŋ]. For example, we find /d/ as [n] in oa aet an Aotrou [wa en ən otʁu] 

‘the Sir went,103 e dad [i nad] ‘his father’, glas e lagad [laz i lagan] ‘blue his eyes’, m'hen dar' 

[men ar] ‘I suppose’104, diboñjour [nibɔʒ̃uʁ] ‘Good day’, artizaned a zo [aʁtizɑ̃nen a zo] ‘there 

are artisans’, ket bet tad ha komper [ket be tan a kɔm̃peʁ], [ke bedana kɔm̃peʁ] ‘not been father 

and godfather’. The initial g- in garnison ‘story’ is found as [ŋ] a number of times, and as [ŋg] 

once. Furthermore, the -l- in miliner is found as [n] once: ar miliner e ve [aʁ mininɛr e ve] ‘(of) 

the miller he would be’. There are also instances where a nasal is inserted (and does not replace 

another consonant):, tommañ he mab an terruplañ [tomɑ̃n i mab ɑ̃n tɛʁypɑ̃n] ‘keeping her worst 

                                                           
101 Reduced to schwa once in ur paotr [ə pot] (P3-A1), and lowered to [ɔ] in ur familh [ɔ fɑ̃miʎ] (P3-A2). P3-C 
only has ur [o]. 
102 Favereau 1997: 110-1. 
103 Aet is written with final -t, but we would expect the -t to be voiced to [d] under external sandhi rules in which 
final voiceless consonants are voiced when the following word starts with a vowel or a voiced consonant. 
104 Variant of me n’ouzon dare, something along the lines of ‘I do not know well’. I once again thank Cédric 
Choplin for this translation. 
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son warm’, ket / i garnison [ket ni ŋaʁnizɔñ] ‘not / in (the) garnison (of)’, artizaned a zo 

[aʁtizɑñedna zo] ‘there are artisans’. There also is a single example of an oral vowel being 

nasalized, noz [nõz] ‘night’, probably due to the preceding /n/. 

In P3-B, we find the same process, albeit less prominently: o devoe kavet avel [o diwɛn 

kave navel] ‘they had found wind’, o terc’hel gouloù-noz [o tehøln gulu noz] ‘keeping night-

lights’, mor bras [mum bʀaz] ‘great sea’, merc’hed Gwaien [meɦen gwajɛn] ‘girls of Audierne’ 

O vont d’an aod beb a-unan [o vɔñ ɑ̃n aɦon beʋe ynən] ‘every single one going to the shore’. 

It looks like this nasalization occurs in a number of ways:  

1. The substitution of a non-nasal consonant with a nasal consonant, where: 

▪ the nasal consonant is made in the same place as the original non-nasal consonant. 

The most common of these is that /d/ is substituted for /n/ (both alveolar), but there 

are other examples: /g/ may be substituted for /ŋ/ (both velar), and /l/ may be 

substituted for /n/ (both alveolar), 

▪ the nasal consonant is not made in the same place as the non-nasal consonant: /r/ > 

/m/ in mor bras [mum bʀaz] ‘great sea’, where /r/ is alveolar, and /m/ is bilabial. /r/ 

becomes /m/ because of the following bilabial /b/. This could also be classified as 

assimilation to /b/. 

2. The insertion of a nasal consonant. This happens:  

▪ word-finally both after oral and nasal vowels: o devoe kavet [o diwɛn kave] ‘they 

had found’, and tommañ he mab [tomɑ̃n i mab] ‘warming her son’, 

▪ between word boundaries, after a final consonant of one word and before the initial 

vowel of the next word, (C# #V > C# #NV): artizaned a zo [aʁtizɑ̃ned na zo] ‘there 

are artisans’, ket / e garnison [ket ni ŋaʁnizɔñ] ‘not / in (the) garnison (of)’, 

▪ between word boundaries, between two consonants (C# #C > CN# #C): o terc’hel 

gouloù-noz [o tehøln gulu noz] ‘keeping night-lights’, 

▪ before an initial non-nasal consonant: garnison [ŋgaʁnizɔñ]. 

3. The assimilation of a consonant to a preceding nasal consonant: in m'hen dar' [men ar] 

‘I suppose’, /d/ is assimilated into the final /n/ of m’hen. 

4. The nasalization of an oral vowel: noz [nõz] ‘night’. 

Since this nasalization does not only occur in segments adjacent to syllables with a nasal 

phoneme, but it may skip one or more syllables, we should classify this phenomenon as 

suprasegmental nasalization. 
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/d/ > /n/ in spoken Modern Breton is attested, as the dialects do preserve remnants of a 

nasal mutation, which changes d- to n-.105 Substitution of /n/ for /l/ and /ŋ/ for /g/ or anything 

similar is unattested in spoken Breton, to my knowledge. 

While the insertion of -n- is attested in spoken Breton e.g. Br. mintin ‘morning’ < Fr. matin 

‘id.’, Br. rinkin ‘shark’ < Fr. requin ‘id.’, nasals are not inserted to this degree in speech. The 

large amount of nasal consonants must rather be attributed to stylistic choice, in which the 

performer sings ‘through the nose’.  

Replacing and combining stops with resonants might also be done to enhance the flow of 

the song, especially in the case of P3-C, which is sung quite quickly. However, if that is truly 

the factor at play, one might wonder why the stops are specifically made into nasals; after all, 

there are other resonants in Breton. It instead looks like this type of variation has to do with the 

creativity of the performer; if not Participant #3, then the person from whom he learned the 

song. Therefore, it is much more likely that Participant #3’s performance harks back to a certain 

style of singing than that it comes from a tendency which is already present in the spoken 

language.  

To determine how this type of variation is passed down, a future study could have multiple 

people sing the same song (E garnison), to see if the nasalization happens exactly in the same 

places across multiple performances, or if the general process of nasalization is passed down, 

or perhaps that not everyone applies this suprasegmental nasalization. 

 

  

                                                           
105 See Favereau 1997: 162-3 for examples. The standard language only preserves an nor (< dor) ‘the door’ (ibid.). 
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SUMMARY 

 

Due to the rather meager amount of dialectal differences, this summary does not include 

heatmaps. However, we should note that the few dialectal differences that do occur are entirely 

consistent and quite clear. Participant #3’s dialect aligns with the dialects of the Monts d’Arrée, 

i.e. just northwest of the Carhaix region. He adopts a few Léon traits that do not appear in his 

speech when singing P3-B; the first person possessive pronoun va instead of ma is probably the 

most notable of these. 

What Participant #3’s singing lacks in dialectal differences, however, it makes up for it in 

something else. The suprasegmental nasalization in both songs and rhotacism in P3-C are 

clearly not due to any historical change or adoption of another dialect. Rather, they seem to 

stem from a stylistic choice, which suggests that a creative process is applied to certain songs 

by the performer themselves. In which manner this type of variation might be passed down will 

require further research. 

There is potentially an archaism in Participant #3’s rendition of Gwerz Penmarc’h (P3-B): 

the voiced [ɣ] in -lc’h, where [ɣ] would be the original final consonant in a-walc’h from before 

the devoicing of final consonants. The other instances of [ɫɣ], [lɣ] in zalc’h rather are allophonic 

differences, where [ɫ] is a velar allophone of /l/ and [ɣ] is a voiced allophone of /x/, both of 

which he does not produce in speech. 
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IMAGES 

 

Red indicates Participant #3’s spoken samples (P3-A1, P3-A2), blue indicates Gwerz 

Penmarc’h (P3-B), and gold indicates E Garnison (P1-C).   

FIGURE 25. NALBB 041 ‘assez’. 

FIGURE 26. NALBB 301 ‘(une) faux’. FIGURE 27. NALBB 166 ‘de l’eau’. 

FIGURE 24. ALBB 344 ‘aussi’. 
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FIGURE 28. NALBB 139 ‘temps’. FIGURE 29. NALBB 295 ‘une pelle’. 
Red + Gold: spoken + P3-C, Blue: P3-B 

FIGURE 30. ALBB 041 ‘mon frère’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P3-B, Gold: P3-C 

FIGURE 31. ALBB 172 ‘ma main’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P3-B, Gold: P3-C 
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FIGURE 32. NALBB 572 ‘mon père’. 
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7. PARTICIPANT #4 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Participant #4 (M, 29), is from Nantes, and went to Diwan schools in Nantes, Vannes, and 

Carhaix. He is currently in Aberystwyth, pursuing a doctoral degree. In his spoken sample, he 

talks about how he learned Breton, and says that it is his mother tongue. He speaks it mostly 

with his father, and with friends and other students. His Breton is very close to the written 

standard. The two songs he sings are Ar soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz and Plaver, the latter of 

which is his own composition. When told about the reason for the study, once he had provided 

all three of his samples, he had no particular comments to contribute.  

The first song he sings, Ar soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz, is a traditional song first made 

famous by Gweltaz ar Fur, and which was apparently originally written by Max ar Fur, 

Gweltaz’s father.106 We should note that Gweltaz ar Fur sings it entirely in his Hennebont 

dialect,107 but that Participant #4 does not. I will refer to the Hennebont dialect a few times in 

the analysis. The second song Participant #4 sings is Plaver, which he wrote himself. Another 

way that Participant #4 distinguishes himself from the other participants is that he accompanies 

himself with guitar, playing chords while singing. He writes his own songs, and has recently 

released some of his own music. 

 

  

                                                           
106 There was not much to be found on the origins of this song except this, in the French Wikipedia article on 
Gweltaz ar Fur. 
107 Hennebont is just east of Lorient, almost exactly at point 144 in the Nouvel atlas linguistique de Basse-Bretagne. 
It is not a typical Vannetais dialect, but it does have the palatalization of velar stops, for instance. 
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ANALYSIS 

 

PAST FORMS OF bezañ ‘TO BE’ 

When speaking, Participant #4 only uses past forms of bezañ ‘to be’ in oa-. However, in 

P4-B, he only uses oe, which occurs three times: once as [we], and twice as [we͜j]. See FIGURE 

33 for the distribution of oa and oe. As mentioned before, oe is a form of the past tense that is 

most commonly found in Vannetais Breton.  

In the last line of the first verse, oe is needed to rhyme with arme ‘army’, so to find the 

Vannetais form there is not surprising.108 The first two, however, do not rhyme and could just 

as well have been oa; in fact, the Gwalarn109 version has oa, with only the last instance as oe 

because of the end rhyme. Considering this, the use of oe is a clear dialectal marker, because 

unlike the cover by Gwalarn, Participant #4 keeps all the Vannetais past forms of oe that appear 

in the original by Gweltaz ar Fur. 

 

PERSONAL PRONOUN ma AND LACK OF ‘NEW LENITION’ 

Participant #4 consistently uses the Léon form va [va] ‘me’ when speaking, but in P4-B, 

he uses ma [mə]. See FIGURE 34 and FIGURE 35. Ma is, of course, a very common form of the 

pronoun, even when realized with schwa instead of [a]. However, instead of [va zad] ‘my 

father’, Participant #4 sings [mə sat] in P4-B: the initial /z/ of zad is kept unvoiced, thus 

unaffected by new lenition.110 This is a much more localized trait, which can be found in 

southern Cornouaille, and in Hennebont, as shown in FIGURE 36.111 Again, these realizations 

are also found in the original. 

 

  

                                                           
108 Naturally, it rhymes in the Hennebont dialect of the original performance by Gweltaz ar Fur. 
109 Gwalarn are a popular Breton music group. Their cover of Ar soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz is available online. 
110 See Jackson 1967: 369-70. 
111 Maybe this has the same motivation behind it as Participant #1’s realization e t- [i θ], in that this result of 
mutation is very localized or marked to the singer’s ear, and that it is therefore more likely to be considered a 
‘special way’ of singing a song. Again, this is speculation on my part and would require further research. 
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REALIZATION OF INITIAL gw- 

Participant #4 normally pronounces initial gw- in one of three ways: [gw] before [a], [e], 

[gʋ] before [e], [ɛ], and [gɥ] before [i].112 In P4-B, his pronunciation of gw- is uniformly [gɥ], 

where it occurs before [e], [ɛ], and [i]. In FIGURE 37 and FIGURE 38, we can see that [gɥ] before 

[i] is slightly more common than [gɥ] before [e], but that both are absent from Léon. 

Before we mark this down as a Vannetais form, since the original song was in that dialect 

and this is a form of palatalization, we should note that Vannetais has the tendency to raise /e/ 

to [i] after gw- (see also FIGURE 39), and that gw- would completely have been palatalized to 

[d͡ʒɥ]. This means that the realization [gɥe] is, at best, a very light step towards a more Vannetais 

pronunciation. If anything, [gɥe] is much closer to what can be found in the pays Bigouden 

(southwest Cornouaille), as in the Hennebont area, the initial g- would be palatalized to [d͡ʒ]-, 

as does Gweltaz ar Fur. 

 

LOWERING OF [a] TO [ɑ] 

[ɑ] does appear as an allophone for /a/ in Participant #4’s speech, but only twice out of 428 

instances of /a/. When he is singing, the ratio of lowered [ɑ] is higher, with P4-B having 7 [ɑ]’s 

and 63 [a]’s, and P4-C having 13 [ɑ]’s and 119 [a]’s. Of course, [a] is still the dominant 

allophone in Participant #4’s Breton overall, but the frequency with which [ɑ] appears when 

singing is interesting nonetheless. The explanation might be that the vast majority of [ɑ]’s in 

the songs are on long notes, and that singing a long back vowel causes less strain113 on the voice 

than a long front-central vowel.114 As far as I can see, no other factors seem to play a role in the 

larger number of instances of [ɑ]. It is not a tendency which he has when speaking, as the two 

instances ar [ɑʁ] ‘the’ and hag [ɑk] ‘and’ are both short, unaccented vowels. 

        Realization 

Sample 

[a] [ɑ] Ratio 

[a] : [ɑ] 

Freq. of long [ɑ] (P4-A) and 

[ɑ] on long notes (P4-B, P4-C) 

 

Total 

P4-A 428 2 214 : 1 0/2 (0%) 430 

P4-B 63 7 9 : 1 6/7 (85.7%) 70 

P4-C 119 13 9.154 : 1 11/13 (84.6%) 132 

   TABLE 6. Tally of the allophone [ɑ] of /a/, a ratio of [a] to [ɑ], and the frequency of [ɑ] in long notes.  

                                                           
112 Therefore, there is variation before [e]. Both [gwe]- and [gʋe]- are found. 
113 As far as I am aware, this is not fact. It is my impression, however, that it causes less strain because the mouth 
is opened wider when realizing [ɑ]. (I have in fact tried it myself to make sure.) 
114 Another cause may be, in the case of ha (a short foot) in bihan ha bras [biɑ̃n ɑ bʁɑs], the proximity of nasal 
[ɑ̃], so as to sing [ɑ̃] - [ɑ] - [ɑ], which is obviously easier than [ɑ̃] - [a] - [ɑ]. 
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SUMMARY 

 

Participant #4 shows, by far, the least amount of variation between the Breton he speaks 

and the Breton in which he sings. In the conclusion, I will enter into detail as to why this might 

be, but for now, I will address the differences that do occur in the songs he performs. As with 

Participant #3, the number of dialectal differences is not large enough to warrant heatmaps like 

Participant #1 and Participant #2. 

Three differences occur in P4-B that we might ascribe to dialect: the first person singular 

pronoun ma [mə] ‘my’ instead of va, the lack of voicing in initial z- [mə sat] in ma zad ‘my 

father’, and the past form oe of bezañ ‘to be’. All three of these traits can be found in the dialect 

of Hennebont, and in the original performance by Gweltaz ar Fur. One other, quite small 

difference is the partial palatalization in initial gw-, which is at least a step towards Vannetais 

Breton without completely giving in to it.  

In Plaver, the only actual difference I could find is the slightly higher frequency of back 

vowel [ɑ], but as I have discussed, the only plausible cause for this is that [ɑ] appears in long 

notes, where it is less straining on the voice to produce a back vowel than a front vowel. 

Otherwise, the Breton used in Plaver is identical to Participant #4’s spoken Breton. 
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FIGURE 33. ALBB 055 ‘il était - ils étaient’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P4-B 

FIGURE 34. ALBB 041 ‘mon frère’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P4-B 

FIGURE 35. ALBB 172 ‘ma main’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P4-B 

FIGURE 36. NALBB 572 ‘mon père’. 
Red: spoken, Blue: P4-B 

IMAGES 

 

Red indicates Participant #4’s spoken sample (P4-A), blue indicates Ar soudarded a zo gwisket 

e ruz (P4-B), and gold indicates Plaver (P4-C); however, Plaver is not plotted onto these maps 

due to a lack of dialectal differences. 
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FIGURE 37. NALBB 119 ‘vendredi (nom)’. 
Gray: spread of gwe- [gɥe] 

FIGURE 39. NALBB 172 ‘des arbres’. 

FIGURE 38. NALBB 504 ‘du vin’. 
Gray: spread of gwi- [gɥi] 
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8. CONCLUSION 

 

All four participants’ Breton is different whilst singing, in some way or another, from their 

spoken Breton. Therefore, the first research question can be answered positively: we do find 

differences between the spoken and sung Breton of a single speaker. One preliminary 

generalization can be made from the corpus: the opposition is not only between spoken Breton 

and sung Breton, but between spoken Breton, song no 1, and song no 2. This is especially 

apparent in Participant #2’s singing.  

The second question, which asked which types of variation we find, requires a longer 

answer, and so does the third question: why might we find these differences? 

The foremost type of variation is dialectal: songs that are from another region than the 

speaker are sung with dialectal traits from the song’s place of origin. Following that is the use 

of singing styles. Furthermore, there is allophonic variation, which can also be classified as 

historical variation (archaic forms) in the case of allophones for /r/, as physiological for the 

lowering of [a] to [ɑ] by Participant #4, and as unexplained in some other cases. I will go into 

detail below, followed by as to why these differences might be preserved. 

As said, the biggest factor for change overall is dialect. Everyone, though Participant #1 

and Participant #2 in particular, uses dialectal forms that are not their own when singing 

traditional songs. For the most part, these dialectal forms are in concord with the region of 

origin of the song: when Participant #1 sings Du hont àr ar mane (P1-B) or when Participant 

#2 sings Ma bro a zo duhont (P2-C), their Breton is far more Vannetais than when they speak. 

Participant #3 uses Léon dialectal forms in Gwerz Penmarc’h (P3-B) which he does not use in 

speech, and Participant #4 specifically uses Hennebont dialectal forms when singing Ar 

soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz (P4-B). 

However, in two participants, we can find dialectal forms that are used which are not (or 

less consistently) used in speech, but which are not in agreement with the region of origin of 

the song, either. For example, Participant #2’s Vannetais realizations [y]- for the indefinite 

article and /h/ for intervocalic *-θ- in a predominantly Léon song, and Participant #4’s initial 

[gɥ]-, which is not his native pronunciation of gw-, and not the pronunciation in Hennebont 

either, but which is very common in the Bigouden area. This does not make sense from the 

perspective of dialect variation, and it must therefore have a different reason: I suspect that 

Participant #2 and Participant #4 have been taught the songs with those pronunciations. Why 

they were taught as such, however, is not entirely clear. 
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The second major type of variation I have encountered is the use of singing styles. Only 

Participant #3 exhibits this type of variation, but it is strongly present in his singing: in his case, 

he has a strong tendency to change non-nasals into nasals and to insert nasals. These changes 

cannot be explained by dialectal variation or by archaisms; rather, they are a conscious creative 

process by the performer. Which performer that is, however, is unclear: is Participant #3’s 

performance a reproduction of what he has been taught? Or is he applying the concept of the 

‘nasal’ singing style to the song in question? In other words, do Participant #3’s nasalizing 

tendencies appear at exactly the same parts in the song as his source (which would imply 

reproduction) or do they not? 

I have also found two to three minor types of variation. Firstly, phonological or allophonic 

variation, which Participants #1 and #3 exhibit: they both have a different realization of /r/ in 

song than when they are speaking (Participant #1 has [r], and Participant #3 has [r] and [ʀ]), 

and Participant #3 also has [ɣ] as a voiced allophone of /x/ and velar [ɫ] as an allophone of /l/ 

before [ɣ], neither of which he uses when speaking. 

The fact that [ʀ] for /r/ is only found in the fifth verse of P3-B raises an important question: 

why does /r/ not become [ʀ] at any other point in the song? What does this say about the way 

that songs are transmitted and taken up into someone’s repertoire? In the analysis, I speculated 

that it might have to do with filling in gaps (i.e. Participant #3 first learned the song without the 

fifth verse, but was then taught the fifth verse by someone else, which resulted in this verse 

with a different pronunciation being inserted into the version he first learned). Speculation is 

the key word, however, and it would require further research to truly understand how this fifth 

verse works. 

Secondly, and this is why I speak of ‘two or three minor types of variation’, is that I might 

classify the allophonic variations above as also being archaic. In particular, the different 

realizations ([r], [ʀ]) of /r/: they can all be found in the linguistic atlases, and they are therefore 

not unlikely to be passed down from a few generations past to the people in my corpus. I very 

carefully mention that final -[ɣ] in a-walc’h in P3-B might also be archaic, but we would then 

be speaking of an archaic form much older than the variants of /r/, which seems doubtful to me 

considering the other archaism is relatively recent, and most importantly, actually attested in 

speech. 

Thirdly, Participant #4 exhibits phonological variation between [a] and [ɑ], but the reason 

cannot be transmission, simply because the song has not been passed down to him (it is his own 

composition). Rather, I believe this variation has a physiological motivation, namely that it is 
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easier to sing a long [ɑ] than a long [a], seeing as [ɑ] in P4-B and P4-C is almost always on a 

long note.  

One example of variation remains unexplained, and that is [θ] for initial t- < d- when 

preceded by the verbal particle e and the participial particle e, which both caused lenition-and-

provection in Middle Breton. I have given a historical explanation for this strange phenomenon, 

but all things considered, far too many assumptions must be made for it to work, not to mention 

that it has never been attested in the history of Breton. I could place it under stylistic choice, 

but [θ] simply does not exist in Modern Breton, so why it would be introduced into a song for 

creative purposes is just as difficult to explain. That being said, it would still help to know 

whether the realization [θ] is found in other performances of Penglaouiged (here P1-C), so that 

it could at least be determined whether it is an innovation by Participant #1 or that it is shared 

with other performances, and could indeed have been passed down. 

Finally, it is important to consider what Participant #4’s overall results mean for my study. 

He sings two songs of which we know the author, himself being one of them, and exhibits very 

little change when singing. In P4-B, he does use different dialectal forms which appear in the 

original performance by Gweltaz ar Fur, but compared to the other participants, they are very 

few and far between.  

A possible explanation is that, in Participant #4’s view, he is ‘covering’ Ar soudarded a zo 

gwisket e ruz and not ‘performing’ it. What this essentially means is that, instead of singing the 

song in the way it is sung in the original version, he is paying tribute to it but making it his own. 

The few changes he does exhibit hark back to Gweltaz ar Fur’s performance, especially with 

the forms in oe and unvoiced [s]- in ma zad, but he consistently avoids palatalizing his velar 

stops. This could be because this brings too strong of a Vannetais sound to the song. 

Why, then, does this variation happen? These types of variation most likely have to do with 

the transmission of the song. Since the literature that is available to us does not study the 

transmission of the language of the songs, I must conclude purely based on the results of this 

thesis and on our knowledge of how transmission works in other aspects of song, such as 

narratives and melodies. As said before in the THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK, the transmissions of 

narratives and melodies both preserve the source material very well while allowing for minor 

changes each time a song is passed down from one generation to another. Considering the 

results from my analyses above, it seems to work the same way for the transmission of language: 

quite a few linguistic traits of the source material are preserved in the performances by our 

participants. 
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Or, at least, that is my assumption. The foremost aim of my thesis was to identify 

differences, and secondarily, to explain why they might happen. While the results are very 

promising, and they show that the participants do not simply sing in the same accent or dialect 

that they speak, my analyses do not systematically compare the performances to their source 

material, but to the speaking tendencies of the participants. This means that I cannot draw any 

definite conclusions on what the transmission of language is exactly like in these traditional 

songs. Even though the participants themselves are adamant that they are singing their songs 

just like they were taught by generations past, and that it seems very likely that they are right 

in that assessment, I cannot take these comments at face value. What I have effectively been 

able to prove is that variation exists, but not precisely why it exists. 

The reason I do make this assumption is threefold: first, the fact that there are clear 

differences in dialectal forms between the two songs confirms that the participants are not 

simply putting on their ‘singing voice’ or an accent when it is time to sing: Participant #1, for 

example, sings two Vannetais songs with different dialectal traits, which suggests that she 

reproduces the source material for each song. Likewise, Participant #3’s renditions of his two 

songs are both in a nasal singing style, but P3-C much more so than P3-B. 

Second, Participant #4’s performance of his own song, Plaver (P4-C), is sung entirely in 

his spoken dialect. The only difference is very probably physiological. This shows that there is 

a difference between the performances of one’s own songs, and songs (taught) by other people, 

which also suggests that in the process of passing down a song to someone else, linguistic traits 

of the source material might be preserved. 

Third, for Participant #4, I have in fact been able to compare and contrast his performance 

of Ar soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz to the original performance, of which I concluded that some 

dialectal forms carried over from Gweltaz ar Fur’s recording to Participant #4’s performance. 

In this case, the original performance was recorded and made available to the greater public, 

but for songs like Penglaouiged (P1-C) and Ma bro a zo duhont (P2-C), it is not as easy as 

looking up a recording of the song in question and comparing it to the participant’s 

performance, because to my knowledge, they are not available to us. 

In future research, we should therefore try to find a way to compare the singing 

performance of a participant to the performance of the person that taught it to them (or from 

which they learned it).115 Ideally, this would mean that with more fieldwork, we could record 

                                                           
115 I suppose one is not taught a song by the likes of Alan Stivell and other popular folk singers, but that one learns 
the song through their performance of it. 
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multiple generations in a family singing the same song, where the grandchild was taught the 

song by their grandparents. Or, alternatively, have a group of students individually sing the 

same song, and have their teacher sing it as well. 

Even if the original performance is lost to us (e.g. the person in question has passed away, 

or the participant does not recall by whom they were taught the song), a large-scale corpus 

consisting of one song sung by a large amount of people could potentially help us understand 

more about the linguistic traits of the traditional songs, as well. In particular, this would help us 

understand how singing styles are transmitted, and confirm whether strange realizations (for 

example, [θ] for t- < d-) come up in multiple performances. 

My thesis is not exhaustive. It is based on a small corpus and had to be written in a limited 

timeframe, and it has little to no theoretical or literary background to fall back on. Still, I think 

that it may serve as a basis for further research on the performance of traditional (Breton) songs. 

A number of interesting new questions have come up as a result of this thesis, and I sincerely 

hope that it also instigates others to seek out answers to these questions. 
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9. SUMMARY 

 

With a corpus of six spoken samples and eight songs, I have shown that there is variation 

between the participants’ spoken Breton and the Breton in their performances of traditional 

songs. The most common type of variation is dialectal variation, followed by the use of singing 

styles, and finally allophonic variation. While I am able to confirm the existence of linguistic 

variation between speech and the performances of traditional song, I can only speculate on the 

reason why it exists: presumably, it has to do with the transmission of traditional song, in which 

linguistic traits are kept from the source performance to the next performance. However, this 

cannot be confirmed with my analyses and should be the subject of further research.  
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APPENDIX 

 

PERMISSION TO USE THE DATA 

 

 PARTICIPANT #1: 

 

PARTICIPANT #2: 

 

 

 

PARTICIPANT #3:  

[(FR) Of course, (BR) I’m in] 

[(FR) No problem!] 

[(BR) Yes no problem] 
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PARTICIPANT #4: 

  
[(BR) Hi Pierre! Sorry, I’ve been very busy! My answer is yes] 
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PARTICIPANT #1 

 

Sample P1-A1: Participant #1 talking about the languages of Brittany 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Written Breton 

demat dɔːx mɑ ɑ̃nozo (NAME) age koʒɑ̃n 

bœʁtɔñ pe bʁœhɔñɛk vɛl ə ve laːʁət e ... e 

pœʁɛz øs bʁɛx ... ʃət͡ʃy aʁ bʁehɔñɛg e zo œʁ 

jɛɦ vʁa͜w ja œʁ jɛh bʁa͜w estɔñ ... ag ø: nœ ve 

t͡ʃe koːʒəd gəd œʁ boʃa tyt nøwax ... øːm ... 

koːʒədve i bʁɛx e bʁɛ... bʁɛx a zo i bʁo fʁɑ̃s 

i kɔʁnog bʁo fʁɑ̃s ag øːm... ag ø øʁ ʁɑ̃nvʁo a 

fesɔ ̃e ag œ bliʒad œʁ boʃa tyt... meː nø ʃəb... 

nø ʃed yʁ boʃa tyt newaɦ ə wija jezdøz aʁ dɔːʁ 

bʁə͜ɔñɛk ag e bʁɛx ezøs d͡ʒiː jɛx bu zo e (œ) 

gɛluɛk a ve koʒəd eʁ ʁetɛʁ ag aʁ bʁə͜ɔñɛk e 

vo koʒəd ɛʁ xoʁnok ag øː... aʁ gɛluɛk nə... ne 

t͡ʃø ve t͡ʃø anavet bʁaːs gød øn dyt nøwax 

œːm... d͡ʒʋɛlə vej dən dyt koʒal gɛluɛk øɥe... 

bʁœɔñɛk a galuɛk... a d͡ʒʋɛlə ve dən dyt koʒal 

bʁə͜ɔñɛk kaʁ aʁ bʁə͜ɔñɛk e zo œʁ jɛɣ vʁa͜w ag 

œː... dø mø ʒyʒ i vɛ ʁɛd ən dyt koʒal œʁ jɛɦøy 

vinɔʁɛlɛl... œː... kɛʁ pø ve pø ve kolət øʁ jɛx 

i ve kolə tudən tʁɔ͜w e ja gøtɑ̃ ag gøti ag 

œːm... ag i ve kolə pøp tʁa kolə və a halɔ ̃kolə 

vən dasɔ ̃kolə vən dwaʁe da, də ʒɔʒ̃al a ʃət͡ʃy 

dø mø ʒiʒ ima ʁɛ dən d͡ʒyt zo koʒal əʁ jɛɦøy 

vinɔʁɛlɛl ag œ... a daʁ... dɛxɛl gœd œʁ jɛɦœ͜y 

a ja ʃət͡ʃy ma goʒədʲ yʁ jɛx finoʁɛl koʒəd ne͜j 

Demat deoc'h, ma anv zo (NAME), hag e 

kaozan 'beurton' pe brezhoneg evel e vez lâret 

e... e peurest eus Breizh... setu ar brezhoneg 

a zo ur yezh brav ya ur yezh brav-eston hag 

euh ne vez ket kaozet gant ur bochad tud 

newazh ... eum... kaozet 'vez e Breizh ha 

Brei- Breizh a zo e Bro-Frañs, e kornog Bro-

Frañs hag eum... hag euh ur rannvro a-feson 

eo hag a blija d’ur bochad tud... met n'eo ket, 

n'eus ket ur bochad tud newazh a ouia ez deus 

ar brezhoneg hag e Breizh ez eus div yezh 

bout zo gallaoueg a vez kaozet er reter hag ar 

brezhoneg a vo kaozet er c'hornog hag euh... 

ar gallaoueg n'eo... n'eo ket anavezet bras 

gant an dud newazh eum... gwell e'vehe gant 

an dud kaozal gallaoueg ivez... brezhoneg ha 

gallaoueg... ha gwell 'vehe gant an dud kaozal 

brezhoneg kar an brezhoneg a zo ur yezh vrav 

hag euh... Da ma soñj e vehe ret d’an dud 

kaozeal ar yezhoù vinorelel… euh... kar pa 

vez, pa vez kollet ur yezh, e vez kollet tout an 

traoù e, ya, gantañ hag ganti hag eum... hag e 

vez kollet pep tra, kollet vez ar c'halon, kollet 

vez an dasson, kollet vez an doare da… da 

soñjal, ha setu da ma soñj emañ ret d'an dud 

kaozeal ar yezhoù vinorelel hag euh... a dar- 

derc'hel gant ar yezhoù ha ya setu ma kaozit 

ur yezh vinorel, kaozit anezhi 
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Sample P1-A2: Participant #1 talking about how she is doing 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Written Breton 

salyt tɔx pjɛʁ mɔñ a ʁa... œː... sœt͡ʃyː kuled 

pwe gənɛ̃͜ĩn kʰas yːn ɛnʁoladən ag œʁ pɛh ə 

laʁɑ̃ ʃət͡ʃyː... in obəʁ a ʁɑ̃... ɛː... wiɑ̃ ʃə ʁiːʁ pɛh 

e ɔ ̃sɑs̃ə laʁə ʃøt͡ʃy o kɔt̃ɛ... gənɛĩ̃n œː... məm 

bye ama en ameʁik... nø ʃəd yʁ boʃa tʁaw da 

gɔt̃ɛ̃͜ĩn avid laːʁəd aʁ d͡ʒɥiʁjɔñe... œː... 

mad(ɔʁ) madəwah ɛ ɑʁ vye... œː... jɛ̃͜ĩn 

jɛñsklaz ɛn amvɛʁ ne t͡ʃø ne t͡ʃə pliʒys bʁaːs... 

ag e vo i vo mɑ̃kəd ən nøɥe amzeʁ gənɛ̃͜ĩn 

kejn ə ʃø nø ʃød a nøɥe amziʁ ama i ʁok 

mizmej... ag e mizmej tistʁɔ͜jn də vʁɛːx ag e 

bʁɛx e i kʁɔga ɛnː... ɛn nɑ̃ iː i mizmej ʃət͡ʃy vo. 

hɥ͜itɛt en nøʋe amzeʁ pɛn dɔʁben gənɛ̃͜ĩn a ne 

ʃœt pliʒys kaʁ ema aʁ ʁolzad ɑ̃mzəʁ o bliʒa 

dɛ̃͜ĩn aʁ mɥ͜ia... me bɔ.̃.. tɑ̃mpix... isamaʁ 

vye... œːm... ʃty mɔd aʁal œː nəʃəd yʁ boʃa tʁa 

də laʁə... labuʁ zo͜w labuʁ əl lejs... œː... 

kʁogəd møs dø dø gənig bʁe͜wnɛg ama e eʁ 

skolvøʁ a də gəlɛn œː aʁ jɛx. ne t͡ʃø fal dɔñ ə 

ʁa bʁœw əʁ bʁəɔñeg gət aʁ ə... gəd aʁ 

ʃtyd͡ʒjeʁjɔ ̃ ʃt͡ʃy ʁ pɛh a ɑ̃n dʁazə zo pliʒys 

dɛ̃͜ĩn... a gənɔx nœze kɔt̃ɪt dɛ̃͜ĩn œː aʁ pɛx a 

xwaʁve ə gənɔx... œː... kɔt̃ɪt dɛ̃͜ĩn tud aʁ vye e 

ʁwejɔñ ag aʁ pɛx e teskɛt ag œː aʁ gɛnɛlɛʁjɔ ̃

ə zo gənɔx a tut aʁ hɛnteljow e øljɛt tud ɑ̃n 

tʁa͜w sɛ a feləd dɛ̃͜ĩn gujɛt a klevət ʋaʁ o pɛn 

ʃety... bɔ ̃ba kasət kɛlu dɛ̃͜ĩn... çenadɔx 

Salud deoc'h Pierre, mont a ra? euh... setu 

goulennet poa ganin kas un enrolladenn hag 

ar pezh a laran setu en ober a ran... eh... ouian 

ket re ar pezh ez on sañset laret setu e vo 

kontet ganin euh... mem buhez amañ en 

Amerik... n'eus ket ur bochad traoù da 

goñtein evit laret ar gwirionezh... euh… 

mat… mat a-walc'h eo ar vuhez... euh... yen 

yen sklas eo an amzer, n'eo ket, n'eo ket plijus 

bras... hag e vo, e vo mañket an nevez amzer 

ganin kar n'eus ket... n'eus ket a nevez amzer 

amañ a-raok miz Mae... hag e miz Mae e 

tistroin da Vreizh, hag e Breizh e… e kroga 

... an hañv e, e miz Mae setu 'vo c’hwitet an 

nevez amzer penn dorr-benn ganin ha n'eo 

ket plijus kar emañ ar c’houlzad amzer a blija 

din ar muiañ... mais bon... tampic’h... Giz se 

emañ ar vuhez... eum... setu mod arall euh... 

n'eo ket ur bochad tra da laret... labour zo, 

labour e-leiz... euh... kroget 'meus da, da 

ginnig brezhoneg amañ e, er skol-veur, ha da 

gelenn euh... ar yezh. N'eo ket fall dont a ra 

brav ar brezhoneg gant ar.. . gant ar studierion 

setu ar pezh a, an dra-se zo plijus din... ha 

ganeoc'h, neuze, koñtit din euh...  Ar pezh a 

c’hoarvezh euh ganeoc'h... euh... koñtit din 

tout ar vuhez e Roazhon, hag ar pezh e tesket 

hag euh... ar genelerion a zo ganeoc'h ha tout 

ar c'hentelioù e heuliet, tout an traou-se, a fell 

din gouiet ha klevet war ho penn, setu... boñ 

bah kasit keloù din... kenavo deoc'h 
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Sample P1-B: Participant #1 singing Du-hont àr ar mane 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Lyrics in Breton 

dyɔñ dyɔñ ar a mane͜j i jyz y vɛʁʒelɛn d͡ʒo 

dyɔñ dyɔñ ar a mane͜j i jyz y vɛʁʒelɛn 

dyɔñ dyɔñ ar a mane͜j i ys y vɛʁʒelɛn 

bɛʁʒelɛn i wan i dɛṽeᵗ a zonaz yʁ zonɛn 

 

mabɪt͡ʃ a we͜j i ʃeləwe͜j ag e ʒelø͜we ma d͡ʒø 

mɑbɪt͡ʃ a rwe͜j i ʃeləwe͜j ag e ʒelø͜we maᵗ 

mɑbɪt͡ʃ a rwe͜j i ʒəlawe͜j ag i ʒəla͜we mɑᵗ 

nadri ər frœnɛʃtr yʋelɑ̃ we͜j i palɛʃ ti dat 

 

sɔñət sɔñət bɛrd͡ʒɛlenɛt͡ʃ kær me gav bro͜w u 

tɔñ d͡ʒo 

sɔñət sɔñət bɛrd͡ʒɛlenɛt͡ʃ kær me ga bra͜w u tɔñ 

sɔñət sɔñət bɛrd͡ʒɛlenɛt͡ʃ kær me ga bra͜w u tɔñ 

u na raktal pœ e ɦleʋɑ̃n e røɥ͜i mø ɦalɔñ 

 

 

nɔp̃as nɔp̃as dɛñəʃ jɑwɑ̃ŋk mi nø gɑ̃nɛĩ̃n t͡ʃə 

t͡ʃən dʒ͡ø 

nɔp̃as nɔp̃as dɛñət͡ʃ jɑwɑ̃ŋk mi nø gɑ̃nɛĩ̃n tʃ͡e 

t͡ʃən 

nɔp̃as nɔp̃as dɛñət͡ʃ jawɑ̃ŋk mi nø gənɛĩ̃n t͡ʃə 

t͡ʃən 

kær me møs yr brør en arme ag ə ra dɛĩ̃n 

ant͡ʃən 

 

wiɑ̃n t͡ʃəd mat pøɥ͜ɛd er mor pe laɦəd in arme 

d͡ʒə 

wiɑ̃n t͡ʃəd mat pøɥ͜ɛd e mo pe laɦəd in arme 

wiɑ̃n t͡ʃəd mat pøɥ͜ɛd er mo pe laɦəd in arme 

masən ema pøɥ͜ɛd er mor pe laɦəd in arme 

Duhont, duhont, ‘ar ar mane, ez eus ur 

verjelenn 

Berjelenn e ouarn he denved a sonas ur 

sonnenn 

 

Mabig ar roue he selaoue, hag a selaoue mat 

 

 

A dal ar fenestr uhelan, ‘oe e palez e dad. 

 

Sonit sonit, berjelennig, kar me gav brav ho 

ton 

 

 

O, na raktal pa’ e c'hlevan, e rejoui ma 

c’halon. 

 

Nompas nompas denig yaouank, me na ganin 

ket ken 

 

 

 

 

Kar me m‘eus ur breur en arme, hag a roa din 

anken 

 

Ouian ket mard e beuet er mor pe lazhet en 

arme 

 

Marsen eman beuet er mor, pe lazhet en 

arme. 
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mard ə ma brør ə dɔñ ɛn dro me vo me 

bid͡ʒyle d͡ʒo 

mard ə ma brør ə dɔñ ɛn dro me vo me 

bid͡ʒyle 

mard ə ma brør ə dɔñ ɛn dro me vo me 

bid͡ʒyle 

mard ə ma brør ə ʒɔm̃ ɛn dør me vo me 

minore 

Mard a ma breur ha dont en dro me vo-me 

bugulez 

 

 

 

 

Mard a ma breur ha chom en dour me vo-me 

minourez 

 

Sample P1-C: Participant #1 singing Penglaouiged 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Lyrics in Breton 

ma da͜w guplat pɛngla͜wid͡ʒət i kʁapetad aʁ 

mø feʁən 

taʃø͜y dy put taʃø͜y mølɛn gulø͜y la͜wɛn mə 

ljɔʁz luət 

 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

 

bygalid͡ʒø͜y diaʃelək i θaʁniʒal ə vaʁ də vaʁ 

saʎal niʒal yʁ vals dibaʁ aʁveʃt diguʃt a 

pamdejɛk 

 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

 

dɑ̃sɛʁjɔñ ge aʁ fɛʃta͜w de pʁof flɑ̃m en nɛ ̃dyn 

dwaʁ tɛṽɛl 

wax a minwax iz yʁ byd͡ʒɛl na gɥi na bɛ͜w 

bømu u gej 

 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔ ̃a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

Ma daou gouplad penglaouiged e krapetat àr 

ma ferenn 

Tachoù du-pod tachoù melen, gouloù laouen 

ma liorzh louet 

 

A sailhigoù e veketont, a varr da varr e 

tarnijont 

 

Bugaligoù divaskellek e tarnijal a varr da varr 

Sailhal, nijal ur vals dibar, arvest digoust ha 

pemdeiziek 

 

A sailhigoù e veketont, a varr da varr e 

tarnijont 

 

Danserion gae ar festoù-deiz, prof flamm an 

nenv d'un douar tenval 

C'hoarzh ha minc'hoarzh giz ur bugel, na giv 

na bev bomoù o geiz 

 

A sailhigoù e veketont, a varr da varr e 

tarnijont 
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døe bamde diʎad syljɛk klaskəʁjɔ ̃ʋw͜ed me 

dɑ̃səʁjɔ ̃

me dɑs̃əʁjɔ ̃a kɑ̃nəʁjɔñ a gla dɑ̃sal ken byejək 

 

 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

 

mozaʁ i aʁs dɑ̃səʁjɔ ̃vjɛn o døs mɑ̃mət møʁ a 

ɛmpɛn 

pɛngla͜wid͡ʒəd ə mø ʒaʁdʁin a ʃtɑ̃k enɔñ kalɔñ 

liʁzin 

 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔ ̃a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

 

a vɛn i ta aʁ gleluda͜w lakə mə vas də vut 

d͡ʒʋivɔx 

lakə mə ʃu də vuj ʃkɑ̃vɔx o pɛ ʒelud 

evnidɪd͡ʒø͜y 

 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔ ̃a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

 

oʁfe vøe vivɛĩ̃n ən dɑ̃s a ly vøe lyhɛĩ̃n lyfʁɑ̃s 

 

valsəʁjɔ ̃ vjɛn ʁe mø feʁən meməs aʋɛn 

meməs mamən 

 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔ ̃a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

a saidʒ͡ø͜y i vəd͡ʒətɔñ a vaʁ də vaʁ i θaʁniʒɔñ 

Dezhe bemdez dilhad suliek, klaskerion 

voued mes danserion 

mes danserion ha kanerion a glask dansal ken 

buheziek 

 

A sailhigoù e veketont, a varr da varr e 

tarnijont 

 

Mozart, e arz, danserion Vienne o deus bamet 

meur a empenn 

Pengalouiged a ma jardrin a stank ennon 

kalon lirzhin 

 

A sailhigoù e veketont, a varr da varr e 

tarnijont 

 

A ven e ta ar geiloudoù? Lakat ma fas da vout 

gwivoc'h 

Lakat ma souk da vout skanvoc'h o pezh 

gelloud evnidigoù ! 

 

A sailhigoù e veketont, a varr da varr e 

tarnijont 

 

Orfe vehe vevin an dans ha Lug vehe luc'hin 

lufrans 

Valserion Vienne, re ma ferenn memes awen, 

memes mammenn 

 

A sailhigoù e veketont, a varr da varr e 

tarnijont 
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PARTICIPANT #2 

 

Sample P2-A: Participant #2 talking about a book she read in university, Pevar mab Emon 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Written Breton 

dəmɑːt ø... hɑ̃n də goːʒal ən tɑ̃miːk øs jaʁ yʁ 

lɛ͜ʋʁ møs lenət... mmm ja møs ke lenət kʰaːlz 

a leoʁju e bʁeɔñɛkʲ ... gɥ͜iːʁ e ... ske kalz a 

leoʁju e bʁeɔñɛg ɑg m... ɑg ə zo dedenys ɑg 

ə zo pliːʒys o len fɛ.̃.. pɛz møs lenɛt e bʁeɔñeg 

møs ke kaʋet kaːlz a... a lɛʁjo mose. øm... 

 

 

 

me kaʋəd møs øʁ ʋɛɦ øl lɛ͜w ag e ʋɑ 

dedenystʁe ag ɛn døs pliʒə d͡ʒin kʰɑlz... øm... 

pøʋɛn eʁ ø... eʁ skolvøʁ... ø... ag e øljɛn œ øʁ 

gɛntɛl lenegəz ø vʁezɔñək ... ɑːg ø... a 

zevezeg o ve gʋelɛt ø ɑ̃n ɔl leoʁjɔ͜w ø leoʁjɔ͜w 

ø penɑ̃ a leneges bʁezɔñək ... me bətʁa ɑg e 

we... punɛʁ... petʁa ɑg e we ʁəliːʒjəl tʁe ɑg ə 

bliʒ... bliːʒn̩ ke ʁe din lɛn sœʁt tʁɔ͜w... ag 

øm... yʁ ʋɛɦ e koz ø syʁ øm... øl lɛ͜ʋ øm... 

ɑ̃nʋøz byez a pøvaʁ mab eːmɔñ... gø, gød ən 

ɑ̃ːno ɛlse e gʁeːd ɛn e ʋa... əl lɛ͜ʋ vɛl... vɛl byez 

aʁ zɛnt... jupi!.. øm... byez aʁ pevaʁ mab 

eːmɔñ byez... tʲyd istoʁɛl mɑχse... wiən ket. 

 

 

 

mez ø... gʋeled e bed ø al leoʁze daʁ maʁe 

(...) ma ʋa bed ɛmbɑ̃ːnət... vɛl øm... əʁ sɔʁd 

bɛsselɛʁ ø... bɛsselɛʁ a maʁe ʋa. ɛm... sɛty 

peʁak (...) kleʋəd ɑ̃n dʁa ze...  

demat euh... ec’h an da gozeal un tammig eus 

ur, ul levr meus lennet... hm ya meus  ket 

lennet kalz a levrioù e brezhonek... gwir eo, 

n’eus ket kalz a levrioù e brezhoneg hag 

eum... hag a zo dedennus, hag a zo plijus o 

lenn, fiñ... pezh meus lennet e brezhoneg 

meus ket kavet kalz a... a levrioù mod-se 

eum... 

 

met kavet meus ur wezh ul levr ag e oa 

dedennus-tre ag en deus plijet din kalz... 

eum... pa oen er skol-veur... euh.... hag e 

heulien euh ur gentel lennegezh euh 

vrezhonek... hag euh.... aze veze g-, o vez 

gwelet euh an holl levrioù euh levrioù euh 

pennañ al lennegezh brezhonek.... met petra 

ag e oe... pouner... petra ag e oe relijiel-tre ag 

a blij... blijen ket re din lenn seurt traoù... hag 

eum... ur wezh e kaoz euh sur eum... ul levr 

euh... anvet Buhez ar Pevar Mab Emon, g-, 

gant an anv evel-se eo graet en e oa... ul levr 

evel... evel buhez ar sent... youpi! eum... 

Buhez ar Pevar Mab Emon buhez... tud 

istorel marteze... ouien ket. 

 

mais euh... gwelet eo bet, euh, al levr-se d’ar 

mare (...) ma oa bet embannet... evel eum... 

ur seurt best-seller euh... best-seller ar mare 

oa. Eum... setu, perak (...) klevet an dra-se... 
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wɛn i zɔñʒɑl, peʁak pa, gele ʁɑ̃n klaːsk, ma 

se bed øʁ bɛsselɛʁ... dʁe ʁed e dedenys. øm... 

ʃy møs klɑːskət. ʋeːd ən də, də ʋil ba ø... ba... 

døs aʁ seaʁbese, ɑg ø... kɥ͜id ɔñ ʋɑʁ e lɛʁ ag 

e ʋa kuːs tʁe ɑlɑlɑ... øm... gel gøt ø... gɛl get 

ɑʁ blaʋejœ͜w ø... tʁemenəd ə en el levʁawɛk 

kwa... mes lene mən ənjɑ̃, ag ø... lenəd møs 

aneɑ̃ ag ø... penaʁfin wa dedenystʁe, œʁ sɔʁt 

ʁomɑñ ə ʋɑ benafin, øm... øʁ sot ʁomɑ̃n 

istoːʁɛl me... wɛ daʁvudu istoːʁɛl wɛŋ ked 

øljɛt ø pɛndabɛn. wɛ... tʁoed ɛn ɛn... fiñ... ja, 

tʁoed ən dwɑʁe... ma bliːʒe da... dɑʁ 

skʁiːvɑ̃njɛʁ, fid lɑʁəd aʁ pɛs nos wɑxwɑ̃ːn 

evit diskwez a pɛn wɑxwɑ̃n, ɛn ən dwɑʁe... 

a, penos aʋax... ø sœʁt dwɑʁe ø... m... sœʁt 

dwɑʁe, wɛ, ʃt pliːʒys, yɑ... dedenysɔh də lɛn, 

ged ɑʁ feːdu istoʁɛl ɑgəzo ʋe ɑʁ daʁvud 

istoʁɛl ɑgəzo... wɛ. 

 

 

 

a niŋke gʋɑl ø... gʋɑlbiːʒys... gʋɑlbliːʒys... 

pœʁpət. ø, ja, øm... ʃty byez ɑʁ (...) pevaʁ 

mab emɔñ zo sɔʁt lɛʋ aziaʁ ø... pevaʁ mab 

emɔñ da laʁede ø... ɑʁ, ɑ̃n emɔñ ze ɑ wɑ... yʁ 

sœʁt d͡ʒyk, mɑ̃møs sɔʒ̃... mø sɔʒ̃ mɑd e wɛ͜ən 

dyːk ag ø... m... ag ə ʋɑ... m... ag ə ɦølje ø 

kʰalezvøʁ... da ʋaʁe kalezvøʁ, a øn dyːg 

pwezys əʋaɣ dɑʁ maʁe da vaʁe kaʁlezvøʁ ag 

ø ølje ɑ̃n impalɛʁ... mɛs øm... e vʁøʁ, bʁøʁ 

øm... ɑ̃n dyg emɔñ, ɑ ʋɑ ən den ɛk e ʋɑ e͜jnep, 

ɑ̃n e͜jnɛp dɑ̃n impaleʁ... sety peʁag e... ɛn øs 

klaːskəd ø tʰagɑ̃... bʁezɛl wa etʁe ɑ̃n impalɛʁ 

ga ... ag  

oen è soñjal, perak pas, gellet ‘ran klask, ma 

se bet ur best-seller... dre ret eo dedennus. 

Eum... setu ‘m eus klasket, oed on da wel ba’ 

euh... ba’... deus ar CRBC, hag euh... 

kouezhet on war ul levr hag e oa kozh-tre, ah 

là là... eum... gell gant ar bloavezhioù euh... 

tremenet en, el levraoueg kwa... mais lennet 

‘m eus anezhañ, hag euh... lennet meus 

anezhañ hag euh... penn-ar-fin oa dedennus-

tre, ur seurt roman a oa benn-ar-fin, eum... ur 

sort roman istorel met... ouais darvoudoù 

istorel oent ket heuliet penn-da-benn. 

Ouais... troet en... fiñ... ya, troet un doare... 

ma blije da... d’ar skrivanier, ‘vit laret ar pezh 

oa c’hoant evit diskouez ha penn oa c’hoant, 

en un doare... ah, penaos a-walc’h... euh, 

seurt doare euh... hm... seurt doare, ouais, 

setu plijus, ya... dedennusoc’h da lenn, gant 

ar fedoù istorel hag a zo bet, ar darvoud 

istorel hag a zo... ouais. 

 

ha n’int ket gwall euh... gwalbijus... 

gwalblijus... berped. Euh, ya eum, setu Buhez 

ar... Pevar Mab Emon zo seurt levr a-ziàr 

euh... Pevar Mab Emon da laret eo euh... ar, 

an Emon-se a oa... ur seurt duk, ma meus 

soñj... ma soñj mat e oe un duk hag euh... 

hm... hag a oa... m... hag a heulie euh Karlez 

Veur... da vare Karlez Veur, ha un duk 

pouezhus a-walc’h d’ar mare, da vare Karlez 

Veur, hag euh heulie an impaler... mais 

eum... e vreur, breur eum... an duk Emon, a 

oa un den hag e oa enep, an enep an impaler, 

mais... setu perak euh... en eus klasket euh 

tagañ... brezel oa etre an impaler gant... hag 
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ø... bʁøʁ ø... ɑ̃n dyg eːmɔñ. mez ɑ̃n dyg eːmɔñ 

ə wa etʁe ən da͜w, petʁa... feal e wa dɑ̃n 

impaleʁ, mez... ɑ̃n əni al wa e vʁøʁ. e fɑ̃miʎ 

e ʋɑ. ne hele ket mɔñ a enep ø... mɔñ a enep 

de vʁøʁ, men hele kedn̩... ty al mɔñed enep 

dɑ̃n impaleʁ. sty pʁag we... dʲez deɑ̃ ɑʁ 

bʁeːzəlze, me... a benafin e ʃoːmɛd døs ty ən 

impaleʁ, ep tagɑ̃ e vʁøʁ, pez e ə gɔm̃pʁeni an 

impaleʁ kəʁ ø... ɑ fɑ̃miʎ zo pweːzys meməs 

tʁɑ. ak ʃom ɑ ʁɛj døs ty ɑñ impalɛʁ dɑ͜wʃt mɑ 

we vʁøʁ enepjɑ̃. pez ə wa ə... ə ziskwe e 

fealət. m. mɛs a... nøze, øʁ bʁeːzəl zo bed ø... 

øʁ bʁeːzəl zo bed etʁe n da͜w, ag a bɛn a fin, 

e be tʁexət øm... bʁøʁ emɔñ, ən øn dwɑʁe ø, 

viltʁe, viltʁe ø... øzys a kʁiz e bet ø... bet 

lahət øm e vʁøʁ ag e, e ol fɑ̃miʎ 

 

 

 

ø mes øm... mezeked e bet øm... sudaːʁdet 

fe... aʁ zudaːʁded ɑgəʋa feːal tʁe da... da vʁøʁ 

ø eːmɔñ... pɛɣ ʋa... gwalgʁiːs døs pɛʁz ø... ɑ̃n 

impalɛʁ. mes eːmɔñ a zo ʃomət mɛməs tʁa 

døs e dy. øn nøbøt øm... (...) ɑ̃n ɑ̃mzɛʁ guːde 

e m... (pe)nos ta... øm... nøze guːde maʁʋ m... 

maʁo (...) aʁ bʁøʁ, (...) øn nøbøt ø blaʋijœ͜w 

me gʁeːt guːde, maːb a... ɑ̃n dyg eːmɔñ ag ə 

wa peʋaʁ aneo, peʋa gət ø... pɛʁzɔñelezjœ͜w 

ø disɑʋ̃əl øm... ɑʁ mabeːnɑ̃ ɑg ə wa n dɛn ø... 

øn dɛn ø... baʁɛk e pep tʁa, ɑ̃n e͜jl əg ə wa  

øm... speʁedək tʁe, ag øm... ɑ̃n tʁede wa 

kalɔ̃ː nek me gʁeːd ak aʁ pevaːʁe wiɑ̃n ke mɑːt 

nøs ke mɥ͜i zɔ̃ː ʃ 

 

euh... breur euh... an duk Emon. Mais an duk 

Emon a oa etre an daou, petra... feal a oa d’an 

impaler, mais... an hini all oa e vreur. E 

familh e oa. Ne c’helle ket mont a enep euh... 

mont a enep d’e vreur, met ne c’helle ket ( 

‘n)... tu all monet enep d’an impaler. Sety 

perak ‘oe... diaez dezhañ ar brezel-se, met... 

a benn-a-fin e chomet deus tu an impaler, heb 

tagañ e vreur, pezh a gomprene an impaler 

kar euh... ar familh zo pouezhus memes tra. 

Hag chom a rei deus tu an impaler daoust ma 

oe vreur enep dezhañ. Pezh a oa a... a ziskoue 

e fealed. Hm... mais ah... neuze, ur brezel zo 

bet euh... ur brezel zo bet etre ‘n daou, hag a 

benn-a-fin, eo bet trec’het eum... breur Emon, 

en un doare euh, vil-tre, vil-tre euh... euzhus 

ha kriz eo bet euh... bet lazhet eum e vreur 

hag e, e holl familh 

 

euh mais eum... mezhekaet eo bet eum... 

soudarded fe-... ar soudarded ag a oa feal-tre 

da... da vreur Emon... pezh oa... gwall-gris 

deus perzh euh... an impaler. Mais Emon a zo 

chomet memes tra deus e du. Un neubeut 

eum... an amzer goude eo hm... penaos ‘ta... 

eum... neuze goude marv hm, marv ar breur, 

un neubeut euh bloavezhioù me gred goude, 

mab a... an duk Emon hag a oa pevar anezho, 

pevar gant euh... personelezhioù euh 

disheñvel eum... ar mab enañ ag a oa un den 

euh, un den euh... barrek e pep tra, an eil ag a 

oa euh... speredek-tre, ag eum... an trede oa 

kalonek me gred hag ar pevare... ouian ket 

mat, n’eus ket mui soñj. 
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øm... nøze aʁ pevaʁ bʁøʁze øm... yːnɑñ aneo 

wa ø... ni gave ked ø... ni gave ke bʁɑ͜w tɑ̃m 

ebet ɑʁ peɣ ʋa bet kʁoe gəd ən impaleʁ øm... 

de͜j ... de betʁa... aː dizɔʒ̃ət møz a geʁ... (...) 

deːɔt̃ʁ. nøs fɔʁs petʁa. ja, a ne gaʋe ke bʁaw 

peɣ zo be gʁoeː deːɔt̃ʁ. øm... (...) fɛ.̃.. ən... 

tʁɑ͜w øːzys mezaked e bed ɑʁ fɑ̃miʎ... gəd ɑ̃n 

dʁaze... motse e zɔʒ̃e a... yːnɑ̃n əs a... mibjən 

eːmɔñ. ag aʁ ʁe al ə wa... azɔʒ̃e dʁe vaʁ dɑʁ 

meməʃ tʁa mes... feal ə wɛnt ø... do tʰaːd a 

dɑ̃n ø... dɑ̃n impalɛʁ. mez a bɛn a fin ø... wiən 

petʁa zo bøt... me... a ja... an impaleʁ nøs 

øm... nøs be xwɑ̃n ... lakad fɑ̃miʎ ø... fɑ̃miʎ 

ø... bʁøʁ eːmɔñ da zɛnti utɑ̃ keʁ... maʁʋ ʋa 

pɛn aʁ fɑ̃miʎ me ʃom ɑ ʁe e tʃyd ɛʁ fɑ̃miʎ, 

ʃom a ʁa, ʃom a ʁe e ... e... e viːbjɛn, i, e ʁwek, 

ag ə ʒɔm̃e ø... ɛ hastɛl, ag waʁ ɑ̃n dwaːʁu, 

waʁ e dwaːʁu, wɑʁ e zʋaːʁu, ag øm... sty 

peʁak mwa xwɑ̃n ɑ̃n impalɛʁ ø... taːga aneɑ̃, 

lakad aneo da zɛnti utɑ̃, ag, øm... 

 

 

 

 

 

vit kaʋid (...) ɑ̃n dwaːʁu evitɑ̃. fɛ ̃ ked evitɑ̃ 

med ø... mestʁɔñja ɑ̃n dwaːʁu. øm... sty 

peʁːak en yʁ gleʋət sœʁt tʁa͜w ø... mibjɛn 

eːmɔñ a zo bed me... føkət peʁak ə hɛlfe, 

peʁag ə ʁafe ɑ̃n impalɛʁ sœʁt tʁɑ͜w. eːmɔñ ə 

zo... ə zo feal utɑ̃ peʁag ʁafe ɑ̃n dʁaze. 

mezekaːt... mɥ͜iːɔx. e... ən dɛn ag ə zo... aʁ 

feal... kɛn feal utɑ̃ zo... (...) zo aʁ fealɑ̃ zo... 

ne ke bʁɑ͜w. sty peʁak ne bliʃ  

eum... neuze ar pevar breur-se eum... unan 

anezho oa euh... ne gave ket euh... ne gave 

ket brav tamm ebet ar pezh oa bet kroet gant 

an impaler eum... de... de betra... ahh! 

disoñjet ‘meus ar ger... de eontr. N’eus forzh 

petra. Ya, ha ne gave ket brav pezh zo bet 

groet de eontr. Eum... fiñ... an... traoù euzhus, 

mezhekaet eo bet ar familh... gant an dra-se... 

mod-se e soñje a... unan eus ar... mibien 

Emon. Hag ar re all a oa... a soñje, dre vras 

d’ar memes tra mais... feal e oent euh... d’o 

tad ha d’an euh... d’an impaler. Mais a benn-

a-fin euh... ouien petra zo bet... mais... ah 

ya... an impaler en deus eum... en deus bet 

c’hoant... lakaat familh euh... familh euh... 

breur Emon da sentiñ outañ kar... marv oa 

penn ar familh met chom a rae e tud er familh, 

chom a ra, chom a re e... e vibien, e, e wreg, 

hag a chome euh... er c’hastel, hag war an 

douaroù, war e douaroù, war e zouaroù, hag 

eum... setu perak en doa c’hoant an impaler 

euh, tagañ anezhan, lakaat anezho da sentiñ 

outañ, hag eum... 

 

 

evit kaout (...) an douaroù evitañ. Fiñ ket 

evitañ met euh... mestroniañ... an douaroù. 

Eum... setu perak en ur glevet seurt traoù 

euh... mibien Emon a zo bet mais... feuket 

perak a helfe, perak a rafe an impaler seurt 

traoù? Emon a zo... a zo feal outañ, perak rafe 

an dra-se? Mezhekaet... muioc’h. Eh... an den 

hag a zo... ar feal... ken feal outañ zo... (...) zo 

ar fealañ zo... n’eo ket brav. Setu perak ne blij 
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ke.. ʁed aʁ viːbjɛn ag ø... ag ø ziviːzɔñt... mɔñ 

a enep do tʰaːd... eve͜jd ɑʁ fɑ̃miʎ. 

 

keʁ pʰøʁez ɑʁ fɑ̃miʎ wa eneb dɑ̃n impalɛʁ 

ged ɔʁ fezekaden zo bet. sty peʁak øm... e 

zeɔñt a eneb do tʰaːd ag e zeɔñ da ʋelet øm... 

maːb... ja... ø... ʁʋek, a maːb ø... bʁøʁ eːmɔñ 

də ʒikuʁ aneo da... en em ziːfən enep dən 

ipalɛʁ... enep dɑ̃n impaːlɛʁ... ag ə bɛn ə fin 

wiɛn ke penoːz e... e eʃy ən dʁaze keʁ ø... ɑ̃n 

impaleʁ ə glask ø... atkʰaʋud ɑʁ peʋɑʁ (...) 

mɑːbze... ɑg ə zo... ə zo teʁykɥ͜it... wiən ke  

peʁaːk... ə bɛn e fin e wiːɔñt ja e... (...) 

impaleʁ a ga...  

 

aʁ ʁeal a zo sweət peʁak... penoz e hɛl øn dɛn 

ken, tyt ken baʁeg vɛl aʁ pevaʁ mɑbze mɔñ a 

eneb dɑ̃n impalɛʁ... ne ke, ne ke nɔʁmal. sty 

bɛʁak ø... e ʁedɔñ kɥ͜iːt, ə zaːvɔñ ə hastɛl, ag 

ə zo bet t... ag ə zo tʰaːgət gəd ən dʒyːt, gət 

tyːd ɑñ impaːleʁ ø... wiɛn ke penoz e eʃy ɑ̃n 

dʁaze me ø... ja øl lɛʋʁ dedenystʁe ʋɑ 

ndʁɑze. lɛʋʁ dedenystʁe. œʁ sɔʁt ʁoːmɑ̃n age 

bliːʒa din kʰals men a mɛn a fin, ø... bɛn a fin 

e... nøs ked ebet eʃy, a ne ki domɑʃ, meda... 

ma gaʋɑ̃n al lɛɔʁze ɛndʁo e eʃyin ɑ̃niɑ̃. ʃety 

ket... re d’ar vibien hag euh... hag a zivisont... 

mont a enep d’o tad... evit ar familh. 

 

kar peurrest ar familh oa eneb d’an impaler 

get ar vezhekadenn zo bet. Setu perak eum... 

e zeont a enep d’o tad hag e zeont da welet 

eum... mab... ya... euh... wreg, ha mab euh... 

breur Emon da sikour anezho da... en em 

zifenn enep d’an impaler... enep d’an 

impaler... hag e benn ar fin ouien ket penaos 

eo... eo echu an dra-se kar euh... an impaler e 

glask euh... adkavout ar pevar mab-se... hag 

a zo... a zo terc’het kuit... ouien ket perak... a-

benn ar fin e ouiont ya eo... impaler ha ga...  

 

ar re all a zo souezhet perak... penaos e c’hell 

un den ken, tud ken barrek ‘vel ar pevar mab-

se mont a enep d’an impaler... n’eo ket, n’eo 

ket normal. Setu perak euh... e redont kuit, a 

savont ur c’hastell, hag a zo bet t-... ag a zo 

taget gant an dud, gant tud an impaler euh... 

ouien ket penaos eo echu an dra-se met euh... 

ya ul levr dedennus-tre oa ‘n dra-se. Levr 

dedennus-tre. Ur seurt roman hag e blija din 

din kalz met a benn-a-fin, euh... benn-a-fin 

eo... n’eus ket ebet echu, ah, n’eo ket domaj, 

met ah... ma gavan al levr-se en-dro e echuin 

anezhañ. Setu 
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Sample P2-B: Participant #2 singing Dislounk tan 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Lyrics in Breton 

gwelɔm̃ gwelɔm̃ skyljɔm̃ delu 

aʁ bed ol zo ɛn e kɑ̃vu 

aʁ fʁɑ̃s spɔt̃əd a stʁafəljət 

kleo aʁ pɛx ə zo xwaʁvezət 

 

kɛʁsɑñ pɛʁ døz aʁ maʁtinik 

poʁz moʁ bʁydət a pinvidik 

zo distʁyʒət ol gət gla͜w tɑ̃n 

a gla͜w pʁibeʁ o aʁ vɔlkɑ̃n 

 

da͜w ygən mil dɛn pe uspɛn 

y had əs tyd ɑ̃n enezɛn 

da͜w ygən mil dɛn pe uspɛn 

y had əs tyd ɑ̃n enezɛn 

 

døs ʃiwɑs kɑvəd aʁ maʁo 

e kɛʁ wa voʁ a tʁo waʁdʁo 

døs ʃiwɑs kɑvəd aʁ maʁo 

e kɛʁ wa voʁ a tʁo waʁdʁo 

 

abawe bøz vʁaz ɑ̃n dilyʃ 

nøs ke gweləd yʁ sœʁt distʁyʃ 

a biskwas bʁɛx punɛʁ due 

ɛn døs koet kɛn didʁue 

yʁ vʁo ol a zo distʁyʒət 

gət aʁ gla͜w tɑ̃n a suf təzət 

vɛl gweʃal guməʁ a sodɔm 

pɔm̃pei ag ɛʁkylanəm 

 

a veb ɑ̃mzɛʁ aʁ maʁtinik 

a zo bed yʁ vʁo ʁəzədik 

Gwelomp, gwelomp, skuilhomp daeloù 

Ar bed holl zo en e kanvoù, 

Ar Frans spontet ha strafuilhet 

Kleo ar pez a zo c’hoarvezet ! 

 

Kêr Sant Per, deus ar Martinik 

Porz-mor brudet ha pinvidik 

Zo distrujet holl gant glaou tañ 

Ha glao pri bero ar volkan ! 

 

Daou ugent mil den pe ouzhpenn 

Ur c’hard eus tud an enezenn 

Daou ugent mil den pe ouzhpenn 

Ur c’hard eus tud an enezenn 

 

Deus siouazh kavet ar (o) maro 

E ker war vor ha tro war dro ! 

Deus siouazh kavet ar (o) maro 

E ker war vor ha tro war dro ! 

 

Abaoe beuz vras an diluj, 

Neus ket gwelet ur seurt distruj ; 

Ha biskoazh brec’h ponner Doue 

En deus skoet ken didruez ! 

Ur vro holl ha zo distrujet  

Gant ar glao-tañ ha soufr teuzet ! 

‘Vel gwechall Gomor ha Sodom, 

Pompeï ha Herculanum ! 

 

A veb amzer ar Martinik 

A zo bet ur vro reuzeudik, 
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dismɔt̃ʁət ʃiwaz a vɛb mɑʁ 

gɑ̃n gwalenu bʁaz ɑ̃n duɑʁ 

 

ɑ̃n duʁ ɑ̃n tɑ̃n aʁ moʁ ziʁol 

a hɛn duaʁ ɑ̃n avɛl fol 

a skin waʁnezi bəp ɛl tʁo 

ɑʁ spɔñt ɑ̃n dismɑ̃ntʁ a maʁo 

i bʁasa keʁ sɑ̃n pɛʁ ə we 

yʁ geʁig demøz aʁ bʁaʋa 

saʋəd en dʁo waʁ foʁd ɑʁ moʁ 

evɛl œn ɑ̃ntɛʁ kɛlx digoʁ 

 

œʁ mɑ̃ne ɑ̃nvɛd aʁ pəle 

na͜w ɦɑ̃n le bale ahane 

yʁ mɑ̃ne ɦɑ̃nvɛd aʁ pəle 

na͜w ɦɑ̃n le bale aɦane 

 

i gwaskəde øz ɑ̃n avɛl 

pa ɦueze ɑ̃n uɦɛl 

 

i foʁz moʁ wa daʁɛmpʁedət 

gət liʃtʁi pevaʁ hɔʁn aʁ bət 

o vɔñ o tɔñ gɑ̃n pʁəz bɛmde 

kas a digas mahaduʁez 

 

be wa ini tʁegɔñ mil dɛn 

en o mes kɑlz a fʁɑ̃sizjɛn 

øs maʁsɛʎ buʁdɛl ag ə ʋe 

øz aʁ vʁɛʃt ag ɑ̃n ɔʁ nøʋe 

 

gweʃal vɔlkɑ̃n mɑ̃ne pəle 

a dole tɑ̃n a vep maʁe 

mes pa we ɑ̃ntɛʁ kɑ̃n vlwa so 

ɑ̃n ol a gʁed e wa maʁo 

 

Dismantret siouaz! a vep mar 

gant gwalennoù braz an douar. 

 

An dour, an tañ, ar mor diroll, 

Ar c’hen-douar, an avel fol, 

Ha skign wanezi bep eil tro 

Ar spount, an dismantr, ar maro ! 

He brassa kêr Sant Per e oa 

Ur gêrig demeuz ar brava 

Savet en dro war bord ar mor 

Evel un hanter kelc’h digor 

 

Ur menez anvet “Ar Pele” 

Nao c’hart (nav c’hant?) leo bale ahane 

Ur menez anvet “Ar Pele” 

Nao c’hart (nav c’hant?) leo bale ahane 

 

He goaskede eus an avel 

Pa c’houeze an huel 

 

He fors-mor oa darempredet 

Gant listri pever c’horn ar bed 

O vont, ho tont gant prez bemdez 

Kas a digas marc’hadourez 

 

Be oa hini tregont mil den 

En o mesk kalz a Fransisien 

Eus Marseille, Bourdel hag ivez 

Deus ar Vrest hag an Haur-Nevez. 

 

Gwech-all volkan Mene Pele 

A daole tañ e vep mare 

Mez ‘baoe hanter-kant vloa zo 

An holl a gred e oa maro 
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ɛn i flas ne wa kɛn bʁemɑ̃ 

nɛmɛd yl lɛn vʁaz a ledɑ̃n 

a keʁiz zəʋe de kiʃɛn 

gɑ̃n aɔñ a dinɛʁ da buʁmɛn 

a keʁiz zəʋe de kiʃɛn 

eb aɔñ a dinɛh də buʁmɛn 

daʁ ja͜w bask tʁi deʋez gude 

waʁ dʁo e͜jz œʁ døz aʁ bøʁe 

o tʁa spɔñtys ma wa beskwɑz 

le͜jn a mɑ̃ne a sigoʁas 

 

intʁɛjʎu beʁo ɑ̃n duaʁ 

a stʁiŋk naʁ stʁakal dɑ̃n eaʁ 

kɛn a hogəl ɑ̃n enezɛn 

ol waʁ e fɔs̃ vɛl ɛn deljɛn 

 

ɑ̃n dwaʁ a fa͜wt a zigoʁ 

ɑʁ ve͜jn ɛm vʁyzyn ag aʁ moʁ 

gɑ̃n ɑñ dinɛʁz de wa sklapət 

waʁ ne gis spɛn pɛm kɑ̃n dʁwalət 

 

kɛʁ sɑ̃n pɛʁ a wa kɛn byɑ̃n 

golwe͜jd dindɑ̃n yʁ moʁ a dɑ̃n 

a flam a vɛ͜jn a bʁi bɛʁo 

a dʁa͜w tøzəd ag e bɑ̃no 

 

ys keʁ aʁ moged al lədy 

aʁ ʁe øn nos tɑ̃nval a dy 

skleʁiʒənəd eb eɑ̃nɑ 

gɑ̃n aʁ flamu tɑ̃n o kwezɑ 

 

ɑ̃n dyt tʁafyljət gəd ɑʁ spɔñt 

a ɦalub dymɑ̃ a dyɔñ 

mes o la ʁɑ̃nkom ʃom ʃiwɑz 

da hiliɑ̃ e bɑʁz ɑʁ fon vʁɑθ 

En he flas ne oa ken breman 

Nemet ul lenn vras ha ledan, 

Ha kêriz zeue de kichen 

Gant aon ha dinerc’h da bourmen 

Ha kêriz zeue de kichen 

Heb aon ha dinerc’h da bourmen 

D’ar Iaou Bask tri devez goude 

War dro eiz eur deus ar beure 

O tra spountus ma oa biskoazh 

Lein ar mene a zigoraz! 

 

Intrailloù bero an douar 

A strink ‘n ar strakal d’an ear 

Ken ha chorgell an enezenn 

Holl war e fons ‘vel un delien! 

 

An douar a faout, a zigor 

Ar vein n’em vruzun, hag ar mor 

Gant an dinerz e oa sklapet 

Var he giz ‘spen pemp kan troalet ! 

 

Ker Sant Per a oa ker buhan 

Goloet dindan ur mor a dañ 

A flam ; a vein ; a bri bero 

A draoù teuzet hag heb ano! 

 

Uz kêr, ar moged, al ludu 

A re un noz tenval a du 

Sklerijennet heb ehana 

Gant ar flammoù tan o kouezhañ ! 

 

An dud strafuilhet gant ar spount 

A c’haloup du-mañ ha du-hont, 

Mez hol a renkont chom siouaz 

Da c’hilia ebarzh ar forn vras ! 
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daʁn a zøas da vod aʁ moʁ 

sɔʒ̃al maʁte e ka͜wt ʃikuʁ 

mez emɑ̃ ə wa e ynɑ̃n 

golwe͜jd gət yʁ vɑ̃ntɛl a dɑ̃n 

 

aʁ ʁodam nə hɛlas nɛm dɛn 

nemɛ͜jd naʁ dʁohi e ʃadɛn 

a nøʁ gɛʁzət divœʁ djusty 

dʁe ves ka gla͜w tɑ̃n a lydy 

 

pa zigweas e pɔʁ kastʁi 

na͜w œʁ gude i ne wa mɥi 

nɑ̃med yʁ skød dy əb ɑ̃no 

waʁ e fɔñ da͜wzɛk kɔʁf maʁo 

 

pad ɑñ amzɛʁ ze aʁ syʃət 

zə diʁak haʁ gɛʁ zistʁyʒət 

da͜wʃt a penoz helo toʃtad 

anehi gɑ̃n gʁwez ɑ̃n tɑ̃ntat 

 

aʁ vʁo ol ne hʋas nemet tɑ̃n 

a gyz dehi beg aʁ vɔlkɑ̃n 

a hosmol ag a sklap pəpʁət 

tɔʁʃadu flam tɑ̃n a mogət 

 

kuskude i zyt kɛn a ʁys 

e ʁis kaʋid yʁ maʁʋ əzys 

ʁe tʁe vesk ɑ̃n tɑ̃n ag aʁ ʁwes 

ve͜jt kals ʃikuʁ dɑ̃n dyt kes 

 

mes e kɛʁ ʃiwaz ne wa mɥi 

netʁa ve o œʁ bet kɛn eni 

wɑ met bɛʁno͜w kɔʁfu mɑʁo 

e mesk ɑ̃n atʁeʒu beʁo 

 

Darn a zeuaz da vord ar mor 

Soñjal martreze kaout sikour! 

Mez hemañ ha oa e hunan 

Goloet gant ur vantel a dan! 

 

Ar “RODAM” na c’hellas n’en denn 

Nemet ‘n ar droc’hi e chadenn 

Ha ‘n’ur gérzet diveur diouzhtu 

Dre vesk ar glao tan ha ludu. 

 

Pa zigouezaz e Porz-Castri 

Nav eur goude hi ne oa mui 

Nemet ur skeud du heb ano 

War e font daouzek korf maro! 

 

‘Pad an amzer-se, ar “SUCHET” 

Zeu dirag er gêr distrujet 

Daout ha penaos c’hello tostaat, 

Anezhi gant grouez an tantat ! 

 

Ar vro holl n’eo choaz nemet tañ 

Hag uz dezhi beg ar volkan 

a c’hosmol hag a sklap bepred 

Torchadoù flamm, tan ha moged ! 

 

Gouskoude he zud kennaruz 

E risk kaout ur marv euzus 

Red dre vesk an tan hag ar vrouez 

Evit kas sikour d’an dud kez ! 

 

Mez, e ker, siouaz ne oa mui 

Netra veo ebet ken enhi, 

Oa ‘met bernou korfou maro 

E mesk an atrejou bero ! 
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aʁ ʁyju ag ɑ̃n taʃenu 

wa ol golwe͜jd a ʁelegu 

kɛn dy vɛl pa viʒən bət 

deʋət di gɑ̃n gudʁɔñ spiʁʋət 

 

biskwaz aʁ gwaləʁ nøs kohət 

kɛn ʃtaʁd a kɛn kʁɛ ̃ʋaʁ aʁ bət  

biskwaz falx kaʁo ɑ̃n ɑ̃nku 

nøs koɛt kɛn stɑ̃nk e zolju 

 

ʁak tʁa estlamys pa zɔʒ̃ɛʁ 

øs tʁegɔñ mil dɛn wa e keʁ 

ʁak tʁa estlamys pa sɔʒ̃ɛʁ 

øs tʁegɔñ mil dɛn wa e kɛʁ 

 

nikyn aʁ bəd nən øs kalət 

tehɛl døs ɑ̃n tɑ̃n miliət 

 

øs pɛɦ wa kɛn yʁ geʁig vʁa͜w 

ni døs mi netʁa en e za͜w 

nøz anehi mɛd øʁ vʁo zy 

goloed a hla͜w a lydy 

 

pebes kɛntɛl vʁas vid ɑ̃n dyt 

peʁe na ʁɔñ me͜jt nɛm zispyt 

a nɛm zibʁi waʁ aʁ bed mɑ̃ 

vid mɔñ kɛn byɑ̃n anezɑ̃ 

Ar ruiou hag an tachennoù 

Oa holl goloed a relegou 

Ken du evel pa vijen bet, 

Devet digant goudron birved ! 

 

Biskoazh ar goal-eur neus skoet, 

Ken start ha ken kreñv war ar bed. 

Biskoazh falc’h garo an Ankou 

Neus skoet ken stank he zolioù ! 

 

Rag tra estlamus pa zonjer 

Eus tregont mil den oa e kêr 

Rag tra estlamus pa zonjer 

Eus tregont mil den oa e kêr 

 

Nikun ebet e neus gallet 

Tec’hel eus an tan milliget 

 

Eus pezh oa ken ur gerig vrav 

Ne deus mui netra en e zav 

Neuz anezhi ‘met ur vro zu 

Goloet a c’hlaou ha ludu 

 

Pebeuz kentel vras ‘vit an dud 

Pere na reont met n’em zisput 

He n’em zibri war ar bed-mañ 

Vit mont ken buhan anezhan. 
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Sample P2-C: Participant #2 singing Ma bro a zo duhont 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Lyrics in Breton 

məm bʁo ə zo dyɔñ i bɛn pɛlɑ̃ ɛn dʋɑʁ 

i d͡ʒol ded͡ʒoʁ øʁ moʁ diʁol de a noz i kunɑʁ 

 

 

məm bʁo ə zo dyɔñ mɑ̃ntølø ʁa i glɑs 

ɑ̃n ɑvəl bʁas doɣi bukɛ̃͜ɪñ hag i paʁɛ̃͜ɪñ i fɑs 

məm bʁo ə zo dyɔñ lɛh mø tiʋisk bɛm̃de 

 

ɑ̃n jol tʲɛn mɔñ di ʋele blot bʁagø͜y i vʁaʋite 

 

məm bʁo ə zo dyɔñ eʁɛl y ʁɑg dilys 

i stleʒ ɑʁ bet kuɦ aʁ i lɛx aʁ vɔʁ dal fa͜æltazi 

 

məm bʁo ə zo dyɔñ gʋɛɦjət a tɔʁge͜jnət 

golʋe͜jd ə gʋe͜jt golʋe͜jd ə xʋɛh a e͜jʃta͜w 

ala͜wʁət 

 

məm bʁo ə zo dyɔñ ɑ̃ a gujɑ̃ i blɛ ̃

 

ɑ̃ a gujɑ̃ en i syljek gə kɛʁded ɑʁ mejø͜y 

 

 

məm bʁo ə zo dyɔñ disɑ̃ʋal dox pəp bʁo 

gət i xʋejə͜w i føtɑ̃njɑ͜w i ʃapəljœ͜w diʃtʁo 

 

 

məm bʁo ə zo dyɔñ i lɛh mə vlɛʋ̃ bəʁpət 

 

a dʁeʃt pejœ͜w a jehœ͜w maʁʋ jɛh nɛʁzys ɑʁ 

gɛltət 

 

Ma bro a zo duhont, e penn pellañ an douar, 

E geol digor ur mor diroll, deiz ha noz é 

kounnar 

 

Ma bro a zo duhont, mantellet razh e glas, 

An avel bras doh he bokiñ hag e pariñ he fas 

Ma bro a zo duhont, ‘lec’h ma tiwisk bemdez, 

An heol, kent mont d’e wele blod, bragoù e 

vraventez 

 

Ma bro a zo duhont, evel ur vag diluz, 

E stlej ar bed kozh àr e lerc’h, àr vor ar faltazi 

 

Ma bro a zo duhont, gwazhiet ha torgennet,    

Goloet a goad, goloet a frouezh, a eostoù 

alaouret 

 

Ma bro a zo duhont, hañv ha gouiañv e 

bleuñv, 

Hañv ha gouiañv en he sulieg, get kaerded ar 

maezioù 

 

Ma bro a zo duhont, dishañval doc’h pep bro, 

Get he c’hroazioù, he feunteunioù, he 

chapelioù distro 

 

Ma bro a zo duhont, el lec’h ma vleuñv 

bepred, 

A-dreist bezioù ar yezhioù marv, yezh 

nerzhus ar Gelted 
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məm bʁo ə zo dyɦɔñ hʋɑ̃tət ol gət ɑʁ bət 

ve͜jd nəʁs kɑlɔñ i zyd jəʋɑ̃k a kʋɑ̃tiz mɛʁhjət  

 

 

məm bʁo ə zo dyɔñ bʁeh ø ʁɛʁ anøi 

diʃtag doxti nø helɑ̃ t͡ʃøt fɪliməd ɔñ døi  

 

dyɔñ ima mø heʁ t͡ʃyəd i mesk ɑʁ d͡ʒʋe 

 

ag ə zeɑʁ tʁøzo͜w mə duʁ nə ʋe͜jlɑ̃ me͜jd ə njɑ ̃

 

diaʁ tʁøzo͜w mə duʁ yn østət͡ʃ ə gləʋɑ̃ 

 

mə gaʁəhe kɑ̃nal t͡ʃən fluʁ əʁ ʋʁo geʁ ə gaʁɑ̃n 

mə gaʁəhe kɑ̃nal t͡ʃən fluʁ əʁ vʁo geʁ ə gaʁɑ̃n 

Ma bro a zo duhont, c’hoantet holl get ar bed, 

Evit nerzh-kalon he zud yaouank ha koantiz 

he merc’hed 

 

Ma bro a zo duhont, Breizh a raer anezhi, 

Distag doc’hti ne hellan ket, filimet on dezhi! 

 

Duhont emañ ma c’hêr, kuzhet e-mesk ar 

gwez, 

Hag a-ziàr treuzoù ma dor e welan ‘met an 

neñv 

Diàr treuzoù ma dor, un eostig a glevan, 

 

Me ‘garehe kanal ken flour ar vro gaer a 

garan. 
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PARTICIPANT #3 

 

Sample P3-A1: Participant #3 talking about music 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Written Breton 

bɔ ̃ tebɔ̃ː ʒuʁ dit amɑ̃ (NAME) ø sety ɦɑ̃n da 

gɔt̃a dit ʏn tɑ̃m istoʁ ma stʁoːlət djʏʁ dabla e 

ɑ̃ːno øː a stʁoləd zo be kʁuət e dɑw vil se͜js ... 

ɔñ ke ba a stʁoːlad aʁ pwɛñdzi me zo eʁyət e 

da͜w vil ʏ̃nek ... ag ø ... aʁ menoz indɑ̃n ... 

penoz dindɑ̃n aʁ stʁoləd a wa lakat ... sɔñeʁez 

metal asɑ̃məz ga sɔñeʁes ø... ɛ͜jnguːnəl ... 

moːd pe voːd kwa ... a da gɛnta tud wa beː ... 

wa be savet ag ɛmbɑ̃n toː ... on demo ... ag o 

... on ø pe ije dɔñk ø spɛʁɛd aʁ bʁoju koːz ɑ̃no 

n ø pe ag ø ... daʁ pwen ze wa ... sɔñeʁez ø 

bʁo iwɛʁzɔñ dʁɛ͜jstol a zɔñeʁes ø bʁo 

gɛmbʁe ie n tɑ̃m tɑ̃m tʁɑ͜w døs bʁe͜jz ie me 

wa sœʁtut ø we ... bʁo iwɛʁzɔñ ... gɑ̃n pɔʃu e 

... e sɔz̃nɛk 

 

 

 

ag øː ... tɑ̃m a tɑ̃m ga ɑ̃ ʃɑ̃ʃɑ̃mɑ̃n zo be ba a 

stʁoːlət kɑ̃n ø... tyd neʋe o xeʁiu gɑ̃n... 

menɔju neʋe ije ø... mœm ʒɔ̃ː ʒət bɔ ̃... matɛs 

ə fɔː ... bo gwɛlə lakad mʲyːɔʁ œːm... penos... 

mʲyɔʁ vʁe͜jz ba... baːʁ stʁɔlad ma keʁes... 

penos... lezəl ʏn tɑ̃m ø... moʒeːnu ag istɔʁju... 

penos ø... bʁo gɛmbʁe͜j ag bʁo iwɛʁzɔñ da 

goste a mɔñ waʁ zy ... moʒən bʁe͜jz istoʁ 

bʁe͜jz ... ag ø... gɑ̃n aʁ ʒɔʒ̃ de mɛm ɛnʁolɛt o  

 

boñ deboñjour dit, amañ (NAME), euh... setu 

ec’h an da gontañ dit un tamm istor ma 

strollad Dur Dabla eo e anv, euh... ar strollad 

zo bet krouet e 2007 ... ‘oan ket ba’r strollad 

d’ar poent-se, me zo erruet e 2011 ... hag 

euh... ar mennozh dindan.. penaos, dindan ar 

strollad a oa lakaat ... sonerezh metal 

asambles ga’ sonerezh euh... engounel ... 

mod pe vod kwa... ha da gentañ tout oa bet ... 

oa bet savet ag embannet (to) ... un demo ... 

hag un EP ivez: donc euh Spered ar Broioù 

Kozh eo anv an EP hag euh... d'ar poent-se 

oa... sonerezh euh bro Iwerzhon dreist-holl 

ha sonerezh euh bro Gembre ivez un tamm, 

tammoù traoù deus Breizh ivez met oa 

surtout euh ouais ... bro Iwerzhon... gant 

pozioù e... e saoznek. 

 

hag euh... tamm ha tamm gant ar 

cheñchamant ‘zo bet ba' ar strollad gant euh... 

tud nevez oc’h erruout gant... mennozhiou 

nevez ivez euh... meump soñjet boñ... 

martese 'vo... ‘vo gweloc’h lakaat muioc'h 

eum... penaos... muioc'h a Vreizh ba'... ba' ar 

strollad ma karez, penaos... lezel un tamm 

euh... mojennoù hag istorioù... penaos euh... 

bro Gembre ha bro Iwerzhon a-gostez ha 

mont war-zu... mojenn Breizh, istor Breizh... 

hag euh... gant ar soñj-se meump enrollet ur  
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bladən al e dɑ͜w vil ø... m dɑ͜w vil xwezɛk ma 

na gʁɑ̃n ki kɔñeʁju ... ø... ɛṽɔʁ ɑ̃n avɛl ei 

hano... a ba... baʁ stʁol- baʁ... penos... baʁ 

bladənze zo syʁtut ø... moʒĩn bʁe͜js swa e ø... 

moʒən keʁis moʒɛn a... a vagnoːs moʒən ø... 

peta zo xwɑs ø... a xɑ̃njeːsənoːz ieː ... ag ø ɑ̃n 

tɔñ uwijed mː ke... nin ke œː nin ke iwɛʁzɔñək 

ʁe kwa he məm uʃta a gʁet o sœʁt fokyʃ waʁ 

ø... dwaʁju da zeʋɘl œː tɔñju mod bʁe͜jz kwa 

 

 

 

 

ag gude aʁ bladənze be wa... ø... tʁi dɛn baʁ 

stʁɔlad a wie bʁezɔ̃ː nɘk a wie koʒeːl 

bʁezɔ̃ː nək a nøm ʒɔ̃ː ʒət bɛ ̃matɛs ... kulz mɔñ 

waʁ moʒenu ag istɔʁ bʁe͜jz ... matɛs vefe 

gwala ie lakad a poʃu en bʁezɔ̃ː nəg ie... ag 

gɑ̃n aʁ ʒɔʒ̃ ze ɔñ bet o zevɛl o bladən neve 

bwe ø... bwe dɑ͜w vla ha... ag ø... ba... bez øs 

beʃy gɑ̃n yn baʁ stʁolad ma nynz nemed nø... 

dɑ͜w vʁezɔñegeʁ baʁ stʁoləd me ag ø maʁk. 

 

 

 

aː ... na hiːnən ie zo... penoz ø... nœm sɔm 

gwɛst da skʁiːvɑ̃ e bʁezɔ̃ː nɛg nøe... møm 

ʒɔ̃ː ʒt.̩.. ba sɛty bɛʁ zo... bɛʁ zo testenu a zo be 

skʁiːvəd diʒa blwaʋeju zo ø kɑ̃nveʒu wi lod 

ni ø... ə goz be skʁiːvəd bʁɑw skʁiːvət pʁɔp... 

a a zo penos ø... ʏl loːdən døz istoʁ a jeːz døz  

istoʁ aʁ vʁo ie ... m ʒɔ̃ː ʒət peʁak ... peta vife 

lakad ni ø... paʁzɔs... baʁz ɔʁ blaːdən... a sɛt 

ɛ ba... ɑ̃n aʁe zo be  

bladenn all e daou vil euh... 2016 ma ‘lâran 

ket konerioù... Eñvor an Avel eo he anv... ha 

ba'... ba' ar strol- ba' ar... penaos... ba' ar 

bladenn-se ‘z eus surtout euh... mojennoù 

breizh just-a-walc’h euh... mojenn Ker-Ys 

mojenn a... ar vag-noz mojenn euh... petra zo 

c'hoazh euh... ar c’hannerezed noz ivez... ag 

euh an tonioù ivez hmm n'int ket euh... n'int 

ket iwerzhonek re kwa, ase ‘meump just-a-

walc’h graet ur seurt ‘fokus’ war euh... 

doareoù da sevel euh... tonioù mod Breizh 

kwa. 

 

ha goude ar bladenn-se, bez e oa... euh... tri 

den ba ar strollad a ouie brezhoneg, a ouie 

kaozeal brezhoneg, ha neuze meum soñjet 

beñ marteze... koulz mont war mojenoù hag 

istor Breizh... marteze vefe gwelloc’h ivez 

lakaat ar pozioù en brezhoneg ivez... ha gant 

ar soñj-se omp bet o sevel ur bladenn nevez 

abaoe euh... abaoe daou vloaz ha... hag euh... 

bah... bez ez eus bet jeu gant unan ba' ar 

strollad neuze ‘neus nemet daou vrezhoneger 

ba' ar strollad, me hag euh Mark. 

 

ha... na eñ na me zo... penaos euh... en em 

gouest da skrivañ e brezhoneg neuze... 

meump soñjet... bah setu bez a zo... bez a zo 

testennoù a zo bet skrivet dija, bloavezhioù 

zo euh kanvezhioù evit lod anezhe euh... hag 

a zo bet skrivet brav, skrivet propr... a, a zo, 

penaos euh... ul lodenn deus istor ar yezh, 

deus istor ar vro ivez... ha meump soñjet 

perak... petra ‘virfe lakaat anezhe euh... barzh 

hor bladenn... ha setu bah... an dra-se zo bet 
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kʁeᵊt mœm dibɑbət nøbøt ø... ʏn nøbøt 

testenu skʁivɛt ø... gɑ̃n ø... fɛ.̃.. nin ke be 

skʁiːvət gɑ̃n anatɔl... pas anatɔl ə bʁaz gɑ̃n ø 

kaʁvaʁek me dastym e kɛñtɑ... ag a vo kaːd 

ba... baʁ baːʁzəz bʁe͜jz ... møm dibabɛt ʏn 

nøbøt nɛʁne bezo aʁ falxɔñ a zo istɔʁ 

peizɑñtəd bʁe͜jz ø... a nin ke kɔñtɑ̃n gɑ̃n aʁ 

pez ve gʁed gaʁ vuʁiːzən a gɑ̃n a ho͜ʊn o 

ʁɑ̃nbʁo... ag ø sety bɔ ̃ ale dɛmdɑ̃n ɛm gɑ̃ːn 

timɑd timɑd bygale bʁɛ͜jz... e bezo ie boz ən 

eljɑ̃n... a gɔñt ø... istɔʁ o fɑ̃mil ba eljɑ̃n ag ø... 

a glaha a zo døt (kə) de ø... pe o eɦyːt a... aʁ 

voːzən gɑ̃n tud aʁ ʁe vaʁo 

 

 

 

 

 

bezo iː øː djugɑ̃n gwɛnxlɑ̃n ... ʃys istɔʁ ʏn 

djugɑñ ne ke... ne ked eːze da zɪspleːgɑ̃ me be 

zo... beɑ̃n ø... beɑ̃n aʁuez ø... a gɑv din a zo 

dedenys tʁe kwa... ag a glod mad gɑ̃n ø... gɑ̃n  

penoːs... gɑ̃n ma gɑ̃nawən møm skʁiːvɛt. 

bezo ie distʁo... distʁo maʁzin... a nɛ ̃ʋeʋe... 

penoz... baʁ n desten mɑ̃ ø... maʁzin sɔʁ o 

kɔñta da leneʁ petaz be... peta zo bede vye 

bo͜e m... 

 

 

 

bwe be ʃɑ̃ʃɛt aʁ vʁo bɛnəfin... gwɛʃal ø... e wa 

enoʁɛd gɑ̃n an ol ø... gweʃɑl wɑ ʁweu bʁe͜jz 

ø... penos u pedi njɑ̃n ø ag ø... bʁɛmɑ̃n ma 

kɛd əgiːs ɛn tɑw... ag ø... mœm kavɛt  

graet meump dibabet neubeut euh... un 

neubeut testennoù skrivet euh... gant euh... 

fiñ... n'int ket bet skrivet gant Anatole... pas 

Anatole ar Braz, gant euh Kervarek met 

dastumet gantañ hag a vo kavet ba'... ba' ar 

Barzaz Breiz... neuze meum’ dibabet un 

neubeut diane bez’ zo Ar Falc'hon, a zo istor 

peizanted Breizh euh... ha n'int ket kontant 

gant ar pezh 'vez graet gant ar vourc’hizien 

gant ar c’hon en o c’horn-bro... hag euh setu 

boñ “ale dem d’an emgann”, “timad timad 

bugale Breizh”... e bezo ivez Bosenn 

Elliant... a gont euh... istor ur familh ba' 

Elliant hag euh... ar glac’har a zo deut dezhe 

euh... p’eo erruet ar vosenn gant tout ar re 

varv. 

 

 

bez ‘zo ivez euh diougan Gwenc'hlan... just 

istor un diougan n'eo ket... n'eo ket aeset da 

zisplegañ met bez ‘zo... ur bern euh... ur bern 

arouez euh... a gav din a zo dedennus-tre 

kwa... hag a glod mat gant euh... gant 

penaos... gant ar ganaouenn meump skrivet. 

Bez ‘zo ivez distro... distro Marzin... hag en 

dra-se ‘vez... penaos... ba' an destenn-se 

emañ euh... Marzin just-a-walc’h o kontañ 

d’al lenner petra zo bet... petra zo bet e vuhez 

abaoe 

 

abaoe eo bet chañjet ar vro benn-a-fin... 

gwechall euh... e oa enoret gant an holl euh... 

gwechall oa roueoù Breizh euh... penaos... o 

pediñ anezhañ euh hag euh... bremañ 

n’emaint ket e-giz-se an traoù ‘meump kavet 
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wa dedenʒ impleʒut ɑ̃n destənze piʁ ø... 

klotad aʁaː gɑ̃n statyd aʁ jeːz baʁ vʁo 

bʁɛmən... bezo tyd ø... avɛl a jeːz vɛl ʏn da 

kolət vɛl ʏn da... maɔ n da vaʁo pa laʁmat... 

ag ø... ja... dedenys empliʒut sɑ̃ntesen... ag a 

mod al a vo ie ø... dju gɑ̃nawən be vo ø... 

engunəl a wɛʃma be vo ø... djũn waʁ a meni 

zo be nʁolɛt diʒa gɑ̃n ø jan fɑ̃ʃ kemenəʁ... 

waʁ ø... nøzgɛd diwɛʁsiɔñ døz ø... døs a 

gɑ̃nawɛnze... bezo ʏn gaʁ pjano ø... didje 

skibɑñ 

 

 

 

ag ø... œn al nøz gʁe gɑ̃n ə pot a vʁo spaɲ a 

møs ke ʃɔ̃ː ʒeɔñ... ag mœm ʒɔ̃ː ʒəd bɔ ̃ ba tjɛ ̃

demdɔ ə naha... a vɔ... a vo bʁɑw zo aʁ baʁ 

bladən... a bevo ie o... o gwɛʁs e gwɛʁs e 

gwɛʁs penmah... a gɔñ ø... istɔʁ a 

bɛnmahiːz... aʁ zax guːlu bɑ... ɛn o iliːz vit ø... 

lakad... lakad a vatimɑ̃ʃu da... penoːz ø... dɔx 

pɛs̃e wa ɑ̃n ot... ag tud n tʁɛwze lakat ø... an 

il dœl gil a ʁo ʃtɑ͜w... pɛʁsɔñeːləsn tɑ̃mə a gav 

din vit aʁ stʁoːlət pi ø... bezo pen stʁolaʒu ø...  

penoz a gemeʁ ø tɔñju... tɔñju bʁe͜jz tɔñju ɑʁ 

vʁo mɑ pe ʁɑ̃n... med ø a gɔñt istɔʁ ø... ket 

mø istɔʁ a galjɑ̃nɛt ø... vɛl n vɛl ma ɦa ø... 

eluvejti pe ø... stʁolaʒu a gis sə ... a me gav... 

ndʁahə ʏn tɑ̃m ø... nuːnke 

 

 

 

 

 

e oa dedenus implijout an destenn-se pigur 

euh... klotaat a ra gant statud ar yezh ba' ar 

vro bremañ... bez’ zo tud euh... a wel ar yezh, 

evel un dra kollet evel un dra marv - un dra 

varv, pa laran mat... hag euh... ya... dedennus 

implijout seurt testennoù. hag a mod all a vo 

ivez euh... div ganaouenn bez ‘vo euh... 

engounel ar wech-mañ... bez ‘vo euh... 

Duhont War ar Menez, a zo bet enrollet dija 

gant euh Yann-Fañch Kemener... war euh... 

‘neus graet div version deus euh... deus ar 

ganaouenn-se... bezo un gant ar piano hag 

euh... Didier Squiban 

 

hag euh... un all ‘neus graet gant ur paotr a 

vro-Spagn ha ‘meus ket soñj eus e anv... ag 

meum soñjet boñ bah tiens deomp d’ober an 

dra-se... a vo... a vo brav sur-awalc’h ba'r 

bladenn... ha bez ‘vo ivez ur ... ur ... gwerz, e 

gwerz, e gwerz Penmarc'h... a gont euh... 

istor ar Benmarc'hiz... a zalc'h gouloù ba’... 

en o iliz evit euh... lakaat... lakaat ar 

vatimañchoù da... penaos euh... d’ober peñse 

war an aod ha tout an traoù-se.. lakaet euh 

neil deuil ‘gil a ro just-a-walc’h euh... 

personelezh un tamm, a gav din, evit ar 

strollad pigur euh... bez’ zo ur bern strolladoù 

euh... penaos.. a gemer euh tonioù... tonioù 

Breizh tonioù ar vro m’az peus c’hoant... met 

euh a gont istor euh... n’ouzon ket me istor ar 

galianed euh... evel ma ra euh... Eluvetie pe 

euh... strolladoù a-giz-se euh... a me gav an 

dra-se... un tamm euh.. n’ouzon ket 
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dɔmaʒ e ʏn tɑ̃m blɑ̃m ø... benfin aʁ gɑljɑ̃ned 

gɔʒ̃ed ket... bʁezɔñək tɑ̃mbet... ahe zo eʁyət 

diwetɔʁ ag ø... ɑ̃ndyʒʁɑ meskaʒ əliəz ag ø... 

hag ø e mømp klɑskət stɔ ø... lakat tɔñju tɔñju 

ɛnguːnəl... a tɔñju tɔñju neʋes saʋed jɑ̃mɛn 

me gɑ̃n... ø leveʒɔñ ø... leveʒɔñ an tɔñju 

eguːnᵊl... ag ø... me ga... fɛ.̃.. ʃɑ̃ːʃo ked aʁ ʒø 

bɑ... bet ig bed ø... ɑʁ folk metal ɛ ̃ me ø... 

dɛmnju ɑ wɑ pwezys a ø... mɔñ dɔñɔʁ ba 

bʁe͜jz benəfin ma heːlɑ̃n laːʁə gis... me we ø... 

klask lakad ɑ̃n tʁa͜w da glot... ma klotfe ø... 

ʃstaʁa poʃu gɑ̃n an tɔñju ɑg ø... aʁ jez a tut 

fɛ.̃.. tudn tʁa͜w zo ljɑ̃met ag ø... we... 

ĩmpɔʁtɑ̃n e bʁemɑ̃ lakad bʁezɔñeg baʁ ʒø... 

sety mʃɑ̃ bliʒɔdit keno 

domaj eo un tamm ‘blam’ euh... benn-a-fin ar 

galianed ne gaozent ket brezhoneg tamm 

ebet, an dra-se zo erruet diwetoc’h hag euh... 

an dud ‘ra ar meskaj alies hag euh... hag ase 

meump klasket just-a-walc’h euh... lakaat 

tonioù, tonioù hengounel... hag euh tonioù 

nevez savet gamen, met gant levezon... 

levezon an tonioù hengounel ha me gav - 

fiñ... cheñjo ket ar jeu ba'... bediP2-Bed ar 

folk metal heiñ met euh... demni a oa poezhus 

just-a-walc’h euh... mont donoc’h ba' Breizh 

benn-a-fin ma c'hellan laret e-giz-se... met 

ouais euh... klask lakaat an traoù da glot... ma 

klotfe just-a-walc’h ar pozioù gant an tonioù 

hag euh... ar yezh ha tout fiñ... tout an traoù 

zo liammet hag euh ouais... important eo 

bremañ lakaat brezhoneg ba'r jeu... setu, 

emichañs e blijo dit keno 

 

Sample P3-A2: Participant #3 telling a joke he heard in a bar in Morlaix 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Written Breton 

bɔ ̃øː meməs netʁa gwal ĩntɛʁesɑ̃n da gɔñta 

kɛṽəʁ ma deves øː meʲ ɦɑ̃n də gɔñta di kɛnto 

yn istoʁ mœz be kleːd ba œː tɑvɑʁn ɑ̃n ti koz 

e mɔñtʁuːləs sety œː istoʁ ɔ fɑ̃miʎ a wa ʃɔm̃ 

bɑ pʰuʁin œ puʁən emɑ̃ ɔʁ lɛtal kiʃən 

mɔñtʁuːləs ag œː ɑ̃n ol ba a famiʎ nɛjn ʁwɑ̃n 

œː ɦɔñ də mɔñtʁuːləz dytfɔʁɑ̃mnɛx œː la fwaʁ 

ɔᵊt œː aʁ fɔʁɔt e mɔñtʁuleːzək œː 

bẽˠwaʁvɑʁnɛ ɑ̃n tad aʁ vɑ̃mgoːs a tʁi byːgəl 

œː ɑ̃n ol ga a  

 

Boñ euh me meus netra gwall interesant da 

gontañ e-keñver ma devezh euh... met ec’h an 

da gontañ dit kentoc'h un istor meus bet 

klevet ba' euh... tavarn An Ti Kozh e 

Montroulez. Setu, euh... istor ur familh a oa o 

chom ba Plourin euh... Plourin-Les-Morlaix, 

‘tal-kichen Montroulez hag euh... an holl ba' 

ar familh neuint c'hoant euh... d’hont da 

Montroulez evit Foar an Nec’h euh... la foire 

haute euh... 'ar foirot' e montroulezek euh... 

bez e oa ar vamm neuze, an tad, ar vamm-

gozh, ha tri bugel. Euh... an holl gant ar 
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ʁw͜ɑ̃n da vɔñ daʁ fw͜aːʁ me øː wa ke med ən 

oto døʃvo a nøe wa ke plas a waʁ vit o xw͜ɛʁᵊ 

a sty aʁ gwaz da laət divʁeʲ ba me a ma mɑ̃m 

bo aheʲ zo vɔñ waʁoːk a tepɔ ke me mɔñ œː 

gɑ̃ gɑ ̃ ən oto gaʁ vygw͜al me nim hɛ͜j waʁ 

dʁw͜at ma se vo ejsɔʁ ən tʁa vit nol ... ja laʁɑ̃n 

dit etʁe mɔñtʁuːez a pluin zo se͜js kilomɛtʁa 

benɛkət a sety ɦẽ za vale fɔñys mad ag aʁ 

vɑ̃mgoːz a ɦø͜yli ɦaːdis ple͜jgət waʁoːg waːi 

baːz gis ag e skɔi baːz waʁ dw͜aʁ kaleᵗ mizeːʁi 

tak tag ʁe i bɑːz tak tak a kʁɛf̃ɔx was o eʒ eɥ͜ɛd 

ba mɔñtʁuːlɛs tak tak wa ə payju tak kʁɛf̃ɔx 

ʋʁɑːs a səd aʁ gwɑːz eʁy skɥ͜iz gɑ̃ːn tʁuzmɑ 

da laʁ di vɑ̃m ɔ fidɑ̃mduː mamɑ̃m glɛd wa 

bedɔ meməs tʁa lakat tɑ̃m kaut͡ʃuk pen u paːz 

piʃe ke gʁɛt kemen a dʁuːz ... a hɔs̃ wa fylɔʁ 

eni ne ø kle͜jd naɦa spen dɔɦa ɦaz ʁyz de͜j y 

baʁ fw͜aʁ da skejz pen i mab nə ɦyːʒəl a te͜j 

ma kas kaʁ pep ma pefe lɑːkɛt tɑ̃m kaut͡ʃuk 

pɛn da vaːz dit te ba bɛnəfĩn miʃəm gɛləd mɔñ 

tut sɑm̃əs bɑ̃n oto 

c'hoant da vont d'ar foar met euh... oa ket 

‘met un oto... un deux-chevaux... ha neuze oa 

ket plas a walc'h evito o-c'hwec'h ha setu ar 

gwaz da laret d’e wreg : bah, me ha ma 

mamm baour ase zo 'vont war-raok ha te ‘po 

ket met mont euh... gant - gant an oto ha gant 

ar vugale met nim ‘hay war droad, ‘mod-se 

'vo aesoc'h an traoù 'vit an holl... Ya, laran dit, 

etre Montroulez ha Plourin zo seizh 

kilometrad benneket. Ha setu, hennezh a vale 

fonnus-mat hag ar vamm-gozh a heulie 

hardis, pleget war-raok war he bazh e-giz-se 

hag e skoe he bazh war douar kalet miz Here 

- TAK! TAK! ‘rae he bazh ha kreñfoch 

c’hoazh ur wech erruet ba' Montroulez, 

TAK! TAK! War ar paveioù TAK! kreñfoc'h 

c’hoazh. ha setu ar gwaz erru skuizh gant an 

trouz-mañ, da lâr d'e vamm: "oh fidamdoue, 

ma mamm, gleet 'oa bet deoc’h memes tra 

lakaat ‘n tamm kaoutchouk penn ho pazh, 

n’ho pije ket graet kement a drouz... ha 

honnezh 'oa fulor enni neuze o klevet an dra-

se, ouzhpenn he doa hast-ruz da erruout ba’r 

foar da skeiñ ouzh penn e mab en ur huchal: 

ha te, makas karc’her-pebr ma pefe lakaet ‘n 

tamm kaoutchouk e penn da vazh dit-te, 

bah... benn-ar-fin mijemp gellet mont tout 

asambles ba'n oto! 
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Sample P3-B: Participant #3 singing Gwerz Penmarc’h 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Lyrics in Breton 

bʁemɑ̃ blaz ɛr sɑ̃ntes katel 

sortiəz ar flo døz ø vurdel 

sortiez ar flod døz ø vurdel 

 

ɸa wɑñt ery e tal pɛnma 

o diwɛn kave navel awa 

o diwɛn kave avel awaɫɣ 

 

peta hʋarvez gɑ̃n penmaɦis 

o tehøln gulu noz en o ilis 

o tehøln gulu nõz en o ilis 

 

kri ɛr galɔñ ma ne welʒe 

i tal pɛnma neb ə viʒe 

i tal pɛnma neb ma viʒe 

 

gw͜ɛl ɛn a mum bʀaz u ʀyzjɑ̃ 

gɑ̃n øn gw͜ad ɑ̃n gʀistənjɛn ɛnɑ̃ 

gɑ̃n ø gw͜ad ɑ̃n gʀistənjɛn ɛnɑ̃ 

 

nʲeb a wɛlfe meɦen gw͜ajɛn 

o vɔñ ɑ̃n aɦon beʋe ynən 

o vɔñ ɑ̃n aɦod beʋe ynən 

 

se͜jz ĩntɑ̃vez a se͜jz yjən 

o vɔñ dɑ̃n aɦod en ør vɑ̃ndɛn 

o vɔñ dɑ̃n ao en ør vɑ̃ndɛn 

 

o hul ɑ̃n e͜jʎ igɑ̃n ebɛn 

nho ɦøs ke kleve kelu va dɛn 

no ɣøs ke kleved kelu va dɛn 

Bremañ bloaz, er Santez Katell 

Sortias ar flod eus a Vourdel 

 

 

Pa (v)oent erru e-tal Penmarc'h 

O devoe kavet avel a-walc'h 

 

 

Petra c'hoarvez gant Penmarc'hiz 

O terc'hel gouloù-noz 'n o iliz ? 

 

 

Kriz a (er) galon ma ne ouelje 

E-tal Penmarc'h neb a vije 

E-tal Penmarc'h neb ma vije 

 

Gwel en ar mor bras o ruziañ 

Gant (un?) gwad ar gristenien ennañ ! 

 

 

Neb a welfe merc'hed Gwaien 

O vont d'an aod beb a-unan 

 

 

Seizh intañvez ha seizh-ugent 

O vont d'an aod en ur vandenn 

 

 

O c'houl' an eil digant eben : 

- N’hoc’h eus ket klevet keloù va den ? 
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kelu o tɛn a va ɦini 

e tal pɛnmaɦ ema͜jnt o vəzi 

e tal pɛnmaɦ ema͜jnt o vəzi 

 

maloz maloz dar bɛnmahis 

ɦa zaɫɣ gulu noz ɛn o ilis 

ɦa zalɣ gulu nõz en o ilis 

- Keloù ho ten ha va hini : 

E-tal Penmarc'h 'maint o veuziñ ! 

 

 

Mallozh ! mallozh d’ar Benmarc'hiz 

A zalc'h gouloù-noz en o iliz 

 

Sample P3-C: Participant #3 singing E Garnison 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Lyrics in Breton 

setek devez a tʁiʋɛx miz e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

se͜jtek devez a tʁiʋɛʁ miz e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

wa en ən otʁu da baʁis 

e gaʁnizɔñ digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

 

a bɛn ma tistoro daʁ gɛʁ e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

a bɛn ma tistʁoo daʁ gɛʁ e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

wa ʃɑʃ̃amɑ̃n baʁz aʁ mɑ̃nɛʁ 

e gaʁnizɔñ digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

 

ʃɑ̃ʃamɑ̃t so ɛʁ mɑ̃neʁmɑ̃ e gaʁnizɔñ lɑñyjɑ̃n 

ʃɑ̃ʃamɑ̃t so ɛʁ mɑ̃neʁmɑ̃ e gaʁnizɔñ lɑñyjɑ̃n 

a ma ĩntʁɔñ a plɛʁ emɑ̃ 

e gaʁnizɔ ̃digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑñ 

 

mɑ̃ ys e kɑm̃ ɑ̃n yelɑ̃ e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

mɑ̃ ys i kɑ̃m ɑ̃n yjelɑ̃ e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

tomɑñ i mab ɑ̃n tɛʁypɑ̃n 

e gaʁnizɑ̃ digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

 

o pod bijɛŋ laz i lagan i ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

o pod bijɛŋ laz i lagan i ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

ne waʁ ke pi͜w ez e͜w i nad 

Seitek devezh ha triwec'h miz e garnison 

Lannuan 

Oa aet an Aotrou da bParis 

e garnison digedañdoñ e garnison Lannuan 

 

A-benn ma tistroio d'ar gêr 

 

Oa chañchamant 'barzh ar maner 

 

 

"Chañchamant zo er maner-mañ 

 

Ha ma Intron, a pelec'h emañ ? 

 

 

- 'Mañ 'us e kambr an uhellañ 

 

'Tommañ he mab an terriplañ 

 

 

Ur paotr bihan glas e lagad 

 

Ne oar ket piv ez eo e dad 
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i ŋaʁnizɔ ̃digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

 

e ʁad ne waʁ ke pi yz e i ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

i dɑd ni waʁ ke pi yz e i ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

me nar aʁ mininɛr e ve 

i ŋaʁnizɔñ digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

 

nibɔʒ̃uʁ dɑʁ milinɛʁ leʁ e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

dibɔʒ̃uʁ dɑʁ milinɛʁ leʁ e ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

me zo død o gas da gɔm̃peʁ 

e ŋaʁnizɔñ digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

 

o ra gɔm̃peʁ me na jin ket i ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

o da gɔm̃peʁ mi na jin ket ni ŋaʁnizɔñ 

lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

kaʁ me milin zo war i bw͜et 

e ŋaʁnizɔ ̃digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑñ 

 

kaʁ me milin zo ʋar i bɔʁt i ŋgaʁnizɔñ 

lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

kaʁ me milin zo war i bɔʁt i gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

a ɑ̃n em øs e vefe tɔʁt 

e ŋaʁnizɔ ̃digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑñ 

 

aʁtizɑñen a zo aʁ vʁo e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

aʁtizɑñedna zo ɛʁ vʁo e gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

ma vefe tɔʁt ni na ʁeŋko 

e ŋaʁnizɔ ̃digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑñ 

 

me wij əwɑx ta miliner i gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

me wij əwɑx ta milinɛr i gaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

befɛx ke be tan a kɔm̃peʁ 

i gaʁnizɔ ̃digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

befɛx ke bedana kɔm̃peʁ 

i gaʁnizɔ ̃digədɑ̃dɔ ̃e ŋaʁnizɔñ lɑ̃nyjɑ̃n 

 

 

E dad ne oar ket piv ez eo 

 

M'hen dar' ar miliner e ve 

 

 

« Diboñjour d’ar miliner ler 

 

Me zo deut o glask da gomper 

 

 

- O ! da gomper me na yin ket 

 

 

Kar ma milin zo war he boued 

 

 

Kar ma milin zo war he bord 

 

 

Hag aon am eus e vefe tort 

 

 

- artizaned a zo er vro 

 

Ma vefe tort-int a renko 

 

 

Ma oui a-walc'h 'ta miliner 

 

befec'h ket bet tad ha komper 
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PARTICIPANT #4 

 

Sample P4-A: Participant #4 responding to a few questions 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Written Breton 

salyd dit pjɛʁ (NAME) eo nøze bʁɛmɑ̃ e 

sɛlɑ̃n uz da hulɛnːu ag e klaskin ʁespɔñ ø... 

djuz aʁ gʋɛlːɑ̃. nøze gulɛn ynɑ̃n pju ut øs 

pelɛh ut da skwɛʁ pesœʁt miʃɛʁ pøs. nøze pju 

ɔñ... (NAME) e va ɑ̃no, gɑ̃nəd ɔñ e nɑ̃ɔñɛt a 

bʁɛmːɑ̃ ɔñ stydiɛʁ, bedn... bez zo be gɑ̃nin œʁ 

skwazjadɛn evid obɛʁ øn doktoʁɛlɛs nøze 

labuʁɑ̃n waʁ al lɛnːeges ø... lɛnːeges kevɛʁjɛt 

vɛz lavaʁɛt labuʁɑ̃n waʁ tɛstɛnːo øz aʁ 

gʁɛnɑm̃zɛʁ... a pɛz a ʁɑ̃n ɛʁ fin eo kẽvɛʁjɑ̃ ø 

testeno͜w øm... øz ɑ̃n evel ɛp maːʁe med e 

jezo͜w a... disẽʋɛl a skʁived e lɛxju disẽʋɛl. 

nøze pez a ʁɑ̃n ɛʁ maːʁe mɑ̃ eo skʁivɑ̃ (fɛ)̃ va 

zezɛn nøze... emɑ̃ɔñ e kʁɛ͜js ø ɑ̃n el blwaʋes 

 

 

 

 

a nøze kevɛʁjɑ̃n ø testeno͜w ø... øs ɑ̃n 

ɛnislɑñdɛk pe ɑ̃n ɛn nɔʁɛk vɛz lavaʁəd ive ø 

øs ɑ̃ː aʁ xɛngembʁaɛk ag øz a xɛnxalɛk. sety. 

ø... penoz e... ne ke fal dija. e͜jl gulɛn, penoz 

eh øs desked bʁezɔñɛg gɑ̃n pju e kɔm̃zes 

bʁezɔñɛg a peguls. nøze deskɛd møs 

bʁezɔñɛk ø... ɛm zi ʁag va zad nøs desked 

bʁezɔñɛg a ʁok ø... ma vwɛn gɑ̃nɛt, øm... 

nøze va jez vɑ̃m fɛ ̃va jestad eo, kɔm̃z a ʁɑ̃n 

dʁɛ͜jstɔl galːɛk gɑ̃n va  

 

Salud dit Pierre, (NAME) eo, neuze bremañ 

e sellan ouzh da c’houlennoù hag e klaskin 

respont euh... diouzh ar gwellañ. Neuze, 

goulenn unan: piv out, eus pelec’h out, da 

skouer, peseurt micher peus? Neuze piv on... 

(NAME) eo va anv, ganet on e Naoned ha 

bremañ on studier, bed ‘n... bez zo bet ganin 

ur skoaziadenn evit ober un doktorelezh 

neuze e labouran war al lennegezh euh... 

lennegezh keñveriet ‘vez lavaret... labouran 

war testennoù eus ar grenn-amzer... ha pezh 

a ran er fin eo keñveriañ euh testennoù eum... 

eus an hevelep mare met e yezhoù ah... 

disheñvel ha skrivet e lec’hioù disheñvel. 

Neuze pezh a ran er mare-mañ eo skrivañ, 

fiñ, va zezenn neuze... emaon e kreiz euh an 

eil bloavezh 

 

ha neuze e keñverian euh testennoù euh... eus 

an henislandeg pe an hennorek ‘vez lavaret 

ivez, euh eus... ar c’hrenngembraeg hag eus 

ar c’hrennc’halleg. Setu. Euh... penaos eo... 

n’eo ket fall dija. Eil goulenn, penaos ec’h 

eus desket brezhoneg, gant piv e komzez 

brezhoneg, ha pegoulz? Neuze, desket meus 

brezhoneg euh... em zi rak va zad neus desket 

brezhoneg a-raok euh... ma voen ganet, 

eum... neuze va yezh-vamm, fiñ, ma yezh-tad 

eo, komz a ran dreist-holl galleg gant va 
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mɑ̃m, i døs deskɛt kulskude... uspɛn deg 

vlwas so, met ne ked es kɛmːɑ̃ nøze kɔm̃zɑ̃n 

gɑ̃n va zad dʁɛ͜jstɔl a gɑ̃n kenɛ͜jlɛd din ø gude 

ø nøze bed ɔñ ɛʁ skol ø ɛʁ skol diwɑ̃n e 

nɑ̃ɔñɛt e gʋenɛt ag e kaʁɛs ø... gude ne møs 

ki ken dalhɛt ʁe waʁ stydju aʁ bʁezɔñɛk me 

labuʁɛt møs 

 

 

kʁoɛt møs gɑ̃n mĩɲɔñɛt œʁ gelawɛn ɑ̃vɛt 

nidjat a zo əʁ gəlawɛn lenegɛl a nøze e 

kɔm̃zɑ̃n gɑ̃n øʁ bɛʁn øz va xene͜jlɛ e 

bʁezɔñɛk. øm... gɑ̃n tyːd o labuʁad ɛndʁo daʁ 

bʁezɔñɛg ø... tʁombez da, da gɔm̃s... ɛn øn 

dwaʁe ʁeoljɛk gɑ̃... gɑ̃... gɑ̃ øn nebøt tyd 

memes tʁa bʁezɔñɛk... sety. ø... nøze e 

kɔm̃zɑ̃n a lavaʁfɛn en øn dwaʁe ʁeoljɛk a 

walx nøze(ʁ) waʁ lɛʁx ʁet e guːzut petʁa e o 

kɔm̃s da skwɛʁ ɛ maʁe mɑ̃ emɑ̃ɔñ e kɛmbʁe 

nøze e ʋelɑ̃n tyːd a gɔm̃z bʁezɔñɛk, a en dale 

skʁivɑ̃n e... e ʁɑ̃n t͡ʃat gɑ̃n va xeːʁɛn nøze em 

bes tʁo da, da skʁivɑ̃n e bʁezɔñɛk, ag e 

labuːʁɑ̃n evid va xelawɛn nøze... ɛm bes tʁo 

memes tʁa da lɛn, dɑ̃n nebøtɑ̃n da lɛn 

bʁezɔñɛk bɛmde. maʁteze ked da gɔm̃s øm... 

ɛlse lakɔm̃ aʁ maʁe mɑ̃n e, ne ked aʁ... aʁ 

memes tʁa. ø pa vezɑ̃n e bʁɛ͜js ɛm bes tʁo 

øm... a hɛʁves e pelɛh emɑ̃ɔñ, ʁag maʁ... 

bezɑ̃n o chɔm̃ e bʁest e vezɑ̃n o... sety... al lɛh 

ma stydiːɑ̃n... ne gejɑ̃n ke dʁe ʁet ø... us tyt... 

a gɔm̃ bʁezɔñɛk... e... emɑ̃ɔñ e vezɑ̃n o... o 

labuʁad gɑ̃n va imboxjo a nøze ne... ne ke ə 

ʁet 

 

 

mamm, he deus desket koulskoude... 

ouzhpenn dek vloaz ‘zo, met n’eo ket aes 

kemmañ. Neuze, e komzan gant va zad 

dreist-holl a gant keneiled din, euh goude 

euh, neuze bet on er skol euh er skol Diwan e 

Naoned, e Gwened, hag e Karaez euh... 

goude n’em eus ket ken dalc’het re war 

studioù ar brezhoneg met labouret meus. 

 

kroet ‘meus gant mignoned euh ur gelaouenn 

anvet Nidiad a zo ur gelaouenn lennegel ha 

neuze e komzan gant ur bern va c’heneiled e 

brezhoneg. Eum... gant tud o labourat en-dro 

d’ar brezhoneg euh... tro ‘m bez da, da 

gomz... en un doare reoliek gant... gant... gant 

un nebeut tud memes tra e brezhoneg... setu. 

Euh... neuze e komzan, a lavarfen, en un 

doare reoliek a-walc’h, neuze war-lerc’h ret 

eo gouzout petra eo o komz da skouer, er 

mare-mañ emaon e Kembre neuze e welan 

tud a gomz brezhoneg, ha hent all e skrivan 

e... e ran tchat gant va c’herent neuze em bez 

tro da, da skrivañ e brezhoneg, hag e labouran 

evit va c’helaouenn neuze... em bez tro 

memes tra da lenn, d’an nebeutañ da lenn 

brezhoneg bemdez. Marteze ket da gomz 

eum... evel-se, lakomp, er mare-mañ eo, n’eo 

ket ar... ar memes tra. Euh, pa vezan e Breizh 

em bez tro eum... a-hervez e pelec’h emaon, 

rag mar bezan o chom e Brest e vezan o... 

setu... al lec’h ma studian... ne gejan ke dre 

ret euh... ouzh tud... a gomz brezhoneg... e... 

emaon e vezan o... o labourat gant va 

imbourc’hioù ha neuze... n’eo ket ret 
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a hɛndal pa vezɑ̃n e nɑ̃ɔñɛt pɛz a zo maʁteze 

djaxiːnɛk awalx, amɑ̃ e ʋelɑ̃n va zyt a nøze e 

komzɑ̃n gɑ̃nto. sety vid aʁ bʁəzɔñɛk. penoz e 

aʁ vyːez dit bʁɛmːɑ̃ petʁa pøs gʁed e pad aʁ 

zizyn da skwɛʁ... ja, ma ø... øn tɑ̃m ø... ne ked 

gwal ɛntɑ̃nys... djuz aʁ savbwɛn ø... djuz aʁ 

savbwɛn diaʋɛs. emɑ̃ɔñ en abɛrəstwɪθ e kʁɛ͜js 

ø bʁo gɛmbʁe, bed ɔñ eno abawe... ø, øʁ miz 

bʁɛmːɑ̃, a nøze emɑ̃ɔñ eno evid obɛʁ 

imboxjo͜w diwaʁbɛn øn destɛn 

gʁɛngɛmbʁaɛk ø... emɑ̃ɔñ o studiɑ̃. a zo øn 

istɔʁ øs bʁeːzɛl tʁoʒa, tʁoed e kɛmbʁaɛk 

waʁdʁo aʁ pevaʁzekvɛt kɑ̃vɛt, betek a... 

adskʁivɛt betek ɑ̃n... tʁiwɛʁvwet kɑ̃nvet 

(...)... nøze e tʁemenɑ̃n ɑ̃n dɛ͜js o... ɛl 

levʁawɛg vʁoadɛl, sety dʁe vʁaːs pez a ʁɑ̃n, 

a hɛndal e... kɛn labouʁɑ̃ gɑ̃n nidjat ag e 

kavɑ̃n a weʃu tʁo də, dobɛʁ sɔñɛʁɛs ʁak 

sɔñɛʁɔñ øn tɑ̃m ive 

 

 

 

ø petʁa al ø... wa ma ɑ̃n dibɛnsizynmɑ̃ em øs 

gweləd miɲɔñɛd din a zo o stydiɑ̃ e... 

stydjeʁjɔñ ɔm̃ ɔl e bʁest, met in wa e... e dɛɹi, 

en iwɛʁzɔñ a døɛt din beteg abɛrəstwɪθ, a 

nøze ɔñ øs tʁɛmened ɑ̃... an dibɛnsizyn a 

geːvʁɛt. a ɛndal nøs ke kals tʁaw døʁys da 

gɔñtɑ ̃ ø ʁak... labuʁ zo gɑ̃nin dʁe͜jstɔl a ke 

kalz ɑm̃zɛʁ evid distɑ̃nɑ̃ me dʁe ma pliʒ din 

kals pez a ʁɑ̃n... ne ked ne ked œʁ gydən 

evidɔñ (...) sety. (...) nøze a ja bed ɔñ en 

islɑ̃nd nøze penoz e bet... ø... maʁteze amɑ̃n 

e halɑñ kɔm̃z øn tɑ̃m myjɔx ø  

a hent all pa vezan e Naoned pez a zo marteze 

diac’hinek a-walc’h, amañ e welan va zud ha 

neuze e komzan ganto. Setu ‘vit ar 

brezhoneg. Penaos eo ar vuhez dit bremañ, 

petra peus graet e-pad ar sizhun da skouer? 

(...) Ya, ma euh... un tamm euh... n’eo ket 

gwall entanus... diouzh ar savboent euh... 

diouzh ar savboent diavaez. Emaon en 

Aberystwyth e kreiz euh bro Gembre, bet on 

eno abaoe... euh, ur miz bremañ, ha neuze 

emaon eno evit ober imbourc’hioù diwar-

benn un destenn grenn-gembraeg euh... 

emaon o studiañ... a zo un istor eus brezel 

Troja, troet e kembraeg war-dro ar 

pevarzekvet kantved, betek a... adskrivet 

betek an... triwec’hvet kantved (...) neuze e 

tremenan an deiz o euh... el levraoueg 

vroadel, setu dre vras pez a ran, a hent all e... 

ken labouran gant Nidiad hag e kavan a-

wechoù tro da, d’ober sonerezh rak soner on 

un tamm ivez 

 

euh petra all euh... ba, ma, an dibenn-sizhun-

mañ em eus gwelet mignoned din a zo o 

studiañ e... studierion omp oll e Brest, met int 

oa e... e Derry, en Iwerzhon ha deuet din 

betek Aberystwyth, ha neuze on eus tremenet 

an... an dibenn-sizhun a-gevret. A hent all 

n’eus ket kals traoù deurus da gontañ euh 

rak... labour zo ganin dreist-holl ha ket kalz 

amzer evit distanañ met dre ma plij din kalz 

pezh a ran... n’eo ket ur gudenn evidon setu. 

(...) Neuze, a ya, bet on en Island neuze 

penaos eo bet... euh... marteze amañ e 

c’hallan komz un tamm muioc’h eus  
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va byes... egɛt ma møs gʁɛd betekɛn, øm... 

kʁogɛt møz dobɛʁ stydiu waʁ lenegɛs ag waʁ 

soznɛk, gʁɛd møs byɑ̃n a byɑ̃n waʁ ø... ɛm øs 

gʁɛt byɑ̃n stydiu waʁ bʁezɔñɛk dʁe skʁiːt me 

se wa dʁe͜jstɔl evit kɔwd ɑ̃n diplom øm... 

byɑ̃n ive ø stydiu waʁ aʁ pʁœdeʁoʁies me se 

wa øn tɑ̃m waʁxostɛs. pez møs gʁɛt dʁɛ͜jstɔl 

zo ø... lenɛgɛs, lenɛgɛs kẽvɛʁjed dʁɛ͜jstɔl, a 

nøze eʁyɛt e nejl blwaves mastœʁ em øs 

kʁoget da vezɑ̃ døʁjɛt dʁɛ͜jstɔl ø... gɑ̃n ø... 

lenɛgez ɑʁ gʁɛnɑ̃mzəʁ 

 

 

 

a nøze møs... kʁogɛt dobɛʁ lɛnɛgɛs kevɛʁjɛt 

aʁ gʁɛnɑ̃mzɛʁ. pez a zo diɛz a walx ag e... e 

bʁo hal nøs ke kals tyd a gɔm̃s tʁa ebed al 

diwaʁ gust aʁ galːɛk, øm... pe maʁteze galːɛk 

ag alamɑ̃nɛg evid aʁ gelenɛʁjɔñ gosɑ̃ ø me 

gɥiʁ e galːek soznɛk a jezu al, ne ked ɑ̃nat tɑ̃m 

ebet, nøze e wa tʁa͜w dobɛʁ, e wa kals tʁa͜w 

dobɛʁ amɑ̃, øm... a sɔʒ̃ɛd møs e fɛle din 

tʁemen ɑ̃mzɛʁ øn tɑ̃m ɛn diavɛs øz aʁ vʁo ag 

islɑ̃nd am dœʁje evid œʁ bɛʁn, evid œʁ bɛʁn 

abegu, ø, øn abɛg zo, eo, øʁ ø... eo bʁa͜w ɑ̃n 

e͜jl eo pɛl, ɑ̃n tʁede o døz øl ljɑ̃m uz aʁ jeːs, a 

zo... a zo dibaʁɛg a walx, a zo aʁ benːik. ag a, 

pez a zo... døʁys tʁe a (ɬ)fit aʁ jezo øm... aʁ 

fet aʁ ljɑ̃m zo aʁ jez e... en islɑ̃nt zo o døs daʁ 

maʁe ma waʁ ɑ̃n nɑ̃͜ɔñtɛkvɛt kɑ̃nvɛt ba pedo 

a aʁ vʁoadɛluʁiɛs ag aʁ ʁomɑ̃ntɛluʁiɛs e... ɛn 

øʁopa, o døs diviːzɛt kʁei da... zistʁɛ̃͜ĩ...  

 

 

va buhez... eget ma ‘m eus graet betek-henn 

eum... kroget meus d’ober studioù war 

lennegezh hag war saozneg, graet meus buan-

ha-buan war euh... em eus graet buan studioù 

war brezhoneg dre skrid met se oa dreist-holl 

evit kaout an diplom eum... buan ivez euh 

studioù war ar prederouriezh met se oa un 

tamm war ar c’hostez. Pezh meus graet 

dreist-holl zo euh... lennegezh, lennegezh 

keñveriet dreist-holl, ha neuze erruet en eil 

bloavezh master em eus kroget da vezañ 

deuriet dreist-holl euh... gant euh... 

lennegezh ar grenn-amzer 

 

ha neuze meus... kroget d’ober lennegezh 

keñveriet ar grenn-amzer. Pez a zo diaes a-

walc’h hag e... e Bro-C’hall n’eus ket kalz tud 

a gomz tra ebet all diwar-goust ar galleg, 

eum... pe marteze galleg hag alamaneg evit ar 

gelennerion goshañ. Euh, met gwir eo galleg, 

saozneg ha yezhoù all, n’eo ket anat tamm 

ebet, neuze e oa traoù d’ober, e oa kalz traoù 

d’ober amañ, eum... ha soñjet meus e felle din 

tremen amzer un tamm en diavaez eus ar vro, 

hag Island am deurie evit ur bern, evit ur bern 

abegoù, euh, un abeg zo, eo, ur euh... eo brav, 

an eil, eo pell, an trede o deus ul liamm ouzh 

ar yezh, a zo... a zo dibarrek a-walc’h a zo ar 

bennik. Hag a, pezh a zo... deurus-tre a-fet ar 

yezhoù eum... a-fet al liamm zo ar yezh e... 

en Island zo o deus d’ar mare ma, war an 

naontekvet kantved pa, p’edo ar 

vroadelouriezh hag ar romantelouriezh e... en 

Europa, o deus divizet kreiñ da... zistreiñ... 
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dal lenegez aʁ gʁɛnɑ̃mzɛʁ a wa pɥil en 

islɑ̃nt... 

 

a da... aʁveʁɑ̃n testenu koz evit sevɛl gɛʁju 

neves. ag evɛl ma klevɛs syʁ a walx, e ʁɑ̃n 

gɑ̃n øʁ bɛʁn gɛʁju neves... ne ʁɑ̃n ke gɑ̃n øʁ 

bɛʁn gɛʁju... øz aʁ galːɛg a gal... ø... labuʁad 

ɛ nidjat a zo... zo øʁ skipaʎik a... o døs kɛn 

labuʁɛd epat pɛl gɑ̃n pʁedɛʁ ag ə gɛndax da 

genlabuʁat  gɑ̃n pʁedɛʁ... a dɑ̃m zɔʃ̃, øm... 

dʁɛ mew aʁ bʁezɔñɛk øʁ jes kɛltjɛk e... esɔx 

obɛʁ gɑ̃n gɛʁju kɛltjɛk ag e ne ke gɑ̃n gɛʁju 

galːɛk, pez da dalvɛs ket eo ʁet pyʁad aʁ jes 

pɛndabɛn ag zøs əʁ bɛʁn gɛʁju galːɛg a zo œʁ 

fɔʁs penoz aʁ jes, ø... geʁju latin ive, me, pez 

a wa døʁys ebaʁs ø pezh a ʁɛ islɑ̃d eo o døs 

øm... o døz iʒinɛd øn dwaʁe dobɛʁ a wa 

disẽʋɛl djuz pez a zo be gʁed da skwɛʁ e... 

nuzɔñ ke me da skwɛʁ en nɔʁgeek a zo øʁ jez 

ɑ̃navezɑ̃n øn tɑ̃m ive, o døs int pe dɑ̃nɛg ive 

o døs kemeʁɛk gɛʁju fɔʁs pegemɛn øz aʁ, øz 

aʁ latin øz aʁ kʁɛsjɑ̃neg agal 

 

 

 

 

a me gav me, evid abegu a halfɛn displegɑ̃ 

ø... da gẽvɛʁ ø... øl lɛxwezadɛn al e halfən 

displegɑ̃ dit va sav bwɛɲ diwaʁbɛn ɑ̃n dʁase. 

nøze setu. a nøze sety me ɛt da islɑ̃nt ø ɛm 

ɛnskʁivɛd ɔñ ɛn øn e͜jl ʁaklyn mastœʁ, sety 

an e͜jl wa a dʁɛmɛnɛn, a wa ɑ̃nvet va͜ɪkɪŋ æn 

mədiːvəɫ nɔːs stʌdiːz, nøze ø... stydiu øm... 

vikiŋg a noʁɛk øz aʁ  

d’al lennegezh ar grenn-amzer a oa puilh en 

Island... 

 

ha da... arverañ testennoù kozh evit sevel 

gerioù nevez. Hag evel ma klevez sur a-

walc’h, e ran gant ur bern gerioù nevez... ne 

ran ket gant ur bern gerioù... eus ar galleg hag 

all... euh... labourat e Nidiad zo... zo ur 

skipailhig a... o deus ken labouret e-pad pell 

gant Preder hag a gendalc’h da genlabourat 

gant Preder... ha d’am soñj, eum... dre m’eo 

ar brezhoneg, ur yezh keltiek eo... aesoc’h 

ober gant gerioù keltiek hag eo, neke gant 

gerioù gallek, pezh na dalvez ket eo ret puraat 

ar yezh penn-da-benn hag ez eus ur bern 

gerioù galleg a zo ur forzh penaos ar yezh, 

euh... gerioù latin ivez, met, pezh a oa deurus 

P3-Barzh euh pezh a rae Island eo o deus 

eum... o deus ijinet un doare d’ober a oa 

disheñvel diouzh pezh a zo bet graet da 

skouer e... n’ouzon ket met da skouer en 

norgeeg a zo ur yezh a anavezan un tamm 

ivez, o deus int, pe daneg ivez o deus kemeret 

gerioù forzh pegement eus ar, eus ar latin, eus 

ar gresianeg hag all 

 

ha me gav me, evit abegoù a c’hallfen 

displegañ euh... da geñver euh... ul 

lerc’hwezadenn all e c’hallfen displegañ dit, 

va sav boent diwar-benn an dra-se. Neuze 

setu. Ha neuze setu me aet da Island, euh... 

em enskrivet on en un eil Raklun master, setu 

an eil oa a dremenen, a oa anvet Viking and 

Mediaeval Norse Studies, neuze euh... 

studioù eum... viking ha norrek eus ar 
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gʁɛnɑm̃zɛʁ, a nøze møs dɛskɛt hɛn noʁɛk, 

istoʁ al lɛnɛgɛz ø islɑ̃nd a skɑ̃ndinavja ɛʁ 

gʁɛnɑm̃zɛʁ, ag em øs labuʁɛt ø... (...) møs 

kɛndalhɛt da labuʁat waʁ dodɛnːu a lɛneges 

kẽvɛʁjɛt... oh obɛʁ liɑ̃mːo etʁe øm... lenegez 

halːɛk aʁ gʁɛnɑ̃mzɛʁ leneges noʁɛk a leneges 

ø soznɛg aʁ gʁɛnɑ̃mzɛʁ ive. sety øm... nøze 

pliʒɛt tʁe ɔñ bet gɑ̃n islɑñt, lakɔm̃ gɥiʁ e ø... 

œʁ vʁo a zo bʁa͜w tʁe, ø... a zo biɑ̃n tʁe ive 

ag a zo... ag a zo iskis kenɑ̃, evidɔm̃... ɑk 

øm... jen e ɑ̃n atlɑ̃ntɛl zo jen, eʁx zo, epad 

œʁ... lodɛn vʁas øz aʁ blwaves, øm... 

 

 

 

 

dy e ves kals pad aʁ guɑ̃, me gʁed, etʁe kɛʁzy 

a xwevʁɛʁ e vez pedɛʁ œʁves œ de͜js, guːlu 

de͜js, nøze ʁed e bezɑ̃ øn tɑ̃m ø... sety ʁed e... 

ʁed e kaʁut pez a ʁɛs med ø... øn tɑ̃m øn 

dwaʁe e͜jl ɑ̃nɛs eo evidɔñ bʁɛmːɑ̃. nøze by øʁ 

bɛʁn tʁaw ɑ̃m befe daʁ ʁebeʃ uz ɑ̃n dwaʁe 

ma vev ɑ̃n islɑ̃ndis ʁag wɑ̃n ked ø... wɑ̃n ke 

sotpitil gɑ̃n ɑ̃n dwaʁe ma vevɔñ, me dɑ̃n 

nebøtɑ̃ ø... œʁ bɛʁn tʁa͜w zo ljɑ̃mɛt uz ɑ̃n do͜w 

vlwaves sɛ møs tʁemen eno. nøze ne møs ket 

tʁemenɛt do͜w vlwavez ʁik me kɛntɔx œʁ 

blwavez ɑ̃ntɛʁ a pɛm mis møs tʁemed en 

nɔʁge, e stɛʁn aʁ vestʁies se. sety sety sety 

evid aʁ pwɛn ø... lavaʁ din a mad e dit, a maʁ  

 

 

 

fɛl dit kaut myjɔx a dʁa͜w diwaʁbɛn ø... va 

byes nuzɔñ ked ø... gwal 

grennamzer, ha neuze meus desket hen-

norreg, istor al lennegezh euh Island ha 

Skandinavia er grenn-amzer, hag em eus 

labouret euh... (...) meus kendalc’het da 

labourat war dodennoù al lennegezh 

keñveriet... oc’h ober liammoù etre eum... 

lennegezh c’hallek ar grenn-amzer, 

lennegezh norrek ha lennegezh euh saoznek 

ar grenn-amzer ivez. Setu eum... neuze plijet-

tre on bet gant Island, lakomp gwir eo euh... 

ur vro a zo brav-tre, euh... a zo bihan-tre ivez 

hag a zo... hag a zo iskiz kenan, evidomp... 

hag eum... yen eo, an Atlantel zo yen, erc’h 

zo, e-pad eur... lodenn vras eus ar bloavezh, 

eum... 

 

du e vez kalz pad ar goañv, me gred, etre 

Kerzu ha C’hwevrer e vez peder eurvezh euh 

deiz, gouloù-deiz, neuze ret eo bezañ un 

tamm... setu ret eo... ret eo karout pezh a rez 

met euh... un tamm un doare eil Annez eo 

evidon bremañ. Neuze (ez eus?) ur bern traoù 

am befe d’ar rebech ouzh an doare ma vev an 

Islandiz rak oan ket euh... oan ket sot-pitilh 

gant an doare ma vevont, met d’an nebeutañ 

euh... ur bern traoù zo liammet ouzh an daou 

vloavezh-se ‘meus tremen eno. Neuze n’em 

eus ket tremenet daou vloavezh rik met 

kentoc’h ur bloazhvezh hanter ha pemp miz 

‘meus tremet en Norge, e stern ar vestriezh-

se. Setu setu setu! evit ar poent euh... lavar 

din ha mat eo dit, ha mar  

 

fell dit kaout muioc’h a draoù diwar-benn 

euh... va buhez n’ouzon ket euh... gwall 
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zøʁyz e, me maʁ fɛl dit, a, maʁ degaz dit 

myjɔx a xulenːu, ø... kydɛn ebet. sety. ken a 

xɛntɑ ̃

zeurus eo, met mar fell dit, ah!, mar degas dit 

muioc’h a c’houlennoù, euh... kudenn ebet. 

Setu. Ken ar c’hentañ 

 

Sample P4-B: Participant #4 singing Ar soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Lyrics in Breton 

aʁ zudaʁdɛd a zo gɥiskɛd e ʁy 

din dilin dɑ̃ o lɪn dɪlɪn dɑ ̃

ɑʁ zudaʁdɛd a zo gɥiskɛd e ʁy 

aʁ velejɔñ gɥiskɛd e dy 

 

gɥɛlɑ ̃sudaʁd a we͜j en aʁme 

din dilin dɑ̃ o lɪn dɪlɪn dɑ ̃

gɥɛlɑ ̃sudaʁd a we͜j en aʁme 

sudaʁd aʁ fyʁ aʁ fyʁ e we 

 

ẽj a laʁe de gamalat 

din dilin dɑ̃ o din dilin dɑ ̃

ẽ a laʁe de gamalat 

gʁedɑñ ked e ʋaʁvin ɛʁvɑt 

 

med ma vaʁvɑ̃n me kʁe͜jz aʁ bʁezɛl 

din dilin dɑ̃ o din dilin dɑ ̃

ma vaʁvɑ̃n me kʁe͜jz aʁ bʁezɛl 

intelit me e dw͜aʁ sɑ̃ntɛl 

 

a ma vaʁvɑ̃n me e ti mə sat 

din dilin dɑ̃ o din dilin dɑ ̃

ma vaʁvɑ̃n me e ti mə sat 

intelit me e buʁ fʁiʒɑk 

 

e buʁ vʁiʒɑk kʁe͜jz aʁ beʁɛt 

din dilin dɑ̃ o din dilin dɑ ̃

Ar soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 

Ar soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz 

Ar veleion gwisket e du 

  

Gwellañ soudard a oa en arme 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 

Gwellañ soudard a oa en arme 

Soudard Ar Fur, Ar Fur e oa 

  

Eñ a lâre d’e gamalad 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 

Eñ a lâre d’e gamalad 

‘Gredan ket e varvin ervat 

  

Med ma varvan me ‘kreiz ar brezel 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 

Ma varvan me ‘kreiz ar brezel 

Intelit me e douar santel 

  

Ma varvan me e ti ma zad 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 

Ma varvan-me e ti ma zad 

Intelit me e bourk vBrizak 

  

E bourk vBrizak ‘kreiz ar vered 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 
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e buʁ vʁiʒɑk kʁe͜jz aʁ beʁɛt 

œʁ zapin gɥe zo be plɑ̃ntɛt 

 

œʁ zapin gɥe zo be plɑ̃ntɛt 

din dilin dɑ̃ o din dilin dɑ ̃

œʁ zapin gɥe zo be plɑ̃ntɛt 

ʒɑ̃mez deljɛn i døs mɑ̃ŋkɛt 

 

med aʁ blwa mɑ̃ ẽ zo kwezɛt 

din dilin dɑ̃ o din dilin dɑ ̃

med aʁ blwa mɑ̃ ẽ zo kwezɛt 

sudaʁd aʁ fyʁ a zo mɑʁvɛt 

 

komɑs̃ ə ʁɛ ɑ̃n dwaʁ da xlebjɑ̃ 

din dilin dɑ̃ o din dilin dɑ ̃

komɑs̃ ə ʁɛ ɑ̃n dwaʁ da xlebjɑ̃ 

gɑ̃n aʁ vʁetɔñɛd o welɑ̃ 

 

aʁ zudaʁdɛd a zo gɥiskɛd e ʁy 

din dilin dɑ̃ o lɪn dɪlɪn dɑ ̃

ɑʁ zudaʁdɛd a zo gɥiskɛd e ʁy 

aʁ velejɔñ gɥiskɛd e dy 

E bourk vBrizak ‘kreiz ar vered 

Ur sapin gwez zo bet plantet 

  

Ur sapin gwez zo bet plantet 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 

Ur sapin gwez zo bet plantet 

James delienn n’he deus manket 

  

Met ar bloaz-man eñ zo kouezhet 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 

Met ar bloaz-man eñ zo kouezhet 

Soudard Ar Fur a zo marvet 

  

Komañs a rae an douar da c’hlebiañ 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 

Komañs a rae an douar da c’hlebiañ 

Gant ar Vretoned o ouelañ 

 

Ar soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz 

Din dilin da o din dilin da 

Ar soudarded a zo gwisket e ruz 

Ar veleion gwisket e du 

 

Sample P4-C: Participant #4 singing Plaver 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Lyrics in Breton 

te niʒ a iz dɑ̃n eɔl abask a sedɛʁ 

o plavɑ̃ gɑ̃n ɑ̃n aʋɛl ahed ɑ̃n ɑ̃mzɛʁ 

o tʁøzi gʋeledvao melɛn ʁyz a glɑs 

o kedɑ̃ us pʁado a moʁjo biɑ̃n ɑ bʁɑs 

 

 

ema͜wd dindɑ̃n ɑ̃n eɔl en w͜abl afʁikɑ 

kumolɛn ebet tʁuz ebet gulo pep tʁɑ 

Te ’nij a-is d’an heol, habask ha seder 

O plavañ gant an avel a-hed an amzer 

O treuziñ gweledvaoù melen, ruz ha glas 

O kejañ ouzh pradoù ha morioù, bihan ha 

bras 

 

Emaout dindan an heol, en oabl Afrika 

Koumoulenn ebet, trouz ebet, goullo pep tra 
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ɑ̃n aʋɛl as kaz etʁezeg ɑ̃n nɔʁs gʋɛn a jen 

 

mɔñ a ʁes di peogʋiʁ e͜w se dɑ ɦen 

 

e kʁe ɑ̃n oabl adʁøz aʁ bet 

etʁe ɑñ duaʁ ag aʁ steʁɛt 

o vezɑ̃ kasət gɑ̃n ɑ̃n avɛl hɛpmiken 

o vɔñ a zɛu o vɔñ a gle͜js 

pa ve gla͜w ha pa ve eʁx 

o vɔñ ʋaʁeøn dibowɛz ata͜w ə be pʁet 

 

menel a ʁez difiv ɛn nɛx efɛl œn dɛlʋɛn 

dugəd gɑ̃n dɑ̃n aʋɛl hɛʁvɛz aʁ mɑʁe 

(o ...) a ys daʁ xumul pa vez anezo 

pe o tiskɛn waʁ dy ɑ̃n duaʁ diafo 

œʁ xeʋɑ̃ndiʁ gude øn al ag adaʁe 

ɔl gwado a menezjo aʁ bet foʁs peɦini vent 

 

hɛʁzɛl a ʁez da zebʁĩ pe da evɑ̃ 

metʃo ez o kuskɛd en w͜abl ɛp eɑ̃nɑ̃ 

 

e kʁez ɑ̃n oabl adʁøz aʁ bet 

etʁe ɑñ duaʁ ag aʁ steʁɛt 

o vezɑ̃ kasət gɑ̃n ɑ̃n avɛl ɛpmiken 

o vɔñ a zɛu o vɔñ a gle͜js 

pa ve gla͜w ha pa ve ex 

o vɔñ ʋaʁeøn dibowɛz ata͜w bepʁet 

bepʁet 

 

a na gɔl ked ɑ̃mzɛʁ o kɑ̃ntʁɛn waʁ aʁ menɛs 

lez aʁ pevaʁ aʋɛl das kɑs pɛl dœʁ vʁo estʁɛn 

 

te niʒ a iz dɑ̃n eɔl abask a sidɛʁ 

o plavɑ̃ gɑ̃n ɑ̃n avɛl ahed ɑ̃n ɑ̃mzɛʁ 

o tʁøzi gʋeledvao melɛn ʁyz a glɑs 

An avel a ’z kas etrezek an norzh gwenn ha 

yen 

Mont a rez di peogwir eo se da hent 

 

E kreiz an oabl, a-dreuz ar bed 

Etre an douar hag ar stered 

O vezañ kaset gant an avel hepmuiken 

O vont a-zehou, o vont a-gleiz 

Pa ve glav ha pa ve erc’h 

O vont war-eeun dibaouez, atav ha bepred 

 

Menel a rez difiñv en nec’h evel un delwenn 

Douget gant an avel hervez ar mare 

O pignat a-us d’ar c’houmoul pa vez anezho 

Pe o tiskenn war-du an douar diafo 

Ur c’hevandir goude un all hag adarre 

Holl goadoù ha menezioù ar bed, forzh pehini 

e vent 

Herzel a rez da zebriñ pe da evañ 

Met chom ’rez o kousket en oabl hep ehanañ 

 

E kreiz an oabl, a-dreuz ar bed 

Etre an douar hag ar stered 

O vezañ kaset gant an avel hepmuiken 

O vont a-zehou, o vont a-gleiz 

Pa ve glav ha pa ve erc’h 

O vont war-eeun dibaouez, atav ha bepred 

 

 

Ha na goll ket amzer o kantren war ar menez 

Lez ar pevar avel da ’z kas pell d’ur vro estren 

  

Te ’nij a-is d’an heol, habask ha seder 

O plavañ gant an avel a-hed an amzer 

O treuziñ gweledvaoù melen, ruz ha glas 
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o kedɑ̃ us pʁado a moʁjo biɑ̃n ɑ bʁɑs 

 

 

e kʁez ɑ̃n oabl adʁøz aʁ bet 

etʁe ɑñ duaʁ ag aʁ steʁɛt 

o vezɑ̃ kasət gɑ̃n ɑ̃n avɛl ɛpmiken 

o vɔñ a zɛu o vɔñ a gle͜js 

pa ve gla͜w ha pa ve ex 

o vɔñ ʋaʁeøn dibowɛz ata͜w bepʁet 

et 

 

a na gɔl ked ɑ̃mzɛʁ o kɑ̃ntʁɛn waʁ aʁ menɛs 

lez aʁ pevaʁ aʋɛl das kɑs pɛl dœʁ vʁo estʁɛn 

ɛn 

 

a na gɔl ked ɑ̃mzɛʁ o kɑ̃ntʁɛn waʁ aʁ menɛs 

lez aʁ pevaʁ aʋɛl das kɑs pɛl dœʁ vʁo estʁɛn 

ɛn 

O kejañ ouzh pradoù ha morioù, bihan ha 

bras 

 

E kreiz an oabl, a-dreuz ar bed 

Etre an douar hag ar stered 

O vezañ kaset gant an avel hepmuiken 

O vont a-zehou, o vont a-gleiz 

Pa ve glav ha pa ve erc’h 

O vont war-eeun dibaouez, atav ha bepred 

 

 

Ha na goll ket amzer o kantren war ar menez 

Lez ar pevar avel da ’z kas pell d’ur vro estren 

 

 

Ha na goll ket amzer o kantren war ar menez 

Lez ar pevar avel da ’z kas pell d’ur vro estren 
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